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()\ERVIEW

This book is an attempt to report on the activities id' many persons

a.s the have attempted to teach severely handicapped students in the

Madison Metropolitan School District. There is little one can du to

express accurately the Frustrat-ions, joys, Failures and successes exper-

ienced :Is we discover more and more about what severely handicapped students

ean learn. hach year we sense increased excitement as start' and parents

discover ways to enhance the rumlionilw levels or cven the most handicapped

of' our students.

As our ability to program ror students expands across persons, settiH

and materials, wo are learning more aad more ahout the ability or severely

handicapped students to perrorm epet:entIly in comple,, co ,,, ,evity environments.

l';e have learned that the severely handicapped students in precarious health

with minimal motoric abilities can he taught to locomote and communicate:

we have learned that severely handicapped young adults will ultimatel

runction effectively in iorrrpet i tivc fibs: and we have learned that expec-

tations once held only ror mildly handicapped students can How be hold ror

severely handicapped students.

In the process of learning about our students we have also learned a

great deal about ourselves. lost importantly, we have learned to work

cooperatively in spite or different training and disciplinpt missions and

we have learned that we cannot rely on any one instructional or organizational

-model" to generate our strategies.

In an attempt to meet the speciric needs of' our readers, !Ilzr Xolume

has been organized into the following three parts:
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Part 1:

Madison's Alternative for Zero Exclusion:
Papers and Programs Related to Public School Services

Cur Secondary Age Severely Handicapped Students

Part 2:

Madison's Alternative For Zero Exclusion:
Papers and Programs Related to Teaching Reading Skills

to Severely Handicapped Students

Part :4 :

Madison's Alternative for Zero Exclusion:
Toward an Integrated Therapy Model Cor Teaching

Motor, Tracking and Scanning Skills to Severely Handicapped Studentt:

We hope that this inConnation will he helpful as you continue to work

toward improved educational services for severely handicapped students.

L. B.

N.S.

I .C.
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Occupational and Physical Therapy Services for
Severely Handicapped Students: Toward a

Naturalized Public School Service Delivery Modell

Part I

Integrated vs. Isolated Therapy Models

Janet Sternat, John Nietupski, Steve Lyon
Rosalie Messina, and Lou Brown

Madison Public Schools and University of Wisconsin2

Recent judicial and legislative actions have affirmed the right of

all children to a public school education. Thus, public school officials

throughout the nation are engaging in activities designed to culminate in

the beSt possible educational servics for students with substantial im-

pairments in academic, motor, self-help and social skills domains. In

Part I of this paper, attempts wil.1 be made to relate to selected aspects

of at least two service delivery models (isolated and integrated) that have

been or are being used in public school settings for severely handicapped

students by physical and occupational therapists. Li the isolated therapy

model the therapy is offered in a seqregated environment that is separate

from the home and school room where the student generally functions. In

the integrated model the therapy becomes part of the severely handicapped

student's total developmental life space because it takes place in the

school, the community and the home.

The models share common characteristics and thus are not mutually

exclusive. However, for the purpose of illustration and communication

examples of the secinence of treatment using the two models will be given.

These examples lie at opposite ends of a continuum. Hopefully, such an

1This paper was supported in part by Madison Public Schools Federal Con-
tract No. OEC-0-74-7993,and in part by Grant No. OEG-0-73-6137 to the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin,Madison. from the Department of HEW, USOE, Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped, Division of Personnel Preparation, Washington, D.C.

2
A revision of this paper will be published in Education and Training of

the Itntally Retarded. Appreciation is expressed to Nancy Dodd for her

valuable contributions to Parts I and III.
8



artificial dichotomy will make several basic issues more clear and consequently

allow for an open approach to the development of exemplary physical and

occnpational therapy service delivery models for severely handicapped

students.

The Isolated Therapy Model

Assume that the teacher Df a severely handicapped student (Billy)

thought he needed physical or occupational therapy and referred him for t±terapy

services. In a setting emphasizing an isolated therapeutic model the

following sequence of events might occur:

1. Billy is removed from his classroom by the therapy staff and

transported to the therapy room.

2. Through formai and informal testing the therapist securec

diagnostic information presumably related to the determination

of Billy's cu..-rent general developmental motoric functioning

level.

3. From the diagnostic information gathered it is hypothesized that

Billy is operating motorically at approximately a four-month

developmental level. The therapist, in collaboration with a

physician, prescribes a program which is designed to induce pro-

gression through a normal developmental motor sequence. That is,

the therapist will attempt to teach motor skills in the order of

their appearance in normal motor development, beginning with the

skills that typically appear at the four-month level.

4. Billy is brought to the therapy room bdice each week. During

therapy the therapist attempts to develop "pull to sitting" and

"rolling to side", two motor skills which typically surface at the

four-month level.

5. After therapy BilW is returned to his classroom. Often the



therapist has another student scheduled for therapy immediately

after Billy. The time necessary to communicate with Billy's

teacher or parents about the structure and concent of the

developmental motor program or progress within that program is,

therefore, unavailable. Efforts by the teacher or the therapist

to insure that skills taught in the therapy room are maintained

and absorbed into classroom or home curricula consequently are

unsuccessful. The teacher ari l. the parents may even be unaware

of Billy's motor needs and therefore the school and home en-

vironments may not allow for,or may even inhibit,the acquisition

or perfinmance of the motor skills the therapist is attempting to teach.

6. After six mol:ths of therdv; ii1ly demonstrates little progress

;When "pulled to sit" he exhibits slight head lag, but has not

yet learned to "roll to side.").Although the therapist may want

to continue working with Billy, the limited progress may lead to

a decision to reduce therapy to weekly or bimonthly checks to

allow time to work with another student with "more potential.%

This hypothetical situation exemplifies a type of therapy service a

severely handicapped student might receive under the "Isolated Therapy Model".

Assumptions of the Isolated Therapy Model.

There are at least four basic assumptions underlying the Isolated Therapy

Model:

1. The Isolated Tnerapy Model assumes that the information related

to motor skills which is secured in an isolated therapy room will

yield information that validly represents general motoric

functioning. That means that the Isolated Therapy Model assumes
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that the level of motor skills observed in the therapy room

is representative of the level of motor skills manifested by

the severely handicapped student in the home, classroom, lunch

room, on the playground, etc.

2. The Isolated Therapy Model assumes that knowledge of the

sequence in which motor skills are typically acquired by

"normal" children makes it possible to c2eterminc the order in-

which motor skills should be taught to a severely handicapped

student. That is, once the therapist has assessed the motor

skills of a severely handicapped student, the developmental

relationship to a typically normal sequence can be determiaed.

The therapist then can teach the absent skills in the order

that they would presumably appear in the normaLmoi:or development

sequence.

3. The Isolated Therapy Model assumes that episodic therapy (i.e.,

therapy conducted once or twice per week for 20-30 minutes per

session) will result in substantial general motor skill development.

4. The Isolated Therapy Model assumes that skills acquired in one

environment will be performed in other environments. For example,

it is assumed that if a student performs the pincer grasp in the

therapy room in the presence of a therapist, the student will per-

form that motor skill in the classroom, in the presence of the

teacher and in the home in the presence of parents.

While this assumption of skill generalization may be valid for

normal and mildly handicapped students, it represents a rather

high degree of instructional inference when applied to severely

handicapped students.

11
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The isolated therapy model has been effective with a variety of physical-

motor problems of normal and mildly handicapped persons. Consequently, it is

understandable that the isolated therapy model is being used with severely

handicapped students in the public schools. The general or exclusive use of

the isolated therapy model with severely handicapped students should, however,

receive careful zcrutiny and in most instances, be rejected. More efficacious

alternatives are available.

The Integrated Therapy Model.

Assume that the same severely handicapped student, Billy is referred

by his teacher for physical or occupational therapy in a setting that

emphasizes an integrated therapy model.

1. The therapist comes to the classroom and home and observes Billy

while he engages in various activities (e.g., during play time,

feeding, toileting, and group activities) and administers range

of motion tests in the presence of the teacher and the parents.

2. From the informaticr: ';ecured from observations and various in-

formal tests thy th,:. concluaes that primary motoric

needs are in the Liea of head control. That is, in the various

activities in which Billy engaged he rarely maintained his head

in an upright position or turned his head to view objects or

people to his right or left.

3. The therapist, the teacher and the parents, therefore, jointly

design an instructional program that can be implemented at school

and at home to develop head control skills. The program is also

designed to develop a number of movement patterns which in-

corporate clusters of developmental skills.

4. The therapist provides direct service to Billy only twice per week.

5. In addition to direct therapy, the therapist trains

12
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Billy's teachers and parents to implement the program both in the

classroom and at home, during as many activities as possible. That

is, in addition to direct therapy, Billy is taught head control

during feeding, art class, Instructional Material Center activities

and while watching TV or riding the school bus or playing at

school or at home.

6. After two months, Billy demonstrates slight progress. The teacher,

the therapist and the parents continue therapy and meet regularly

to design Changes that might make the program more effective.

Assumptions of the Integrated Therapy Model.

There are also at least four basic assumptions underlying the

Integrated Therapy Model:

1. The Integrated Therapy Model assumes that assessment of motor

abilities can be conducted most efficaciously in natural en-

vironments (e.g., classrooms, homes, busses).3 If the therapist

observes the students' motoric functioning in natural environments,

he/she will be able to assess motor performance across many different

natural settings, materials, cues and persons. This allows the

therapist to secure a more valid representation of general motoric

functioning. The integrated model also assumes that if the teacher,

the therapist and parents jointly devise the program it can be

incorporated into daily living and educational activities and will

have direct relevance to immediate, as well as long term

developmental needs. Thus, most "significant others" will be

included in the therapy program. Educational activities can be

arranged so that performance of target skills can be encouraged

(or required) across a variety of natural settings, materials, cues

and persons.

3Certainly, selected "range of motion" assessments might be administered
4n 4an1arael rharanu rnnma whara nanciagary acminmnnt 1 gt mnrA readi lv availabla.



2. The Integrated TherAc Model assumes that students should be

taught clusters of developmental motor skills through functional

and game activities for at least 3 reasons. First, "normal" children

appear to develop motor skills in clusters (i.e while refining

the ability to sit the child is also learning to climb and achieve

greater proficiency in four-point activities). Functional and

game activities which incorporate clusters of developmental motor

skills might, therefore, more closely approximate the normal

developmental process. Second, it is felt that incorporat

clusters of developmental motor skills into functional and game

activities will result in more rapid acquisition. Third,

functional and game activities can be incorporated

into other aspects of a student's life space.

3. The Integrated Therapy Model assumes that in order for motor skill

tr,Aining to be effective, therapy must be longitudinal and

naturalized. Therefore, therapy should be provided each day,

throughout the day, in all the environments in which the student

functions.

4. The Integrated Therapy Model assumes that in order for skills to

be useful, they must be taught and/or empirically verified in

the ouvironments in which they will naturally occur. That is,

the Integrated Therapy Model assum(1 that whorl attempting tn

teach skills which will he used in classrooms, homes, and/or in play

settings, those skills should be taught or verified in class-

rooms, homes, and/or play settings.

Summary

The Integrated Therapy Model advocates several strategics based on

these assumptions and consequently rejects the parallel assumptions of the

Isolated Therapy Model. The Integrated Therapy Model, therefore, advocates

14
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four basic approaches:

1. The integrated Therapy Model advocates assessing moterio functioning

in the students' natural environments because it rejects the

assumption that general motoric functioning can be validly assessed

outside natrual environments by a therapist who is unfamiliar with

the student and lacks stimulus control.

2. The Integrated Therapy Model advocates teaching clusters of skills

as opposed to isolated developmental motor skills. increasingly large

discrepencies will therefore result, since it often requires many months

to teach a severely handicapped student an isolated motor skill that

a normal child would acquire in a few weeks. Althougn the normal

developmental strategy often will result in substantial gains for

other populations it is rejected as an effective strategy for use

with severely handicapped students.

3. The Integrated Thera, 4odel advocates incorporating therapy

continuously and naturally into the students' daily activities because

it rejects the assumption that skills taught in short episodes once

or twice a week will result in significant gains.

4. The Integrated Therapy Model advocates teaching skillS in the

student's natural environments with a variety of instp.ictional Materials,

persons and cues because it rejects the assumption that skills taught

in one environment by one therapist and utilizing one set of

instructional materials will generalize to the student's natural

environments.

It is suggested, therefore, that physical and occupational therapists

working with severely handicapped students, utilize an Integrated Therapy

that meet the following seven criteria:

1. Assessment of motoric functioning must be conducted in s(Iveral

natural settings;

15
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2. Parents, teachers and therapists should design motor skill programs

jointly;

3. Motor skill programs should be designed to teach clusters of

developmental motor skills;

4. Clusters of developmental motor skills should be taught through

functional and game activities;

5. Motor skill training should occur throughout the day, every day, and

in all settings in which students function;

6. Program revisions should be based upon student progress and imple-

mented by parents, teachers and therapists.

7. The teaching strategies utilized in developmental motor skill

programs should rely upon basic principles of neurophysiological

functioning (several basic neurophysiological principles are

presented in Part II).

16
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Part II

Neurophysiological Principles: Considerations for the
Development of Educational Curricula for

Severely Handicapped Students

anet Sternat and Rosalie Messina
Madison Public Schools

The changes in a skill or cluster of skills along a continuum from

initially unsophisticated to morl complex levels generally has been referred

to as developmental process. Development occurs within a context of sensory

input and is integrated with motor output through contact and experience

with external environments. It is known ,ha4: a time when this process is

especially critical is the first 24 months of an individual's life. Piaget

has referred to this period as the sensorimotor stage of development.

During this period the rudiments of many critical concepts are established.

The developmental skills an individual acquires from interactions with

external environments seem to be a function of at least three basic factors:

1. Accurate sensory intake with continual feedback from resultant

motor responses;

2. The number and variety of experiences actively encountered during

interactions within a variety of environments;

:1. Continued maturationofthe Central Nervous System (CNS) with

integration (i.e., incorporation ef lower center activity into

a coordinated system) at higher centers along with inhibition

(i.e., gradual decrease in effcct) or primitive reflexive behavior.

if any of these three basic factors are not operative or are limited,

problems in the acquisition and maintenance of concepts and their behavioral

referents will result. In this section an attempt will be made to delineate

smeral (dile underlying neurophysiolog ical factors that may account Cor



delays. in normal developmental processes, distortions of those processes,

as seen in severely handicapped children's actions, or deficits related

to organic functioning. Visible actions that are functionally related to

more di(ficult to observe CNS functioning, but which may be amenable to

remediation will be discussed. Attempts will be made to encourage teachers

and other direct service personnel to expand the number of factors which

are typically considered when teaching severely handicapped students.

Accural.e sensory intake

Accurate sensory intake is influenced by:

al inhibition of irrelevant stimuli at external receptors and various

centers within the CNS through complex chemical coOog:

bl the ability to accommodate (i.e., adapt to) to changing stimuli;

c) feedback from sensory systems within the muscle fibers; and

dl maintenance of arousal levels necessary to perceive information.

IC CNS is fragmented, high intensity stimulation may be channeled

without inhibition. ihis may result in withdrawal and/or defensive actions.

inconsistency in the expression of socially appropriate emotional responses

andhyperdistractability are two additional actions that might be observed.

Thus, a situation might arise in which a student may be viewed as noncompliant

when in fact distortions of sensory input may make it difficult for that

student to maintain interaction with materials or surfaces.

The inabilit to maintain contact with $urfaces or objects or grasp

or keep feet Clat while in contact with varied textures also may be

viewed as over stimulation at CNS levels when the situation require

inhibition. 1r a teacher forces a student to keep his/her foot in contact

with a surface without adequately preparing the CNS to accept the input,

the spiraling oC distractability and the heightening of avoidance and ,

18
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escape actions may result. If the accoimnodation process is impaired,

each presentation of a stimulus may be interpreted differently. There-

fore, the teacher must consider the effect of change itself within

stimulus dimensions as having an effect (Al studont responses.

The actions described above can occur in reaction to changes in

sensory input from many sources. Some potential sources are: persons,

foods, textures, temperatures, and changes in body position. Students

may exhibit action sequences that avoid sudden changes in routine

or emit other maladaptive responses upon encountering diCCerent

intensitites of common or novel environmental variabos. Programmatic

considerations should include a focus on the accommodation process by

systematically varying persons, materials, positions and surroundings

tu avoid excessive reliance on a limited number of cues. Such system-

atic variation may prepare the child to handle varying degrees of

sensory stimulation.

While motor responses are observable, they have internal effects

which are directly fed back to the CNS through a sensory system

specific to muscle fibers. The Feedback system allows for automatic

adjustments by the CNS and thus the control of motor planning. Without

accurate Feedback Crom muscle systems, students may appear clumsy or

awkward and may display discrepancies in the rate and precision uf

movement. implications for programming include accurate Cunctional

motion vnalysis of required rate, Corce (e.g., acceleration/decelera-

tion of muscle movements related to strength) and timing of coordinated

muscle groups. This analysis should be Followed by repeated practice

to establish coded neural pathways and efficient patterns id' movement.

A student who is unable to achieve an accurate hand to mouth pattern

19
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necessary for eating illustrates the importance of an adequately functioning

motor feedback system. he student is required to scoop the food and bring

the utensil to his mouth. Successful completion of the hand to mouth pattern

depends upon feedback from length changes within the muscles and joint

receptor feedback throughout the movement. over time and trials, the number

of external cues provided during instruction should be faded if automatic

patterns are to emerge. That is, if students are to acquire the ability

to perform the skills of concern independently.

The CNS also monitors states of arousal at specific centers. Essentially,

this means that specific centers need to be chemically "primed" to accept

sensory inputs. Medication, seizure activi:ty and lack of higher level

cognitive feedback may disturb the function of arousal centers resulting

in heightened or suppressed arousal states that are incompatible with

attending and responding to relevant aspects of the stimulus environment.

Attempts should be made to obtain accurate information as to appropriate

medications, dosages and possible seizure activity related to states or

arousal.

Number and variety or experiences

Delayed motor development (e.g., wnen a child is not rolling over at

six months or sitting at one year), curtails environmental interactions.

1r development is del:iyed and there is a resultant lack of independent

Functioning, the variety of experiences is reduced further and CNS func-

tioning may be maintained at reflexive and primitive levels. bow rates

ol" self-initiated movement and exploration combined with repeated attempts

that fail have the effect of decreasing motivation and thus subsequent

action. Stated another way, the world is perceived by the child as too

risky or failure ridden.

2 0
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There is evidence that supports the existence of an innate drive or

madvation that is not necessarily connected to reinforcement from the

environment which also should be considered (Dudlah, 1975). The developing

process uf CNS growth continually initiates practice and repetition of

movements. leading to the establishment or neural growth and efficient

neural pathways. Many severely handicapped students display low rates of

movement and high rates of repetitious practice or irrelevant (stereotypic)

motor actions. Low movement rates and high.rates of stereotypic actions

can limit the subsequent acquisition and use of higher level skills outside

of highly structured settings. Drugramming should focus on these critical

aspects or CNS developmental process which underlie present behaviors.

Those behaviors which are nut at maximum efficiency and/ur nut demonstrating

integration should be determined and given sufficient repetition and practice

for refinement. Motoric components absent from the students' repertoire,

which are catalysts for the emergence of higher level skills should be

developed to the highest possible level of efficiency.

The child's delayed and limited motor development also may have an

effect on adults whoare interacting with the student. General parent-child

interactions often change in response to manifested growth patterns. Yor

example, as a normal child acquires skills, parental handling may be faded.

However, parents of delayed children often du not fade their assistance.

if fadiJg of parental support does not occur or if, parents do nut attempt

to direct the child's development, the child's active experiences again

have deviated From that a a normal child. for example, parents who always

provide support for their child's head may be preventing the development oC

necessary independent head control skills.

21
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Continued physiological naturation

Organic defects within the CNS, such as complete absence of specific

brain areds, tumors, Or lesions, that result in nonfunctional, neural centers

are factors which cannot be overlooked. These defects may cause actions

unrelated to environmental stimuli. Those neurological areas which are

functioning Aay be maturing at grossly different rates leaving cognitive

and motor aspects of learning out of synchronication and interfering with the

child's skill acquisition and interactions with the external world.

As a result of degenerative diseases such as San Fillipo's Disease,

Tuberous Sclerosis and Sidle Cell anemia, development may follow normal pro

gressions for a time. However, When degenerative processes occur some higher

level skills may be maintained while others deteriorate in apparently unpre

dictable patterns. IF one or more of the above interfering factors exist in

development may be unique, delayed or totally arrested. Unless teachers

and therapists recognize ai,d program For these possibilities, teaching methods

may fail to allow students to function in accordance with their capacities.

In Part III curricular suggestions For teaching selected headcontrol skill

clusters to severely handicapped students are provided. These curricular

suggestions are intended to reflect the seven criteria of the Integrated

Therapy Model.

2 2
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Part III

Curricular Suggestions for Teaching Severely Handicapped
Students Selected Clusters of Head Control Skills

Janet Sternat, Steve Lyon, John Nietupski, and
Rosalie Messina

Introduction and Rationale

A suggested head control program, designed to meet the criteria of the

Integrated Therapy Model is presented below. During the 1976-1977 school

year, this program or a facsimile will be implemented with several severely

handicapped students in the Madison Public Schools.

Head control skills such as the ability to move (rotate, flex and extend)

balance and right5 are a vital aspect of human growth and development.

Without such skills even primitive scanning, selection, inspection, retrieval

and manipulation of objects would be extremely difficult. Close observation

of many severely handicapped students of varying chronological ages and

functioning levels often reveals substantial deficits in a variety of head

control skill clusters. Even such rudimentary skills as the independence

of head and eye movements may not be in the functional repertoires of some

severely handicapped students.

As head control skills are crucial to almost all developmental domains,

it is imperative that teachers of severely handicapped students:

a) assess functioning for the presence of crucial head control skills;

b) teach students to perform the required skills; or

c) arrange for adaptive and/or prosthetic assistance which might com-

pensate for the inability of the student to learn independent per-

formance of the necessary skill.

5
Head righting is referred to here as movement of the head: 1) to the right

when the trunk is moved to the left; 2) to the left when the trunk is moved to
the right; 3) raised (extended) when the trunk is moved forward, and 4) lowered
(flexed) when the trunk is moved backward.
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The following curricular suggestions are designed to result in the

students' aoquisition of three head control skill clusters: head rotation,

head balancing, and head righting. These skill clusters are considered pre-

requisites for many educationally crucial developmental motor skills.6

Instructional Sequence and Task Analysis

A. Instructional Sequence

The Schemata of Instructional Sequences Chart (see Chart I) illustrates

the order in which clusters of head control skills may be taught. The

skill clusters referred to in the Schemata of Instructional Sequences

Chart are described briefly below:

I. Horizontal head movement (rotation) refers to teaching a student

to rotate his/her head horizontally away from and toward the

midline position.

II. Head Balancing refers to teaching a student to stop his/her head

to the right and left of midline and above and below the level

head position.

III. Head Balancing (after a rotation) refers to teaching a student to

stop his/her head and hold it in a fixed position after a

horizontal rotation.

TV-A. Head Righting refers to teaching a student to rotate his/her head

in order to right the trunk after a side to side trunk movement.

TV-B. Initiation of Rotation refers to teaching a student to initiate

a smooth and continuous head rotation.

6This instructional program is not recommended for use with students with
CA less than one to two years. For such students, it is recommended that
teachers attempt to induce progressions through normal developmental motor
sequences.
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V. Head Balancins refers to teaching a student to balance his/her

head when the head is placed in any position within 450 to the

right or 450 to the left of midline and 10° above or below a

level head position.

VI-A. Initiation of Extension refers to teaching a student to initiate

a smooth and continuous extension (a vertical head movement

against gravity).

VI-B. Stopping the Head (after movement) refers to teaching a student

to stop his/her head appropriately after a movement.

VII. Head Righting (extension) refers to teaching a student to extend

his/her head in order to right the head with the trunk after a

frontward movement of the trunk.

VIII. Returning the Head refers to teaching a student to return (by

rotation, flexion, or extension) his/her head to a midline and

level position after a head movement.

IX. Head Righting (flexion)7 refers to teaching a student to flex

his/her head in order to right the head with the trunk after a

backward movement of the trunk.

B. Task Analysis

The following is a suggested task analysis of the head control skill

clusters delineated in the Schemata of Instructional Sequences Chart.

Those Phases numbered IV-A and IV-B or VI-A or VI-B indicate that

the skill clusters might be taught concurrently.

7Though lowering the head below the level head position is referred to
here as flexion, the action results from using extensor muscles to decellerate
downward head movement.
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Task Analysis of Selected Head Control Skill Clusters

Phase 1 Teaching students to perform basic head rotation skills

Program Objectives: To teach a student to rotate his/her head through

45" both Crum: midline to the right and to the left; and from 900

to the right or 1,, the len (d' midline toward midline.
8

Part 1: teaching a student to rotate his/her head through 450 Crum

midline to the right and to the left of midline.

Step 1: Teaching a student to rotate his her head through 15"

to the right and to the left of inidline.

Step 2: Teaching a student to rotate his:her head through 301

to the right and to the left of midline.

s..ucen, :o rotareStep :3: leaching atIll his'her head through 45u

to the ripht and to the left IF midline.

Part 2: leaching a .-tudent to rotate his/her head through 450 from

45" to the r i iit and to the left or midline toward midline.

Step 1: leoAling a student to rotate hislher head through 150

toward midline from 45" to the right and to the left of midline.

Steo 2: Teaching a student to rotate his/her head through 30u

toward midline from to the right and tothe left of midline.

Step :i: Teaching a student to rotate his:her head through 45 0

to midline from
-o

to the right and to the left of midline.

Phase 11 Teaching students to perform bzisic head balancing skills:

Stopping the head following head rotation.

Program objectives: To teach a student to stop his/her head in any

required position within 90u to the right or left of midline and 10

above or below a 01 head position after a rotation of the head.

Step 1: leaching a student to stop his/her head at a midline

and level head position.

8
for those students whose heads are fixed at 90 to the right or left

of midline an additional part mai first be required to teach those students
to rotate their heads through 45 toward midline. leaching should then
proceed to Part 2 and then Part 1.
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Step 2: Teaching a student to stop his/her head 100 above a level

head position.

Step 3: Teaching a student to stop his/her head 100 below a level

head position.

Step 4: Teaching a student to stop his/her head above level and

450 to the right or left of midline.

Step 5: Teaching a student to stop his/her head in any required

position within 900 to the right or left of midline and 10° above

or below level position.

Phase III - Teaching students to perform head balancing skills following

a rotation of the head.

program Objective: To teach a student to balance (hold in a fixed

position) his/her head for 5 seconds after a horizontal rotation of

450 toward or away from midline following a rotation away from midline.

Part 1: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds

after a 15° rotation from midline to the right or to the left of midline.

Step 1: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds

after a 15° rotation to right or left of midline from midline.

Step 2: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds

after a 30° rotation to right or left of midline from midline.

Step 3: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds

after a 45° rotation to right or left of midline from midline.

Part 2: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds after

a rotation toward midline.

Step 1: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds

after a 15° rotation from the right or left of midline toward midline.

Step 2: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds after

a 30° rotation from the right or left of midline toward midline.

2 9



Part 3: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds after

a horizontal rotation of 450 toward or away from midline.

Step 1: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds after

a 45° rotation away from midline to the right or to the left.

Step 2: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 3 seconds after

a 450 rotation from the right or left of midline toward midline.

Part 4: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 5 seconds after

a rotation of 450 toward or away from midline.

Step 1: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 5 seconds after

a rotation of 450 from midline to the right or to the left.

Step 2: Teaching a student to balance his/her head for 5 seconds after

a rotation of 450 from the right ir left or midline toward midlino.

Phase TV-A - Teaching students to perform basic head righting skills by

rotating the head following a trunk movement to the right or left.9

Program Objective: To teach a student to rotate his/her head 450 in

order to right the head with the trunk after a lateral movement of the

trunk to the right or left a distance of 18 inches.

Part 1: Teaching a student to rotate his/her head 15° to tlie right

or ieft in order to right the head with the trunk after a lateral trunk

movement of 6 inches (e.g., after a lateral trunk movement to the right

the head rotates to the left and vice versa).

Part 2: Teaching a student to rotate his/her head 300 to the right

or to the left in order to right the head with the trunk after a lateral

trunk movement of 12 inches.

Part 3: Teaching a student to rotate his/her head 45° to the right or

to the left in order to right the head with the trunk after a lateral

trunk movement of 18 inches.

9
Trunk movement refers to movin the trunk at the shoulders while main

taining the buttocks stationary.
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Phase IV-B - Teaching student:, to initiate head rotation.

Program Objective: To teach a student to initiate (begin) a smooth and

continuous rotation of his/her head.

Part 1: Teaching a student to initiate a rotation to the right or

to the left of midline.

Part 2: Teaching a student to initiate a rotation from the left or

from the right of midline toward midline.

Phase V - Teaching students to balance their heads when the head is placed

in any position within 450 to the right or left of midline and 100 above

or below a level head position.

Program Objective: To teach a student to hold his/her head in a fixed

position (balance) 45° to the left or to the right of midline and 10°

above or below level for at least 5 seconds.

Part 1: Teaching a student to balance his/her head at a level midline

head position for 3 seconds.

Part 2: Teaching a student to balance his/her head level and 15° to

the right or left of midline for 3 seconds.

Part 3: Teaching a student to balance his/her head level and 30° to

the right or left of midline for 3 seconds.

Part 4: Teaching a student to balance his/her head level

and 450 to the right or left of midline for 3 seconds.

Part 5: Teaching a student to balance his/her head at 45° to the

right or left of midline and 50 above or below level for 3 seconds.

Part 6: Teaching a student to balance his/her head at 45° to the

right or left of midline and 10° above or below level for 3 seconds.

Parts 7-12: Repeat Parts 1-6 for 5 seconds.

3 1
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Phase vI-A - Teaching students to initiate a smooth and continuous extension

(vertical head movement against gravity).

Program Objective: To teach a student to initiate (begin) a smooth and

continuous extension (vertical movement against gravity) when his/her

head is placed in any position.

Part 1: Teaching a student to initiate a head extension when his/her

head is placed below level head position at midline.

Part 2: Teaching a student to initiate a head extension when his/her

head is placed in a midline and level position.

Part 3: Teaching a student to initiate a head extension when his/her

head is placed above a level position and at midline.

Part 4: Teaching a student to initiate a head extension when his/her

head is placed below level and to the right or to the left of midline.

Part 5: Teaching a student to initiate a head extension when his/her

head is placed at a level head position and to the right or to the left

of midline.

Part 6: Teaching a student to initiate a head extension when his/her

head is placed above a level head position and to the right or the left

of midline.

Phase VI-B - Teaching students to stop their heads after a vertical head

movement but before the end of a range of motion:

Program Objective: To teach a student to stop his/her head after an

extension of 100:

1) from below level toward level when the head is:

a) within 45° to the right of midline;

b) within 45° to the left of mideline; or

c) at midline; and

3 2
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2) from level toward above level when the head is:

a) within 45° to the right of midline;

b) within 45° to the left of midline; or

c) at midline.

Part 1: Teaching a student to stop his/her head after an extension of

50 from midline and below level toward a level head position.

Part 2: Teaching a student to stop his/her head after an extension of

50 from midline and level above and away from level.

Part 3: Teaching a student to stop his/her head after an extension

of 50 from midline and above level.

Part 4: Teaching a student to stop his/her headr-after an extension of

50 from the right or left of midline and below level toward a level

head position.

Part 5: Teaching a student to stop his/her head after a 5° extension

from the right or left of midline at level above and away from level.

Part 6: Teaching a student to stop his/her head after a 50 extension

from the right or left of midline and above level.

Parts 7-12: The same as parts 1-6 except after extensions of 100.

Phase VII - Teaching students to extend their heads in order to right the

head with the trunk after a forward movement of the trunk.

Program Objective: To teach a student to extend his/her head 450 in

order to right the head with the trunk after his/her trunk is moved

forward a distance of 18 inches.

Part 1: Teaching a student to extend his/her head 15° in order to

right the head with the trunk after a forward trunk movement of 6 inches.3

Part 2: Teaching a student to extend his/her head 30° in order to

right the head with the trunk after a forward trunk movement of 12 inches.

Part 3: Teaching a student to extend his/her head 450 in order to right

(
the head with the trunk after a forward trunk movement of 18 inches.

3 3
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Phase VIII - Teaching students to return (by rotating, flexing or extension)

their heads co a midline and level head position after a movement.

Program Objective: To teach a student to return (move) their heads to

a midline and level head pc-ition after any two uomponent (horizontal

and vertical) head movement.

Part 1: Teaching a student to return his/her head to a midline and

level position after a rotation to the right of midline.

Part 2: Teaching a student to return his/her head to a midline and

level position after a rotation to the left of midline.

Part 3: Teaching a student to return his/her head to a midline and

level position after a flexion down and away from midline.

Part 4: Teaching a student to return his/her head to a midline and

level position after a rotation and a flexion away from midline and

level.

Part 5: Teaching a student to return his/her head.to a midline and

level position after a rotation and an extension away from midline.

Part 6: Teaching a student to return his/her head to a midline and

level position after any two component (horizontal and vertical)

head movement.

Phase IX - Teaching students to flex their heads in order to right the

head with the trunk after a backward movement of the trunk.

Program Objective: To teach a student to flex his/her head 45° in order

to right the head with the trunk after his/her trunk is moved backwards

a distance of 18 inches.

Part 1: Teaching a student to flex his/her head 15° in order to right

the head with the trunk after a backward trunk movement of 6 inches.

Part 2: Teaching a student to flex his/her head 300 in order to right

the head with the trunk after a backward trunk movement of 12 inches.

3 4



Suggested Instructional Strategies

A. Instructional Considerations

Prior to engaging a student in a motor skill instructional program, it

is essential that the effects of general muscle tone on functional activity

level be given careful consideration. The extremeties (arms and legs) are

the major inc.Lcators of the state of general muscle tone, while the trunk

and head are considered the critical points of control that effect changes

in overall tonal quality. Only after an analysis of general muscle tone

should facilitory and inhibitory events and specific handling procedures

be determined.

Traditionally tonal states have been organized into the following

categories:

1. Hypotonia: Too little muscle tone or an inability to maintain

postures against gravity.

2. Hypertonia: Excessive muscle tone with resistance to passive or

repeated movement, or an inability to isolate movements from

fixed postures.

3. Hypokinesis: Too little purposeful movement and slow movements,

but slowness not necessarily related to muscle tone.

4. Hyperkinesis: Excessive non-purposeful movement, but not necessarily

related to muscle tone.

These traditional tonal status categories may represent partially accurate

descriptions of general tonal actions. However, they fail to provide a

useful method for the determination of individualized handling procedures

for the following reasons:

1. Traditional categories provide only static descriptions of muscle

tone which do not account for the constantly changing tonal states

students may demonstrate across environments and time;

35
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2. Classification on the basis of general muscle tone obscures the

fact that specific muscle groups often exhibit tones different

from general tone; and

3. Traditional categories attempt tc provide a method for the

determination of individualized handling procedures. However,

the same handling procedure may be either facilitory or inhibitory,

depending on the muscle groups involved.

In summary, it is doubtful that any single method or criterion can be

used to determine appropriate handling procedures without the specification

of: a) changes in muscle tone; b) the specific movement desired and

c) the muscle group involved in the desired movement.

B. Suggested Strategies for the Assessment of Student Progress

To determine existing head control skills related to head movement,

head balancing and head righting, the following general strategies are

suggested:

First, students should be observed in natural settings by teachers,

parents and other adults during activities such as eating and bathing in

order to determine general levels of head control skills (see Section E:

"Instructional Settings"below). Second, students should then be observed

in structured settings (see Section E: "Instructional Settings" below)

where more precise measurements (i.e., duration, distance and degree) can

be made. In both structured and natural settings students should be

assessed in prone, supine and upright sitting positions. During these

initial assessment activities attempts should be made to determine the level

of head control skills demonstrated without prompting or priming 10from the

10
A physical prime refers to providing dhe minimum phy3ical assistance

necessary for a student to perform a desired action. At least two types of
physical primes can be utilized: a) a complete physical prime refers to
physically guiding a student through all portions of an action sequence; and
b) a partial physical prime refers to physically guiding a student through
selected portions of an action sequence.

36
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teacher. The structured initial assessment also should include screening

for individual deformities, general tonal patterns, and individual

sensitivities to various types of sensory stimulation. Third, following

observations in natural and structured settings, instructional baselines

can be determined for each student in relation to each skill cluster.

Fourth, probes can be conducted to assess the students' progress over time.

C. Suggested Teaching Procedures

When teaching head control skills, the following instructional

procedures are suggested:

Step 1: The student can be placed in a structured setting in which

the performance of specific skills is required. If the student

performs the required skills in this structured setting and in at

least 2 natural settings in the presence of 3 different perscns and when placed

in 3 different body positions, and without cues to perform from persons

in authority, the teacher could proceed to the next phase of the task

analysis. If the student does not perform the required skills, the

teacher might implement Step 2.

Step 2: The teacher could repeat the procedures described in Step 1

while providing the student with verbal and gestural cues. If the

desired skills still are not performed, the teacher could implement

Step 3.

Step 3: The teacher could provide repeated demonstrations (models)

of the desired actions and also provide verbal and gestural cues when

the student is placed in the different settings described in Steps

1 and 2. If students still do not demonstrate the desired actions

the teacher might implement Step 4.

Step 4: The teacher could present an additional sensory stimulus;

e.g., a sound-producing toy in an attempt to prompt the desired response.

37



In addition, commands and demonstrations could be presented. If the

correct actions still are not performed, the teacher might proceed to

Step 5.

Step 5: The teacher could place the student in different settings,

etc., give commands, model demonstrations, provide additional sensory

stimulation and physically prime the student through the desired

actions. If correct actions still are not performed the teacher might

implement Step 6.

Step 6: The teacher could place the student i .1 setting which is

designed to maximize the probability of the performance of the

desired actions and/or maximize the inhibition of inappropriate actions.

The teacher then may present inhibitory/facilitory (see D below) events which are

designed to bring about the desired actions. Placing the student

prone on a scooter board and rapidly pulling the student by the arms

around the room to facilitate raising the head to a vertical position

is an example of a potentially facilitating event. If the desired

actions still are not performed, the teacher should proceed to Step 7.

Step 7: The procedure for Step 6 could be repeated and the teacher

could physically prime the student through the correct actions. As

the level of performan ',ore closely approximates the correct a,tions,

the teacher could proceed through Steps 8-12.

Step 8: The teacher could fade (decrease) the amount of physical

priming.

Step 9: The teacher could decrease the frequency, intensity and

duration of the facilitory/inhibitory events.

Step 10: The teacher could fade the partial physical prompts.

Step 11: The teacher could decrease the frequency, intensity and

duration of the presentation of additional sensory stimulation.

38
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Step 12: The teacher could fade verbal and/or gestural cues.

Steps 1-12 may be implemented until students demonstrate the required

skills in the settings, etc., referred to in Step 1 on 3 consecutive

occasions in each setting, while in 3 body positions, and in the presence

of 3 different persons.

D. Facilitory/Inhibitory Events

As the tonal patterns of individuals often require considerable changes

before actions can he performed, some inhibitory/facilitory events may be

more effective when used prior to engaging a student in the actions of

concern. When less tonal change is required, some inhibitory/facilitory

events may be more effective when used while engaging a student in the

actions of concern. The following selected examples of inhibitory/facilitory

events, when used prior to or during instructional activities, are designed

to assist in the instruction of head movement, balancing and righting.

Therapists, teachers and others working with severely handicapped students

are encouraged to use available inhibitory/facilitory events and to

continually create additional inhibitory/facilitory events that meet the

individual's needs.

Selected inhibitory/facilitory events and the actions for which they

may be effective are:

Suggested Inhibitory/Facilitory Events

Skill: Teaching a student to rotate his/her head to the right or

left or midline.

1. Suggested events for use prior to head rotation

A. An inhibitory event: rotate the trunk while the student

is prone or supine.

B. A facilitory event: place the student in a supine position

on a large soft pillow or mat and press dcwn on his/her side.

3 9
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2. Suggested events for use during head extension

A. An inhibitory event: maintain joint compression on the neck.

B. A facilitory event: provide firm downward pressure to the

lower part of the back on both sides of the spinal cord.

Skill: Teaching a student to flex his/her head downward toward a

level head position from above a level head position.

1. LAiggested events used prior to head flexion

A. An inhibitory event; stimulate the student to flex his/

her entire body.

B. A facila.tor,. event: place the student prone over an in-

flated ball and prcvide rapid acceleration from side t.-) side.

2. Suggested events ed durin9 head flexion

A. An irriPA.tory event: maintain pressure on the sternum.

B. A facilitory event: place a vibrator on the student's

strno-cleidomastoid muscles (large muscles in the sides

of the neck).

E. Instructional Settings

There are at least three types of instructional settings in which

student performance can he measured in relation to precise units of

distance, degree and time. In setting 1 objects are arranged on a vertical

surface; i.e., on a standard room divider. In setting 2 objects are arranged

on a horizontal surface; i.e., a table top. In setting 3 objects are hung

from a wooden grid in such a way that those objects are suspended in

varying lengths in front of the student, at various distances from the

floor, and at varying distances from left to right of midline.

Several natural settings are related to each of the 3 structured

settings. The natural settings are located in both schools and homes and

involve different materials, persons and body positions. The three types

40
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of structured and natural settings and suggested activities that seem

relevant to these natural settings are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Summary

En Part I Integrated and Isolated therapy service delivery models were

discussed. It was suggested that the Integrated Therapy Model might be

longitudinally more effective when teaching crucial developmental motor

skills to school-aged severely handicapped students. It was also suggested

that an individualized program designed to teach these skills should meet the

seven basic criteria of the Integrated Therapy Model. Part II described

/-17 neurological principles that teachers and other direct service personnel

should consider when designing a developmental motor skills program. Part

III contained suggested curriculum strategies which could be used to teach

selected clusters of head control skills. A head control skill instructional program

designed to meet the criteria of the Integrated Therapy Model is now being

developed and will be implemented during the 1976-1977 school year.

4



TABLE 1

Structural Teaching Setilg lkertical surface):

Students are placed 12 inches away from the front of a solid Num divider. Objects are fastened to

the divider and arranged at points both horizontally and vertically from midline and level head position.

Suggested Natural Teaching SettiT

Description of

Setting

Location Adult Materials Body Positions Other Concurrent

Training

Bedtime( in crib) 1. Rest period

at school

., Hh! 4Bed-

r,,,,:11

i. Roiative's

Hume

1.Thera-

pist

2.Parent

3.Relative

1,Mirror

2,Rubbles

3.Mobile

1. Supine

2. Sidelying

3, Sitting

4, Ringsitting

1. Eye contact

2, Body awareness

3. Relaxation

trainka
0

B, Pil at Toyhari3 1. Classroom

2, Cynrasium

. Home(play-

room)

1.01der

students

2,Phy Ed

teacher

3.Siblings

1.1nstruc-

tional

Materials

2 ,6ym class

3.Toys

1. Kneel-

standing

2, Seated

3. Standing

1, Playskills

2. Pine motor

skills

3. Motor planning

C. Mealtime 1, School

.. Home

3. Restau-

rants

1.Student-

Teacher

2.Babysit-

ter

3.Thera-

pist

1,Mealtime

..Foods

1, Held semi-

reclining

2, Prone

3. Sitting up-

right_

1. Mealtime skill.;

2, Language

3, Social skills

_____

13

4. A toybar may be constructed by suspending objects from a fixed horizontal bar of rope at

an appropriate height,



TABLE 2

Structured Teaching Setting 2 (horizontal surface):

Students are seated in the center of a hollow horseshoe table. Objects are placed at varying points

from a midline and level head position of the student.

'Suggested Natural Teaching Settings

Description Location(s) Adult(s) Materials/

Stimuli

Body Position

.0111m

Other Concurrent

Training

A. Table Setting 1, Home 1. Parent 1. Mealtime 1. Sitting 1. Object Function

and/or meal- 2. School 2. Sibling equipment 2. Standing 2. Object discrimi-

time prepara-3. Picnics 3. Teacher- a.silverware 3. Side-lying nation

tion aide b.plates,cups,

bowls

c.Foods

3. Home living skills

o-

B. Swimming 1. School 1. PhyEd 1. Water toys (floating 1. Swimming skills

teacher a. ball positions) 2. Language

2, Neighbor-

hood

2. Parent

3. Sibling

b. animals

c. innertubes

1. Prone

2. Supine

3. Cross motor

training

beach
4. Swimming

instruc-

tor

d. raft

e. other per-

sons

3. Upright

C Placement in 1. School 1. Teacher 1. Materials re- 1. Sitting 1. Tracking

suspension with (during 2. Babysit- lated to in- upright 2. Scanning

head halter instruc- ter structional 2. Standing 3. Object manipulation

tional

activity

3. Music tea-

cher

activity

2. Toys at home

3. Sidesitting

2. Home(fam-

ily room)

3. Musical instru-

ments

3. Music class
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TABLE 3

Structured Teaching Setti 3 (objects suspended in qacel:

Students are 8eated under a grid (36" x 36") from which objects are suspended in space at varying

distances from a midline and level head position of the student.

Suggested Natural Teaching Settings

Description liocation(s) Adult(s) Materials Body Positions Other Concurrent

Training

A. Batltime 1.1Iome

...School

1.Teacher

2.Parent

3.0ther re-

lative

i.Towel,wash-

cloth,soap

2.Clothes

3. Favorite

water toys

1.Sidelying

2.Sitting

3.Supine

1.Self-care skills

2.Language

3.Fine Motor skills

B. Dressing 1.Home

(bedroom)

2.School

(bath-

rou +

3.Swimming

pool

1.Respite

care

worker

2.Teacher

3.Phy Ed

teacher

1.Clothing

2.Adaptive de-

vices for

teaching

dresssing

skills

1.Long sitting

2.Sitting in

currier

3.Sitting in

box or barrel

1. Self-care skills

2. Fine Motor skills

3. Body awareness

. Transporting

or p(sitioningl4

1.School

2.110me

3.(ommunity

1.Busdriver

2.Sibling

3.Day care

center

worker

1.Transporting

device(wheel-

chair or

walker)

1.1nverted

2.Prone

3.Supine

1. Cross motor train .

ing

2. Social skills

3. Community living

skills

14
severely handicapped students need either extensive assistance or are totally dependent upon46 others for transportation. Because much of their day is spent being transported, it is crucial that

this time be used productively by teachers, parents, and other persons.

a
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Part 1V

Use of an Integrated Therapy Model to Teach Developmental
Motor Skills Through a Game Activity: The

Handwalking Program

Steve lyon, Janet Sternat, John Nietupski, and Rosalie Messina

Introduction and Rationale

in Part IV attempts will be made to describe the use of a suggested

game activity, handwalking, to teach selected clusters of developmental

motor skills. The handwalking activity is suggested Cor use in teaching

motor skills for the following reasons:

1. The handwalking activity incorporates clusters of developmental

motor skills which are thought to be crucial to continuing

development and improvement of posture, strength, balance and

movement;

2. The handwalking activity could be conducted as a game activity

whr h could potentially have intrinsic reinforcement value For

sluderts;

3. Th handwalking activity could be implemented by a classroom

teucher in conjunction with therapists and parents and conducted

in several classroom and home settings;

4. The handwalking activity could be used as a vehicle for the

concurrent training (]) language or social skills; and

5. The hardwalking actvity could be used to assist in the develop

ment of rudimentary ambulation skills or to improve higher order

motor planning skills.

In addition to teaching crucial developmental motor skills, motor

skill training should result in Unproved student performance of

4
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runctional motor skills. The following is a listing of the clusters

of skills to be taught in the handwalking activity and several func-

tional motor skills related to those clusters:

Skill Cluster

1. protective extension la.

2. prone equilibrium 2a.

3. prone equilibrium on elbows 3a.

4. pivot proneness 4a.

5. trunk symmetry 5.

motor planning and execution 6a.

Prerequisite Skills

Prerequisites for the Handwaning Program are contained in Part lit

(Curriculum Suggestions fur Teaching Severely Handicapped Students

Selected Clusters of Head Control Skills). Although a student need not

Functional Motor Skill

extending arms to protect
while falling

balancing while in prune
position

supporting weight on elbows
in prone position

flexing trunk to turn while
in prone position

straight postural alignme.lt
in sitting, standing or
walking

effective weight shirting
and balance reactions during
movement

meet all of the program objectives of the head control program, perfor-

mance of at least the following actions is considered prerequisite to

entry into the Handwalking Prograin:

1. Head rotation

a) I student will move his/her head horizontally and vertically

both away from and toward a midline and level head position:

2. Head righting

a) A student will initiate (begin) head righting Following a

trunk movement to the right, left, front. or back;

4 9
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3. Head Balancing

a) A student will balance his/her head for 5 seconds when the

head is in any position within 45
o

to the right or left of

midline and le above or bel6w a level head position.

Program Objectives

When placed in the handwalking position and held by both ankles a

student will traverse a figure eight pattern, and remove an object from

a shoulder high platform in one minute on three consecutive occasions

while demonstrating at least the following actions:

A. While Handwalking in a straight line:

1. A student will hold his/her head vertically and extend his/

her legs;

2. A student will hold his/her shoulders parallel tr, the floor;

3. A student will place his/her palms on the floor directly

under shoulders;

4. A student will extend his/her arms as straight as possible,

but not locked, in line with sl-ulders;

5. A student will place his/her firT.ers in contact with the

floor and pointing f(rwlrd;

h. A student's trunk will be strai concave or convex)

and parallel to the floor; and

7. A student's hips and knees will L.

B. While turning right or len: including all pre' ,rosly mentioned

actions during handwalking;

1. A student will rotate his/her oti1side hand .11 the direction

or the turn he/shc-, kgins Lo turn;

2. A student wi 'her arm over left arm when

turning let_ ,;nd ict:t -,,qr right a.-m t. J turning right.



C. While reaching to remove an object from a shoulder high platform:

1. A student will keep the arm which remains in contact with

the floor straight;

'. .1 student will keep his 'her shoulders level and parallel

to the floor.

Task Analysis and I ntruct i ona I Sequence

'the suggested instruct ioial sequence and task analysis is based on

three assumptions: a) that motor development Uccurs from head to luift:

and from midline outward; b) that performance of the required actions

in the absence Il adult-d i reefed cues may result from the gradual reduc-

t iIn or those cues; and c 1 that- student performance 01' tile required

act ions when the student is held by the ankles, may result from gradual

reductio,i of handling position. Regardless of the current level of

intervention the teacher is providing (type (if cue mid amount of

physical priming) the student should be required to al-ttimpt to complete the full

obstacle course each time the handwalking activity is conducted. This

will enable the teacher to wiwk on several motor skill clusters con-

currently. The Collowi lig is a task analysi s or selected c lusters id,

motor skins related to the handwalking activity.

Task Analysis of Selected Clusters of Skills Related to Ilandwalking

Phase 1: Teaching students to perform basic head control skills

when placed in the handwalk lug position.

Program ()bjective; Teaching student to extend and rotate their

head when placed in the handwalk ing position.

l'art 1: Teach [lig a student to rotate iii s /her head through

from midline to the right mid to the left of midline

when placed i.n the handwalki rig ti on.

51
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Part 2: Teaching a student to extend (lift) his/her head

up through le to a level-head position when placed in the

handwalking position.

Step 1: Teaching a student to extend his/her head to

a level-head position when placed in the handwalking

position.

Step 2: Teaching a student to extend his/her head up

le above a level-head position when placed in the

handwalking position.

Phase 11: Teaching students to maintain their trunk (back) in

straight alignment during the handwalking activity.

Program Objective: Teaching a student to maintain his/her back

in a straight alignment when the student is in the hendwalking

position and while the student reaches up to shoulder level to

retrieve an object.

Part 1: Teaching a student to maintain a straight back

alignment when weight bearing on his/her hands.

Part 2: Teaching a student to maintain a straight back

alignment when handwalking in a straight line.

Part 3: Teaching a student to maintain a straight back

alignment when placed in the handwaiking position and when

his/her head is rotated to the right and to the lett of

midline.

Part 4: Teaching a student to maintain a strai,zht back

alignment while handwalking in a straight line when his/her

head is being rotated to the right and to the left of midline.

Part 5: Teaching a student to maintain a straight back

alignment while handwalking in a circle to the left or to the

right. 52
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Part 6: Teaching a student to maintain a straight back

alignment while reaching Cor an object placed half-way

between the shoulders and Cloor.

Part 7: Teaching a student to wlintain straight back

alignment while reaching up to shoulder level to retrieve

an object.

Ifiase III: leac.aing students to maintain their shoulders level

to the Cloor

Program ()biective: leaching a student to maintain his/her

shoulders level when the student is placed in the handwalking

position Ind while the student reaches Cor an object at shoulder

height.

Part 1: Teaching a student to maintain his/her shoulders

level to the Cloor while weight bearing on his/her hands.

Part 2: Teaching a student to maintain his/her shoulders

level to the Cioor while handwalking in a straight line.

Teaching a student to maintain his/her shoulders

levc1 to the Cloor whilp handwalking in a circle to the

right or to the left.

Part 4: Thaching a student to maintain his/her shoulders

level to the Cloor when the student is placed in the hand-

walling position and while the student reaches rir an

ohject at his/her shoulder hriight.

Phase lk: Teaching students to perrorm selected arm, elbow and

hand actions while handwatking.

Program uLdective: h,aching a student to extend arms,rAace

hands palm down and nat on the Floor with the ringers extended

and pointed Corward while handwalking.

53
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Teaching
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Part 3: Teaching
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Part 4: Teaching

weight bearing in
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a student to extend his/her arms to touch

hands when placed in a prone position.

a student to extend his/her arms while

hands in an upright position.

a student to extend his/her arms while

hands in a prone position.

a student to extend his/her arms while

the handwalking position when the head

is raised above level.

Part 5: Teaching a student to extend his/her arms while

weight bearing in the handwalking position when the head is

below a

Part o:

level position.

Teaching students to position his/her hands open

and flat with palms down under the shoulders while weight

bearing.

Part 7: Teaching a student to position his/her hands open

and flat with palms d,Asin under the shoulders while handwalking.

Part 8: Teaching a student to position his/her fingers open

and flat while weight bearing.

Part 9: Teaching a student to posilion his/her fingers

and flat while handwalking.

Part 10: Teaching a student to point his/her fingers

straighi ahead while we4ht bearing on hands.

Part 11: Teaching a student to point his/her fingers

straight ahead while handwalking.

Phase V: Teaching students to extend their legs at the hips

and at the knees while handwalking

open

5 4
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Program Objective: Teaching a student to extend hisier legs

both at the hips and at the knees while handwalking.

Parc 1: Teaching a student to extend his/her legs at the

hips when the student- is placed in prone position.

Part 2: Teaching a student to extend his/her legs at the

hips and at the knees when the student is placed in prove

position.

Part Teaching a student tu extend hislier legs at the

hips when the student is placed hi the handwalking position.

Part- 4: Teaching a student to extend his/her legs at the

hips and al the knees when the student is placed in the

handwalking position.

Part 5: Teaching a studeni: to extend his/her legs at the

hips while the student is handwalking.

Part ;,!aching a student to extend his/her legs at the

hips and at the knees while the student is handwalking.

Phase VI: Teaching students to traverse ten to fifteen steps in

a figure eight pattern and to remove an object from a shoulder

high platform v!.ile in the handwalking position.

Program Objective: Teaching a student to traverse ten to fifteen

steps in a figure eight pattern and tu remove an object from a

shoulder high platform while in the handwalking position and

held by a teacher at the ankles within one minute on three

consecutive days.

Part 1: Teaching a student to traverse up to five steps

forward while in the handwalking position.

Part 2: Teaching a student to handwalk in a circle to the

right and to the left.

'
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Part 3: Teaching a student to traverse up to fifteen steps

forward while in the handwalking position.

Part 4: Teaching a student to traverse a figure eight

pattern while in the handwalking position.

Part 5: Teaching a student to traverse a figure eight

pattern and to remove an object from a shouldei high plat

form while in the handwalking position.

Suggested Instructional Strategies

A. Suggested Strategies for the Assessment of Student Progress

in addition to following this delineated task sequence it is

suggested that a teacher concurrently follow the suggested sequence

for prompting and priming and for holding positions. Generally,

the sequence for prompting and priming and holding positions proceeds

from a maximum amount of teacher assistance toward a minimum

amount of teacher assistance. For example, initially a student may

need to be held by the hips and provided with a partial physical

prime in order to perform 5V of the required actions correctly.

It is hoped that as the student participates in the handwalking

activity the teacher's assistance can be reduced. The teacher would

proceed through the sequences until a student performs the required

actions when held by the ankles when given no additional cues or

prompts from a teacher.

Data sheets should be constructed which allow fur th:. assessment

of both student entering skills and skill acquisitIon (Figure 1).

To assess student entry skills, a teacher should place the student

in the handwalking position holding the student by the ankles and

require the student to traverse a figure eight pattern. The teacher

56
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scores a "4-" for those actions delineated above which occurred

without additional teacher prompts. It is recommended that teaching

begin at that level or assistance (prompts and primes and holding

position) at which a student performs 50 ,d. the required actions.

In an attempt to elicit the actions which did nut occur when

the student was held by the ankles and no additional cues were

provided the teacher should then repeat th! handwaiking activity

using the sequences or prompting or priming and holding positions.

The following are descripti,ms of prompting and priming and holding

sequences arranged in an ordec which is considered t be from the least

amount or teacher assistance to the most dii0,111;1 of teacher assistance.

Teacher Promptiinl and Priming Sequence

1. The teacher provides no direct cues to the student. (e.g.,

the student performs the required actions without additional

teacher prompting once and student is placed in the

required position and the data sheet, is markec. with

The teacher provides a command to the student (e.g., the

teacher commands, verbally and /or manua 11v, the student to

perForm the required actions and the data sheet is marked

with a

3. The teacher provides a model I the required actions (e.g.,

either two teacher., crr a teacher and another student may

demonstrate the required actions ;E., the data sheet is

marked with an 'N").

4. The teacher provides sensory (visual, auditory, guste-.Jry

tactile, or olfactory. or some combination or these) cues to

the student (e.,4., the teacher may present: a preferred object
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4.

or ring a bell to direct the student, and the data sheet

is marked with an "S-A").

4

5. The teacher provides a partial physical prompt to the

student (e.g., the teacher provides light touch physical

priming and the data sheet is marked with a "Pl").

6. The teacher provides complete physical priming (e.g., the

ttc!:er physically primes the student through all portions

of an action sequence and the data sheet is marked with a

"P2").

Teacher Holding Position Sequence

1. The teacher holds the student at the student's ankles and

the data sheet is marked with an "A:

2. The teacher holds the student at the student's knees and

the data sheet is marked with a

3. The teacher holds the student at the student'sthighs and

the data sheet is marked with a "T".

4. The teacher holds the student at the student's hips and

the data sheet is marked with an "H".

5. The teacher holds the student at the student's hips and

at the student's stomach and the data sheet is marked with

au "HS".

6. The teacher holds the student at the student's hips and

stomach and provides the student with additional support

(such as placing a barrel under the student) and the data

sheet is marked with an "0".

A matrix could be constructed (Figure 2) which would illustrate

student progress and reduction of the amount of teacher assistance.
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B. Suggested Teaching Procedures

teach students the program objectives described in

the task analysis the following procedures are suggested:

Step 1: The student may be placed in the handwalking position

and held by the ankles without additional prompting from the

teacher. If the student performs the required skills without

additional teacher prompting or priming the data sheet is marked

with a (no additional teacher directed prompting or priming)

and the teacher may proceed to the next phase of the instructional

sequence. If the student does not perform the required skills,

the teacher implements Step 2 of the instructional procedure.

Step 2: The teacher places the student in the handwalking

position and provides verbal and/or manual cues to the student

while commanding the student to perform the required actions.

If the actions are then performed, the data sheet is marked

with a "P". If the desired skills are still not demonstrated,

the teacher implements Step 3 in the instructional procedure.

Step 3: The teacher provides the student with repeated demon

strations (models) or the required actions and provides verbal

and/or manual cues to the student. If thf: student performs

the desired actions correctly, the data sheet is marked with an

M. if the student still does not demonstrate the desired

actions, the teacher nnplements Step 4.

litep After a determination of the student's hierarchy of

responses to various sensory modalities (visual, auditory,

gustatory, olfactory, and tactile), the teacher presents an

additional sensory stimulus to prompt the desired actions. Tn

5 9
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addition, commands and demonstrations are to be presented

concurrently with the stimulus. lf a student demonstrates

the desired responses to the above prompts, the data sheet is

marked with an "S". If the correct responses are not yet

obtained, the teacher implements Step 5 of the instructional

procedure.

Step 5: The student is then placed in the handwalking position

and provided with commands, modeled demonstrations, additional

sensory stimulation and partial physical priming to assist the

student in performing the desired actions. if a student demon

strates the correct actions following these prompts, a "Pl" is

marked on the data sheet. If the correct actions are still

not performed, the teacher implements Step 7.

Step 6: The student then should be placed in another setting

arranged to maximize the likelihood that the desired actions will

occur. The teacher then presents inhibitory/facilitory events

which are designed to bring about the desired actions. If the

desired actions are still not obtained, the teacher may proceed

to Step 7.

Step 7: The procedure for Step 6 may be repeated and the teacher

should physically prime the student through the desired actions.

As the level of performance more closely approximates the correct

actions, the teachermay proceed through Steps 8-12.

Step 8: The teacher fades (reduces the amount of) physical

priming.

Step 9: ThE-teacher reduces the frequency, intensity and duration

of the facilitory events.

'6 0
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,Step 10: The teacher reduces partial physical prompting.

Step The teacher reduces the frequency, intensity and dura-

tion of the presentation of additional sensory stimulation.

Step 12: The teacher reduces the commands to the student to

perform the task.

Step 13: The student demonstrates the required skills under

the conditions defined in Step 1 of this instructional sequence.

C. Suggested racilitorv/Inhibitorv Events

Une of the criteria of the Integrated Therapy Model (Part 1)

requires motor skill programs to "incorporate facilitory/inhibitory

events which reflect the neurophysiological principles delineated in

Part II." The following are selected examples of facilitory events

which may be used either prior to or daring the handwalking activity

to teach clusters of developmental motor skills. The reader is

cautioned that these represent only selected example.= of possible

facilitory/inhibitory events 4hich may be used to prompt desired

actions. The effects of such facilitory/inhibitory events vary greatly

across students and as a result, teachers need to consult with

therapists in the selection of specific events to be used with

specific students.

The following activities can be used by a teacher as methods to

facilitate the acquisition of the targeted handwalking behaviors.

racilitory events may be utilized both prior to and during the

handwalking activity. Prior facilitory events can be used as a

"warm-up" tn prepare students for handwalking. racilitory events

may also be used during handwalking should the student not perform

the targeted behaviors.
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Skill: Teaching a student to maintain his/her back straight while

handwaiking.

1. Suggested facilitory/inhibitory events for use prior to

handwalking

A. While the student is in the handwalking position, apply

a vibrator to the student's back along either side of

the spine at the spine from the lower back to shoulder

level.

B. While the student sits on a backless chair, on a barrel

or on the floor, grasp both of the student's ankles and

slowly lift them, maintaining flexion at the knees,

until the student ccmpensates by leaning forward. The

teacher may lower the student's legs and repeat this

procedure 2 or cimes.

C. While the student is sitting with his/her back erect,

compress the joints uf the spine through shoulders in

the direction of the length of the back. The teacher

places his/her hands on the student's shoulders on

either side of the neck or on top of the student's head.

2. Smgested facilitory/inhibitory events for use during hand

walking.

A. Apply a vibrator along the length of the student's spine

on the muscles parallel to the spine from the lower back

to shoulder level.

B. Apply pressure to the muscles along the spine by "poking"

firmly with fingertips from the lower back to shoulder

level.

6 2
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C. Tickle the abdominal muscles with light touch of the

fingers or with a pleasant textured swab.

Skill: Teaching a student to extend his/her legs at the hips during

handwalking

1. Suggested facilitory/inhibitory events to be used prior to

handwalking

A. Place the student in position "1C" so that the student

is bearing weight on his/her hands with the barrel

touching his/her thighs between the hips and knees for

increased periods of time.

B. Approximate the joints of the students' legs in an

extended position by holding onto an ankle or a heel.

2. Suggested facilitory/hitilltory events to be used during

handwalking

A. Drop one leg while holding the opposite leg up. "Tap"

the student's free leg into extended position from under

the thigh or the knee.

B. Apply a vibrator to the muscles of the student's buttocks.

Skill: Teaching a student to point his/her hands forward during

handwalking.

1. Suggested facilitoryfinhibitory events for use prior to

handwalking.

A. Tie dental dam (stretchy plastic) in a loop, place it

around the student's extended arms above the elbows and

require the student to "stretch" the dental dam by

moving his/her arms apart and together again 3 or 4 times.

2. Suggested facilitory/inhibitory events for use during hand-

walking
.63.



A. Place dental dam around the student's arms, (such that

it does not allow the student to spread his/her arms

farther apart than shoulder separation) and require

the student to traverse the figure eight pattern.

D. Suggestions for Concurrent Training of Other Skills

In addition to enabling a teacher to teach a cluster of related

motm skills, the handwalking activity could be used as a vehicle for

social interaction and language skill development as well as skills

involved in the tracking, scanning, selection and discrimination of

objects. Teachers can create games involving several students

during handwalking, such as a handwalking race during transitions

between classroom activities. The vestibular stimulation involved

in handwalking may also bi-, a facilitator of an increased variety of

vocalizations. Teachers can use preferred toys both to encourage
. -

handwalking and to develop other skills. For example, a teacher

might select a windup musical toy for the student to handwalk

toward, track, retrieve, and operate. rigure 3 represents an

attempt to illustrate selected examples of individualized teaching

objectives from curriculum areas other than motor and some possible

teaching arrangements and activities which could be conducted during

the handwalking activity.

Summary

In Part IV an attempt was made to describe the use of a suggested

game activity, handwalking, to teach selected clusters of developmental

motor skills. Curricular suggestions included program objectives, a

task analysis, an instructional procedure, strategies for the assessment
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of student progress and a method for the concurrent training of other

skills.

The Handwalking Program described in Part IV was designed to meet

the criteria of the Integrated Therapy Model. The program either wholly

or partially meets five of the seven conditions of the Integrated Therapy

Model:

1. lt was suggested that assessment of student motoric functioning

be conducted in natural environments during mealtime, playtime,

physical education, and in transitions between activities;

2. Teachers and therapists did design the program jointly;

3. Clusters of developmental skills were described and delineated;

4. It was suggested that skills be taught through the use of a

game activity; and

5. It was suggested that motor skill training in the Handwalking

Program incorporate the use of facilitory/inhibitory events.
_

It is hoped that before the program is fully implemented that the

following conditions will also be met:

1. Assessment of student motoric functioning will be conducted in

the students' homes;

2. Parents will be involved in further revision of the program; and

3. The handwalking activity will be made more functional.
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Figure I
Suggested Data Sheet-Handwalking

Date

t = no additional prumptL s = sensory stimulus
Required Prompts: c = command P1 = partial prime

m = model P2 = complete prime

a = ankles
Holding Positions: k = knees

t = thighs

= hips
hs = hips and stomach
0 = other

Cluster Skill Prompt Held at Facilitorithhibitory

Head

turns left

turns right

per endicular to floor

Trunk

an s un er
shoulders
straight when .

reaching for object
straight when
head rotated
straight when head
perpendicular to floor

parallel to floor

Legs, extended at hips

extended at kneeL.

Shoulders

parallel to floor when
reaching for object
parallel to floor when
weight bearing

Arms

elbows straight when
head down
elbows straight when head
perpendicular to Floor
fingers open and
flat

fingerspoint ahead

on floor

Handwalkin g

_palms

1-5 steps

around tire to right

around tire to I,:

reach object

climb stair
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Figure 2
Matrix to Chart Student Progress*

Student

Hips and
Other Stomach Hips Thighs Knees Ankles

F

No Additional
Prompts Needed

Commands

ModelM:

riot 1f
Sensory
Stimuli

Partial
Primes

Complete
Primes

*Enter date on matrix (e.g., September 12: 9-12) in the appropriate box.
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Student 2:

Student 3:
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Figure 3
Concurrent Training of Other Skills

SELECTED INDIVIDUALIZED TEACHING POSSIBLE TEACHING ARRANGEMENTS
OBJECTIVES FROM AREAS OTHER THAN AND ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED DURINGMOTOR

HANDWALKING DESIGNED TO TEACH
OTHER OBJECTIVES

"Will visually track slowly
moving objects through arcs
of 45'."

"Will engage in parallel
play with a peer."

"Will say "wa" meaning
more in situations where
the student wants more of
something."

Arrange for the student 1 to
visually track a blinking
flashlight while directing
the student through the figure
eight handwalking pattern .

Arrange for both student 2 and
another student to practice
arm extension and/or weight
bearing with both students
placed prone over the same
barrel.

Arrange for a handwalking game
to play with student 3 where
the teacher holding the student
starts and stopssthe student's

handwalking and student 3 is
required to say-ma" in order
to resume handwalking.
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Part V

Use of an Integrated Therapy
Model to Teach Selected Clusters of
Developmental Motor Skills through a

Game Activity: The Obstacle Course Program

Steve Lyon, Janet Sternat
John Nietupski and Rosalie Messina

Introduction and Rationale

Selection of the Obstacle Course activity as a vehicle for

teaching developmental motor skills was based on a rationale similar

to that used to justify the teaching of handwalking (Part IV).

Specifically, the obstacle course activity was designed to allow for

the teaching of selected clusters of motor skills related to trunk

stability and strength, reciprocal movement of upper and lower extrem-

ities, general flexion and extension of muscle groups, trunk, hip and

shoulder rotation and the development of weight bearing and weight

shifting responses. It is anticipated that acquisition of the skills

necessary to complete the obstacle course successfully may result in

students' increased ability to function in more general performance

areas such as motor planning, terrain traveling and transitioning,

as well as in specific functional motor skills. The following is a

selected list of suggested clusters of motor skills to be taught through

thn use of the Obstacle Course activity and several functional motor

skills related to those skill clusters.

Skill Cluster Functional Motor Skill

1. Trunk stability and strength la. Independent and erect pos-
tural alignment

2. Reciprocal movement of extremi- 2a. Walking on inclined terrains
ties

6 9
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3. Flexion and extension of
muscle groups

3a. Swinging on a swing

4. Weight bearing 4a. Opening doors

5. Hip and shoulder rotation 5a. Climbing on playground
equipment

6. Weight shifting 6a. Transitioning from one body
position to another

Prerequisite Skills

Specific prerequisite motor skills to the Obstacle Course Program

could be acquired during a student's participation in the Handwalking

Program. While a student may not have met all of the program objec-

tives of the Handwalking Program he/she may have acquired sufficient

skills for entry into the Obstacle Course Program. The following

skills were deemed essential for entry into the Obstacle Course Pro-

gram. When placed in the handwalking position and held at the knees

a student will demonstrate at least the following positions and actions:

A. Correct head positions

1. The student will assume a vertical head position.

2. The student will rotate his/her head to the right and to

the left of midline.

B. Correct arm positions

1. The student's arms will be extended with elbows straight.

C. Correct shoulder positions

L. The student will maintain his/her shoul&rs parallel to the

floc .

2. The student's shoulders will be positioned directly above

the placement of the student's hands on the floor.

70
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D. Correct back positions

1. The student's back will be straight when reaching for an

object.

2. The student's back will be straight when his/her head is

rotated to the right or to the left.

E. Handwalking skills

1. The student will handwalk at least 10 steps.

2. The student will reach for an object with one hand while

weight bearing on the opposite hand.

3. The student will turn to the right or to the left while

handwalking in a figure eight pattern.

Suggested Components and Arrangements for the Obstacle Course

Arrangements and components of the Obstacle Course are suggested

in anticipation: 1) that the components would be used as vehicles for

teaching of motor skills and 2) that the obstacles could be easily

r'htainable. It is also suggested that the obstacle course be arranged

in an asy to hard sequence. The following is a description of sug-

gestud components and arrangements for the obstacle course:

When placed in a four point stance (on hands and knees) and given

directions from the teacher the student will perform the following

actions in the fcllowing order:

1. The student will creep across the floor a distance of 10

feet.

2. The student will creep across the floor 4. distance of 10

feet following a designated 3 foot wide path which contains

both a 900 right turn and a 900 left turn over a variety of

textured nurfaces.

7 1
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A

3. The student will creep across the floor a d'.stance of 10 feet

climbing over a series of 3 obstacles ranging in height from

12-18 inches and ranging inlength from 12-18 inches and varying

in texture.

4. The student will creep up and down a 6 inch wi(1Q ',>ard inclined

45°.

5. The student will creep over a carpeted, 2 foot wide and 4 foot

long 2-way rocker board.

6. The student will creep up, across and down a 6 inch wide

teeter tottn board inclined 450-

7. The student will creep upontu n 1 foot square scooter board and

maintain a stationary four point stance while the teacher slowly

:cotates the scooter board to the right on to the left through

360°.

Task Analysis of the Obstacle Course

The phases of this task analysis correspond directly to the seven

components of the obstacle course delineated above. That is, the

sequence which follows represents an attempt to describe additonal

procedures which may result in student acquisition of the motor skills

necessary to perform the actions required in the obstacle course.

Teachers are encouraged to adapt these sequences to individual student

needs whenever necessary. The following is a task analysis of the

obstacle course:

Phase I - Teaching students to creep in a four point stance

Program Objective: Teaching a student to creep in a four point stance

a distance of 10 feet across the floor and turning 90° to the right and

to the left.

7 2
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Part 1: Teaching a student to maintain a four point stance for up

to 30 seconds.

Part 2: Teaching a student to creep ahead moving one hand with

one knee and the other hand with the other knee.

Part 3: Teaching a student to creep forward a distance of 5 feet.

Part 4: Teaching a student to creep forward a distance of 10 feet.

Part 5: Teaching a student to creep forward turning 900 to the

right and to the left.

Part 6: Teaching a student to creep forward a distance of 10 feet

and turning to the right and to the left 900.

Phase II - Teaching students to creep in a four point stance over a

variety of textured surfaces

Program Objective: Teaching a student to creep across the floor a

distance of 10 feet following a designated 3 foot wide path over a

variety of textured surfaces, turning to the right and to the left.

Part 1: Teaching a student to creep over a wooden board.

Part 2: Teaching a student to creep over a haro, smooth, plastic

surfaz..e.

Part 3: Teaching a student to creep over a carpeted surface.

Part 4: Teaching a student to creep over a wet surface.

Part 5: Teaching a student to follow a 3 foot wide path while

creeping a distance of 10 feet over the above surfaces

and mar:ing .11.rns to the right and to the left.

Phase TIT - Teaching students to creep (traverse while maintaining a four

point stance) over low obstacles.

Program Objective: Teaching a student to creep over a series of 3 low
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obstacles 3-18 inches high and from 3-18 inches long which vary in

surface texture.

Part 1: Teaching a student to creep over an obstacle 3-6 inches

high and 3-6 inches long.

Part 2: Teaching a student to creep over an obstacle 3-6 inches

high and 6-12 inches long.

Part 3: Teaching a student to creep over an obstacle 6-12 inches

high and 6-12 inches long.

Part 4: Teaching a student to creep over an obstacle 6-12 inches

high and 12-18 inches long.

Part 5: Teaching a student to creep over an obstacle 12-18 inches

high and 12-18 inches long.

Part 6: Teaching a student to creep over a series of 3 obstacles

6-12 inches high and 6-12 inches long.

Part 7: Teaching a student to creep over a series of 3 obstacles,

12-18 inches high and 12-18 inches long.

Part 8: Teaching a student to creep over a series of 3 obstacles

12-18 inches high and 12-18 inches long and varying in

surface texture.

Part 9: Teaching students to creep over a series of 3 obstacles

6-18 inches high, 6-18 inches long and varying in surface

texture.

Phase IV - Teaching students to creep up and down inclines

Program Objective: Teaching a student to creep up and down a narrow

(6 inch wide) surface inclined 450.

Part 1: Teaching a student to creep up a 2 foot wide surface

inclined 15°.
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Part 2: Teaching a student to creep down a 2 foot wide surface

inclined 15°.

Part 3: Teaching a student to creep up a 2 foot wide surface

inclined 300 .

Part 4: Teaching a student to creep down a 2 foot wide surface

inclined 300 .

Part 5: Teaching a student to creep up a 1 foot wide surface

inclined 300 .

Part 6: Teaching a student to creep down a 1 foot wide ,urface

inclined 30°.

Part 7: Teaching a student to creep up a 1 foot wide surface

inclined 45 .

Part 8: Teaching a student to creep down a 1 foot wide surface

inclined 45°.

Part 9: Teaching a student free,, up a 1 foot wide surface

inclined 300 .

Part 10: "1,1aehing a studen.. to crc.i-f lown a 1 foot wide surface

inclined 30°.

Part 11: Teaching a student L. creep up and down 1 foot wide

surface i.lclined 450 .

Phasf: V - Teaching students to creep over movinrf surfaces.

Program Objective: Teaching a student to creep 1.1p, across and down a

7:-way ci.Irpeted rocker board.

Part 1: Teaching a student to creep across a three inch thick,

6 fo(,t. long floor mat.

7 5
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Part 2: Teaching a student to creep across a blanket placed on

a hard, smooth floor s,,rface.

Part 3: Teaching a student to '..7reep over a 1-way, 2 foot wide,

4 foot long carpeted r)cker board.

Part 4: Teaching a student tG creep over a 1 foot wide, 5 foot

long foam rubber plast2..c covered bolster.

Part 5: Teaching a student to ...:reep lengthwie over a 2 foot wide,

4 foot long carp.cea tarrel on its side.

Part 6: Teaching a student to creep uE., across, and down a 2-way

carpcted rocker

Pase VI - Teaching students to crecl. r narrow, inlcined, moving

surfaces

'erogram Objective: Teaching a !...ident to creep up, across and dawn

a 6 inch wide board teete ter inclined 45
.

Part 1: Teaching a sttl,:'.ent to creep up a 6 inch wide board inclined

30
0

.

Part 2: 'T:eaching i tudent to creep up a 6 inch wide board in-

clined 45-'.

Part 3: Teaching a student to creep up, across, and down a 1

foot wide boaro teeter totter inclined 300.

Part 4: Teachinq a student to creep up, across, and down a 1 foot

wide board teeter totter inclined 45 o .

Part 5: Teaching a student to creep up, across, and down a 6 inch

wide board teeter totter inclined 30
o

.

7 6
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Part 6: Teaching a student to creep up, across, and down a 6 inch

wide board teeter totter inclined 45 .

Phase VI'. Zehing students to maintain a four point stance on a

moving scooter board

Program Objective: Teaching a student to creep up on a 1 foot square

scooter board and maintain a stationary four point stance while the

teacher slowly rotates the scooter board through 3600 to the right

or to the _Left.

Part 1: Teaching a student to creep up a 2 foot wide, 3 foot

long padded scooter board and assume a stationary four

point stance.

Part 2: Teaching a student to creep up on a 2 foot wide, 3 foot

long padded scooter board and maintain a four point stance

on the scooter board while the teacher moves the scooter

board ahead a distance of 5 feet.

Part 3: Teaching a student to creep up on a 2 foot wide, 3 foot

long padded scooter board and mainain a four point stance

on the scooter board while the teacher slowly moves the

scooter board backward a distance of 5 feet.

part 4: Teaching a student to creep up on a 2 foot wide, 3 foot

long padded scooter board and maintain a four point stance

on the scooter board while the teacher slowly moves the

scooter board to the right and to the left a distance of

2 feet.

Part 5: Teaching a student to creep up on a 2 foot wide, 3 foot

long padded scooter board and maintain a four point stance

on the scooter board while the teacher slowly rotates the

board through 900 to the right and to the left.

7-7,
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Part 6: (Same as Part 5 except that the scooter board is rotated

through 1800).

Part 7: (Same as Part 5 except that the scooter board is rotated

through 360°).

Parts 8-14: (Same as Parts 1-7 except using a 1 foot square hard,

plastic surfaced scooter board).

Suggested Instructional Strategies

A. Suggested Strategies for the Assessment of Student Progress

To determine students' existing skills related to the skill clusters

delineated earlier, and to assess student acquisition of those skills

the following general strategies are suggested.

First, students should be observed in natural settings by teachers,

parents and other adults during several different types of activities

to determine general levels of motoric functioning. This should include

general assessment of student performance on functional motor skills

and other developmental niotor skills which could be taught through

the Obstacle Course Activity. As stated earlier, it is hoped that

teaching the skills delineated in the task analysis will result in the

improved student performance on more functional skills. Teachers wishing

to implement this program should base instruction on an initial assess-

ment of the student's performance of functional motor skills.

Second, after an initial assessment of student performance of func-

tional motor skills in natural settings, a teacher may then require the

student to attempt to complete the obstacle course as described earlier.

Using the task analysis, a teacher can record the students' performance of

the desired actions on a data sheet (similar to that used in Part IV) to de-

termine an instructional baseline. When a student performs a desired action

correctly on three rmnsecutive days, a teacher may proceed to the next

7. R.
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step in the task analysis. It is also mcommended that students attempt

to complete the entire obstacle course even though they may lack the

skills to do so independently.

Third, teachers may conduct periodic probes in the same manner

as the initial baseline to monitor student acquisition of the desired

actions.

Fourth, teachers are urged to follow up teaching in the Obstacle

Course Program with assessment of the student's performance of functional

skills in natural settings during several different types of activities.

This fourth step is recommended for two reasons: 1) it may allow a

teacher to verify whether students involved in the obstacle course

perofrm the skills of concern under other conditions; and 2) it may

allow a teacher to verify whetherstudent performance of functional

motor skills has been improved.

B. Suggested Teaching Procedures

The reader is referred to Part IV (The Handwalking Program). The

same basic teaching proceduresarerecommended for use in the Obstacle

Course Program.

C. Facilitory/Inhibitory Events

Considerations regarding the use of facilitory/inhibitory events

described in Part III (The Hand Control Program) are also pertinent

to the Obstacle Course Program. That is, it is suggested that facili-

tory/inhibitory events are chosen in conjunction with a therapist.

The following i'acilitory/inhibitory events and the actions fc.L- which

they may be effective represent only selected examples and are pre-

sented for purposes of illustration.

Suggested Facilitory/Inhibitory Events

Skill: Teaching a student to assume and maintain a four point stance

IQ
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on hands and knees with his/her hands placed under the shoulders

and his/her knees placed under the hips.

1. Suggested events for use prior to the Obstacle Couxse Activity

A. Require the student to stretch his/her arms out with

dental dam wrapped around the student's forearms.

B. Require the student to walk with dental dam wrapped

around his/her thighs.

2. Suggested events for use during the Obstacle Course Activity

A. Provide the student with visual and/or tactile targets

for correct hand and knee placement.

B. Provide the student with surfaces of varying width to

creep over in a four point stance.

Skill: Teaching 3tudent to creep over a carpeted 2 foot wide and

4 foot long 2-way rocker board.

1. Suggested events for use prior to the Obstacle Course Activity

A. Wrap dental dam arounl the student's forearms and require

the student to stretch his/her arms apart, away from mid-

line several times.

B. Require the student to walk with dental dam wrapped

around his/her thighs.

2. Suggested events for use during the Obstacle Course Activity

A. Provide the sudent with visual and/or tactile targets

for correct hand and knee placement.

B. Provide the student with surfaces of varying width to

creep over in a four point stance.

Skill: Teaching a student to maintain his/her back parallel to the

surface while creeping in a four point stance.

8 0
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1. Suggested events for use prior to the Obstacle Course Activity

A. DO range of motion with the student's legs while the stu-

dent is sitting on a barrel or on a backless chair.

B. Require the student to handwalk while the student is

kneeling on a scooter board.

2. Suggested events for use during dhe Obstacle Course Activity

A. Apply stretch pressure along the student's spine while

the student is creep..ng in a four point stance.

B. Provide light touches under the student's belly while

the student is creeping in a four point stance.

D. Concurrent Training of Other Skills

The reader is again referred to Part IV (The Handwalking Program)

for suggested procedures regarding the concurrent teaching of objectives

from curricular areas other than motor skills. The procedures suggested

in Part IV (and in Figure 3 of Part IV) are also recommended for use in

the Obstacle Course Program.

Summary

In Part V curricular suggestions for the teaching of developmental

motor skills through the use of a game activity, the Obstacle Course

Program, were described. It is hoped that use of such an activity will

result in student acquisition of important developmental motor skills

and in students' improved motoric performance on funct'ona] motor

skills. Teachers and other potential users of this program were urged

to assess student performance on functional motor skills in order to

insure that the teaching of developmental motor skills is directly re-

lated to improvements in functional motoric abilities.
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I

SECTION I: ISSUES RELATED TO TEACHING NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

A. Communication Skills as Vehicles for Participation in Environmental
Changes

Children learn to effect changes in their developmental environments

by using communication skills. Rudimentary forms of dommunication

skills are usually developed in early infancy. Most infants, for

instance, learn in the first weeks of life that crying will gain a

mother's or a father's attention. A toddler may learn to tug at mama's

skirt to communicate the desire for a drink of water. A two-year-old

may learn to say "Bye-Bye" to request a trip in the family car.

Children use communication skills to request, to demand and to report.

Adults may be more sophisticated, but their objectives are similar.

They also use communication skills to request, demand and report. The

communications of both children and adults also fit into patterns.

Requests, for instance, are usually in the form of questions; demands

are usually in the form of emphatic statements; and incidents are

generally reported narratively.

Severely handicapped students often lack even "le rudimentary

forms of communication skills. Therefore, severely handicapped

students experience great difficulty making requests, demands and

reports. Consequently, these students lack essential tools for

effecting changes in their developmental environments and others

often determine for them what their needs are, and if, how, and when

those needs will be met. For example, teachers determine a wide

variety of events for severely handicapped students during a school

day. Teachers often determine where the students should sit, how

they should play, what they should play, what they should be doing

while they are working or playing, when they should eat and if and
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when their positions should be dhanged. Mmilies of severely handicapped

students also make many determining decisions. The student with

insufficient communication skills, therefore, learns to function in an

environment that is lacking in self-determination and dignity.

Severely handicapped students have a right to determine the

conditions of their own lives and to effect their environments

according to their individual preferences. Since this is difficult

to do without adequate communication skills educators need to assess

communication skill deficits, particularly verbal skill deficits,

and design instructional programs that can be used to allay these

deficits. The:se communication skill programs are needed for each

student regardless of the degree or 'form of the physical or mental

functioning deficits so they can have volitional effects on the people

and daily activities of their life space.

B. Verbal vs. Non-Verbaa. Communication Ckills

The ability to verba_ize has been and will remain the most efficient

and effective way to communicate to a variety of persons in a variety of

interpersonal settings. As educators our initial objectives should be

focused toward providing the experiences which are vital to establishing

verbal language skills. Severely handicapped students, however, often

manifest a variety of structural impairments and correlated skill

deficits that decrease the probability that they can be taught to

use vocalizations as the primary mode of communication. Anomalies in

the oral structure, a dearth of crucial language experiences and severe

delays in motor development are only a few -)f. the factors that

contribute to deficits in verbal language , .velopment.

A twelve-year-old student who attends school for six hours a day

and has a verbal language repertoire which consists of "Hi" on ent,ring

86
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the classroom and "Bye" on leaving is in dire need of additional

communication skills. There are also students who do vocalize, but

who cannot e understood because the sounds are unintelligible. Until

vocalizations become meanirv4f-,1 to other persons, the student does not

possess functional verbal communication skills. Thus, while educators

should continue to speculate about the students' future verbal language

development and to provide appropriate instruction to improve verbal

communicatior they must also realize that concret-e answers to the

queries: "When will he learn to talk?" "When will we be able to

understand him?" or "What if he does not learn to speak?" are currently

unavailable.

The educationally relevant question for a functionally non-verbal

severely handicapped student over the age of five or six probably

should be: "What effective systems of communication can we teach now?"

We need to design alternative communication systems for severely

handicapped students that utilize components they can master. If a

student can move his hands, his eyes or any other part of his body

reliably, teachers can use those movements to develop communication

skills. This will make it possible for the student to participate in

the events of his present life space.

Certainly strategies designed to teach verbal communication skills

to non-verbAl students should be implemented to the extent that they

are feasible and effective. However, this is a long term undertaking

with many severely handicapped students and very often these same

students can develop effective alternative communication skills that

can be used in the interim. What is advocated here is:

a) a curriculum designed to teach students non-verbal communication

skills which can be utilized immediately in functional ways; and
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b) a curriculum which integrates present verbal and non-verbal

skills into comprehensive communication systems.

C. Selected Dimensions of Non-Verbal Communication Skills

Manual Communication

One of the most commonly and gener, ;- accepted mediators of non-

verbal communication is manual sign languzArT. Most adults in our

society have obseI. 'learing impaired ind,,P tiz, of normal in-

telligence communicatin' ,Yery effectively nnds and have

marvelled at the compieive and the int:acy of the zaneuvers

and the speed with whicil th:Dse movements were executd. However,

when referring to manual sign language for severely handicapped

students, references to much less complicated communication mediators

are in order. That is, it may not be practical to attempt to teach

complex finger spelling skills to many severely handicapped students.

However. Lttempts to teach selectcl components of the American Sign

Language sy;;tem seem reasonab7e.

An important x:,vantage of using manual signs i. that many of the

-;tures are motorically produced so rat they resemble the functional

symbolic meaning of the concept they represent. 2or example,

"house" is represented by two hands forming an inverted "V", which

depicts the roof of many housrs. "olant" Y.3 expred by outstretched

arms and hands being pulled toward the body, which repr,..:ents bringing

something towards oneself. The relationship between gestural rep-

resentation and meaning tends to facilitate the acqu2,sition and

functional utility of manual sign systems. A secoad advantage of

manual signs is that hands and arms are similar to the voice in that

materials external to the body are not reL!uired for communication.

_:88
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A major disadvantage manual signs is that all persons who come in

contact with the non-verbal communj :ator must understand the meaning of

the signs which are used. A second disadvantage of manual signs when

used by multiply handicapred students is that motor disabilities often

exist which inhibit or preclude the formation of crucial hand, arm,

trunk or finger movements.

Communicative Co2.es

The phrase communicative codes refers to communication ._adlators

that are based upon '-he motor skillu currently available to a particular

student. If confronted with a student whose on)y available motor

skills are to move a tinger, o. to blink an eye, ur to tap a toe,

it is incumbent upon the udur;ator to design instructional programs that

allow those motor skills to be used as communicators. More upecifically,

hand raising can be an indic-tor of a "ye,7" response questions, and

a hand which is not raised can inlicate a "nu" response. When asked,

"Do you want a drink?", the student ca, indicate a pre:eence throw;h

the hand .zaising ccde. Obviously, c-v.tr. ,icative codes can be as

varied as the capabilities of each studen4- (i.e., hana codes, head

codes, leg codes, trunk codes, L.-ger co.les, eye codes).

As with manual signs, codes have the advantage of be.ing bilt into

the communicatcr's body. A second advantage of codes is that physical

disabilities do not preclude their use since -21e code is buil!. IDon

existing motor skills. However, one imp.)rtant disadv,,,Lage of codes is

that persons who communicate with the coding studen must have

specialized knowledge of the code in order for L: to be a functional

communication mediator. Another disadvantage of communication codes

is that they usually give the severely handicapped students only

limited control over the environment, because the student. still needs
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to rely on others to ask appropriate questions. Initiative codes

can be developed which afford students more control, but these require

more complex cognitive skills.

Communication Boards and Eooklets

Communication boards or booklets are communication mediators which

are composed of representations of objects, persons, and/or concepts.

Communication boards and booklets can contain such representations as

photographs, drawings, miniatures, and symbols. Information on

communication boards and booklets can be presented consecutively, i.e.,

one picture per page or pec board, or concurrently, i.e., four pictures

per page in a booklet of many pages.

A communication board or booklet requires the student to indicate

preferences or answer questions by identifying the appropriate rep-

resentation. As an example, a student may have a board containing

pictures of a bathroom, a drink, his mother, and a toy and to indicate

the need to go to the bathroom he would point to or touch tne picture

of the bathroom.

The communication board or booklet can be simple or complex, dependiNg

upon the abilities and needs of the user. Regardless of the degree of

complexity, the board or booklet can be used to initiate communication

skills, enhances the students' ability to self determine and con-

commitantly enhances self dignity.

It should be noted and emphasized that users of communication

boards and booklets must be capable of scanning all of the choices

avpdlable and then selecting one of the representations. Scanning may

be visual for those students with visual capabilities, and for non-

visual students alternate modes of scanning may be developed (e.g.,

tactile).

9 0
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One major advantage of communiation boards and booklets is that

most persons can understand t-le meanings of the representations. If

the representations are not geners]ly clear, explanatory printed

labels can be placed nearby.

A disadvantage of communication boards and booklets is that they

are vehicles for communication which are not part of an individual's

body and -:_hus pose mobility problems. For those students who are in

wheelchairs much of the time, comminication boards may be placed

directly on lap trays to increase mobility of the vehicle. However,

students must maintain possession of the board or booklet at all

times or the mediator of cLamunication is lost.

D. Selecting a Communication System

A communication system, as the phrase is used here, refers to the

,:onstellation of factors that must be present and operating in order

for two persons to communicate information. All persons, regardless

of sensory motor or intellectual functioning levels, can and must be

taught to both provide information to, and receive information from,

other persons. Obviously, if stt.dents are manifesting normal in-

tellectual skills and are not encumbr-ed with serious sensory motor

difficulties, the development c appropriate communication skills is a

relatively simple matter. However, as proLlems in the intellectual

and the sensory motor domains accrue, the development of much needed

communication skills becomes increasingly difficult.

Sensory motor considerations

The students to which this curriculum is directed are those who

manifest severe sensory motor skill deficits and severe intellectual

skill deficits. Thus, teachers of such students must develop

communication systems that take into account functional physical

channels that can be used-toosend and receive information as well as

A
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the intellectual skills necessary to acquire and process inforwtion.

Chart I is presented as an example of the factors that should be

considered when attempting to delineate and organize a program to teach

a communication system to a student with severe sensory,motor and

intellectual skill deficits. It depicts sample factors which may be

encountered by the teacher. The factors the teacher includes in

each section of tne chart would be specific to the individual stu,. at.

Preparing and referring to the chart may, therefore, act as a self-

check to the teacher preparing the instructional program to insure

that all relevant factors have been cL:nsidered.

The phrase sensory skill deficit refers to the one or more sensory

channels that are not functioning normally. For example, a student

can be totally deaf, totally blind, insensitive or hypersensitive to

tactile stimulation or any combination thereof.

The phrase functional sensory channel refers to the channel or

channels that can be used by F r.-udent to receive external stimuli.

For example, a student might be totally blind and deaf, but his

olfactory, tactile and kinesthetic senses might be functional.

The phrase motor skill deficit refers to the one or more motor

channels that are not functioning normally. For example, a student

may not have arms or legs; may be completely immobile except for the

ability to move a toe; may be severly spastic and non-verbal or any

combination thereof.

The phrase functional student action refers to the movement or

movements available to a student that might be used in commun;cative

interactions. For example, if a student can only move his head, he

should be taught to use his head movements to communicate.

The phrase tenable teacher cue relers to the cue or cues a teacher
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might use that can be sensed by a student. For example, if a student

is totally blind a teacher would provide cues that the student could

hear and/or feel.

The phrase practical communicative mediator refers to the materials,

vehicles, tools, objects, etc., that can function as a bridge between

a communicator and a communicatee. Code systems, communication

boards and booklets, gestures and signs are but a few examples of

communicative mediators.

Other Considerations

The information required in order to complete Chart I is crucial

when teachers attempt to delineate the constellation of factors required

of an individualized communication system. However, in addition to

the inventory of information needed to complete Chart I, other factors

should also receive consideration.

First, severely handicapped students vary widely within as well

as between all skill domains. For example, manual signs may not be a

good choice of a mediator for a deaf student who also has poor finger

dexterity. Perhaps the more appropriate mediator would be a canmunication

board contai%ing three dimensional representations.

Second, in the interest of developing dignity and self esteem,

all students, regardless of their initial functioning levels, should

be taught to initiate interpersonal interactions. Teaching students

to react to the cues of others may be necessary, but it is not sufficient.

Third, whenever possible, students should be taught to use two

or more mediators in that the range of communication possibilities

increases dramatically when the functional use of several mediators

is acquired. For example, a student may be using simple gestural

mediators in the form of bringing his cupped hand to his mouth when a
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drink is desired or pointing to his head when a hat is desired. Since

the student has seemingly established a relationship between gesturing

and receiving three dimensional objects, it might be desirable to

extend the student's skills into a more elaborate gestural system.

Or, a student may be taught to associate slides, pictures in books,

and other visual representations with three dimensional objects.

Then a visual communication board can be introduced which will enhance

substantially the ability to communicate.

E. Selecting Initial Communicative Content

Severely handicapped students are usually going to acquire the

use of fewer communicative elements than less handicapped or normal

persons. Thus, extreme caution must be exercised in the selection of

the content of any comnunicative system. The following are at least

some of the basic factors that should be considered when teachers

attempt to determine the individualized content of a communication

system for a severely handicapped student.

General functional utility

General functional utility refers to words or actions that are

not specific to any one situation or material. A few examples of

words that have functional utility in relation to a variety of persons,

concepts, objects, are "yes", "no", "want", "help", "stop", "more".

Pointing to or touching skills are action:: of general functional

utility in that through those actions a student can delineate preferred

focds, clothes, toys, persons, and settings.

Self care and maintenance

The student who learns to communicate basic body care needs and who

can participate in their realization is obviously a more self-

actualizing person. Thus, it is important t-o teach students to

communicate when they want to be held or rubbed, when they wish to
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eat, drink, sleep, use the toilet, dress, play in water, brush their

teeth, etc.

Object, person and action labels

Initially, it might be useful to teach students to functionally

use gestures, signs and pictures that represent classes or groups of

objects, persDns and actions rather than communicators that represent

specific objects or persons. That is, a student initially

might be taught to use a sign for drink and later be taught to indicate

water, pop, juice or scotch.

Preference communicators

Strategies must be created that can be used to arrive at valid

determinations of the individualized preferences of severely handicapped

students. The delineation of preferences are important from practical

as well as humane perspectives. That is, the utilization of preferred

objects, actions and persons in instructional programs will probably

result in faster progression through those programs. The following

are suggestions that a teacher might consider when attempting to

. determine preferences:

1) Talk to the parents and obtain information related to:

a) what the student likes to do at home;

b) whether the student prefers to be with certain people; or

c) whether the student prefers specific objects or activities.

2) Determine the physical interactions the student prefers:

a) play with the student in activities parents indicated

the student enjoyed; i.e., hugging, tickling, wrestling,

bouncing on lap, handclapping games, singing, or piggy-

back riding;

9 7
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b) look for positive reactions from the student in each of

the activities, especially facial or vocal expressions

like laughing, cooing, or smiling;

c) formulate a list of the activities the student seems to

enjoy; and

d) teach the student to communicate preferred physical

activities.

3) Determine desired objects, persons, in the student's

environment:

a) provide free play settings with varieties of objects and

persons and allow the student to select from them; and

b) record the objncts or persons the student selects to

interact with and record the duration of the interactions.

In summary, the content of a communication system should be uniquely

adapted to the sensory, motor, intellectual and social skills and the

personal interests and preferences of each severely handicapped

student. Student-initiated communication is a major objective and

thus the objects, persons, and actions selected for inclusion in the

instructional program of each student shoulia be relevant to individual

daily life experiences of each student. ///

It ic crucir: that teachers generate communication systems based

upon the existing expressive skills of each student. If a student

manifests difficulty executing precise finger movements, the selection

of less precise signs or gestures might decrease frustration and increase

functional and self-initiated use. In addition, it is quite probable

that students might acquire the functional use of signs and gestures if

those signs and gestures already have functional utility in relation to

their motor repertoires. That is, the sign for drink resembles the motion

of drinking from a cup or glass, the sign for want resembles the motion

of reaching for an object.
9 8
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SECTION II: ISSUES RELATED TO THE TEACHING OF TRACKING AND SCANNING SKILLS

A.. Teaching Functional Skills

The skills that the severely handicapped student will acquire

are limited by many factors. It is, therefore, essential that the

concepts and tasks taught .lave long range functional validity.

Historically, many presumably educational programs generated for

use with severely handicapped students have not met this criteria.

They have, for instance, suggested or required the use of: artificial

rather than functional tasks and instructional materials; a high

degree inference; repeated practice strategies; and insufficient or

developmentally irrelevant performance criteria (Brown, Nietupski and

Hamre-Nietupski, 1976). In addition, such programs recommended:

a) low ratio (one teacher to one or two students) instructional

arrangements used in controlled or programmed rather tb-n

natural el,vironments; and

b) controlled very specific cues.

The proliferate and longitudinal use of such practices, strategies

and assumptions has contributed to several unfortunate educational

outcomes. There are students who can touch a pear as opposed to a

banana when these cues are presented horizontally in a two dimensional

frame on a mechanized teaching machine, but who cannot select a

banana from a fruit array in a public grocery store. There are students

who can perform a particular skill very well in reaction to cues

provided by one person in a 7.1,bicle on the side of a classroom who will

not or cannot perform tdit same skills when requested to do so by a

different person in a public setting.

Unfortunately, ailditional examples of the longitudinal effects of

inadequate educational strategies abound. It is now crucial that those

9 9
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persons concerned with the provision of the best possible longitudinal

educational services to severely handicapped students determine teaching

strategies that maximize the development of the skills neLessary co

function as independently as possible in complex community environments.

This means designing programs that utilize these approach(s when

they are educationally sound but combine them appropriately with other

approaches involving group instruction, natural settings and a

variety of cues, situations, settings and persons in authority.

Functional interpersonal communication skills are vital to the

longitudinal development and personal dignity of severely handicapped

students. Therefore, it is particularly vital that these communication

skills be taught in ways that maximize their immediate as well as their

longitudinal functional validity. In an attempt to maximize the

functional validity and utility of the attending, tracking, scanning

and selection skills of concern, it is recommended that the following

instructional suggestions be implemented concurrently.

1) The use of one to one and clustered individualized instructional
arrangements.

When instruction in a novel skill is 'nitiated it is often

appropriate to utilize one to one and clustered individualized

instructional arrangements (Brown, Nietupski, and Hamre-Nietupski,

1976). These two arrangements afford acceptable or desired nunbers

of teacher-student and student-student communicative interactions.

Obviously, a large number of communicative interactions in short

periods of time (a repeated practice teaching strategy) often

facilitates the initial acquisition of many important skills. For

example, when a student if presented initially with a communication

board it is not likely that he will manifest the skills necessary

to use it in natural settings. A clustered ina:vidualized
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instructional arrangement allows the teacher to offer a larger

number of training trials in shorter periods of time than if she

chose to use only naturally occurring settings in which to teach

the skills of concern. In addition, the clustered individualized

instructional arrangement allows the teacher to delineate and

capitalize upon the unique functioning characteristics of each

student. That is, some students might communicate best through

the use of a touching action, others might communicate best

through the use of a grasping action and still others might

communicate best through the use of flashlights. Finally, clustered

individualized instructional settings allow for the instruction of

precisely described skills. Subsequently, less precise versions can

be utilized in more natural environments.

2) The instruction and performance of skills in natural environments

A crucial component of communication skill acquisition is the

ability of the teacher to secure the performance of these skills in

conversational styles during a variety of the students' normal

activities. (a specifically, it is strongly suggested that
4

students be rht and/or required to perform attending, tracking,

scanning, and selection skills during music classes, physical

education activities, self-help training, recreation and meal times;

and at home, on the school bus, in stores and other extra school

settings; and in the presence of a variety of adults and age or

developmental peers and siblings. In an attempt to insure that

students perform crucial skills in the environments in which those

skills are functional a Recommended Criterion Performance component

is included in Sections III, TV, and V. Stated another way, before

a teacher concludes that a student has functional use of a

10 1
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particular skill at least the following five criteria should

be met:3

a) Students should perform the actions of concern in reaction
to the cues of at least two addicional persons

Often students will perform skills in reaction to the cues

of one person in their life space and will not perform those

same skills for other persons. Thus, parents, siblings, aides,

babysitters, friends and others in ADDITION TO TEACHERS should

be involved in the instructional process.

b) Students should perform the actions of concern using at
least two different instructional materials

In an effort to guarantee student performance across a

variety of materials, teachers should be alert to the use of

materials as they appear in natural environments. For instance,

toy objects, art materials, clothing, food and music materials,

should all be utilized in the development of a particular skill.

Many students will, for example, track a preferred toy or

food item, but will not track a paintbrush. Obviously, students

must learn to relate to as well as functionally use the variety

of materials appropriate in a variety of natural settings.

c) Students should perform the actions of concern in at least
two instructional settings.

Since students will be expected to perform most skills across

many natural settings, it is critical that instruction or

empirical verification occur in a variety of settings.

3Within the Criterion Performance sections specific numbers are stated
(e.g., two persons, five seconds). These numbers are only suggestive and
should not be viewed as absolutes. Teachers will need to evaluate the needs
of individual students and develop levels of criterion performance which
best meet those needs.
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Communication skills must be performed in school, at home, and

in the community. Therefore, students should be expected to

use communication skills to request food at lunch in school,

at supper in the home, at dinner in a restaurant, etc.

d) Students should perform the actions of concern in reaction
to at least two verbal or non-verbal language cues

In natural interactions, the codes, signs, gestures and

words used often vary. Consequently, students should learn

to react appropriately to a variety of different language cly.ts.

"Look at the man", "See the fellow", or "Watch the guy" should

all indicate to students that they are required to visually

attend to a man.

e) Students should perform the actions of concern at pre-
determined rates

If students are taught to perform actions correctly but

require inordinate amounts of time to complete the actions,

those actions may be non-functional in natural environments. All

the people a student meets and wishes to communicate with may

not be as patient as the teacher. Students must be required to

complete actions within reasonable time intervals. It is

recommended that the latency, response time and inter-response

time necessary to make each communication skill functional in

several natural environments be determined in advance cf

instruction.

3) Teaching the self-initiated use of acquired communication skills

Many students learn to perform important developmental skills

when cues to perform those skills are provided by persons in

authority. Crucial considerations related to the development of

important self-initiation skills are often minimized or neglected
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when instructional programs are designed for severely handicapped

students. In an attempt to allow for the development of self-

initiated communication skills, two strategies seem tenable.

First, students should be taught to communicate information when

they are prompted to do so by others. For example, it is quite

useful if a non-verbal student can pOint to a picture of a bathroom

on a communication board in response to the cue, "Where do you

want to go?" Second, it is necessary to teach students rco communicate

in the absence of prompts from persons in authority. That is, it

is more useful if a non-verbal student can wheel over to a

parent or teacher and point to a pic:ture of a bathroom

B. Instructional Procedures

In each part of each phase in the instructional sequence sections

(Sections III, IV, and V) there is a component entitled Instructional

Procedures. The information contained in this component is related to

the "how" of instruction. That is, how does a teacher go about teaching

the specific skills of concern. Several generally accepted factors

related to the "how" of teaching severely handicapped students are

presented below.

1) Natural consequation

.There is little doubt that the consequences of actions effect

the future characteristics of those actions. If teachers intend to

teach or effectuate changes in the actions of students, it is

crucial that "if-then" relationships (contingencies) between

actions and consequences of actions have subjective meaning to

their students. The position offered here is that whenever

possible consequation should be logically and naturally related to

actions. For example,.if the desired student action is tracking



a toy train, then a natural consequence for correctly tracking

the train is to let the student play with the train. When a

student uses a communication board to request a drink of water,

then the teacher should supply that drink of water.

2) Correction procedures

Obviously teachers should provide context and verbal and non-

vsrbal cues that inform students when and what to do. If the

desired actionF do not occur within a reasonable period of time

(latency) it is suggested that the teacher repeat the cues and

then model the appropriate actions. If the desired actions still

do not occur, it is suggested that the teacher repeat the cues and

provide the physical assistance (primes) and other assistance

(prompts) necessary'to secure the actions of concern. Subsequently,

all assistance should be removed (faded) and the actions should be

performed in reaction to naturally appropriate cues.

Example: Assume that a student dues not track a moving pinwheel.

The teacher slowly moves the pinwheel horizontally !n front of a

student and says, "Follow the pinwheel." If the student does not

perform the desired tracking skill, the teacher repeats the cue

and demonstrates a proper action by pointing to the pinwheel as

it moves. If the student still does not track the pinwheel, the

teacher repeats the cue and primes the desired action by placing

a hand on the head (or hand) and moves the head (or hand)

appropriately. Subsequently, all assistance is removed until the

student tracks the pinwheel unassisted.

C. Other Considerations

The Phases, Parts and Steps of the suggested instructional sequence

in Sections III, TV and V are intended to progress along an easy to

1q5



hard continuum. Many of the actual determinations of level of

difficulty were based upon at least the following assumptions:

1) It is generally easier for students to perform selected

actions in relation to objects or persons if those objects or

persons are presented initially within reach as opposed to

out of reach.

2) It is generally easier for students to perform selected actions

in relation to objects and persons if those objects and persons

are presented initially at midline at eye level and gradually

moved to other positions.

3) It is generally easier for students to perform selected actions

in relation to objects and persons if those objects or persons

initially do not cross midline (from left to right) or eye

level (from above to below).

4) It is generally easier to secure attending tc objects when those

objects are placed at poin':s to which the student is actively

attending.

The instructional sequences have been designed so that initial

Phases requirp progress through small increments of a particular

skill. This often results in repetition; but, repetition is essential

in order to establish many basic actions. During later Phases of the

sequences, factors such as 'within and not within reach" are tele-

scoped into one Phase based upon the assumption that students have

acquired the skills necessary to adapt quicker to progression.

However, teachers should assess performance empirically at each part

of a sequence in order to make progression adaptations and sequence

refinemcnts for individual students.
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Certain parts of the sequences contain steps which are exactly the

same as those of a previous part. In such situations, the reader is

referred to the earlier part of the sequence.

Finally, example activities have been provided for each Part of

a sequence and hopefully will clarify critical factors. The reader is

asked to please note the variety of cues, objects, settings, and

instructors which have been utilized in the examples of activities.

Glossary of Terms

There are many terms and phrases that are specific in meaning to

the context of this manuscript. Thus, it seems appropriate to attempt

to communicate in a cursory manner the suggested meanings of several

important terms and phrases. Hopefully, more explicit meanings can be

communicated within the cortext of an instructional setting:

1) Tracking refers to discrete actions that either follow

moving object or person or follow the path of a moving object or

person.

2) Awareness/attending refers to discrete actions which indicate

the sensory perception of objects or persons.

3) Scanning refers to discrete actions which indicate sensory

awareness of parts of an object or person; or the individual

components of an array of objects or persons.

4) Selection refers to actions which communicate that a choice

or preference has been indicated from a number of available options.

5) Discrete Actions refers to movements which are distinct and

represent the performance of a predefined skill.

6) Midline refers to the plane which divides a person bilaterally

into vertical right and left halves.
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7) Eye Level refers to the plane which extends outward horizontally

from a person's eyes when the head is level.

8) Within Reach refers to an object or pers.-2 tqat can be tactilely

acknowledged by a person without displacement of the total body.

9) Not Within Reach refers to an object or person that cannot be

tactilely acknowledged without displacement of the total body.

10) Modality refers to the channels of sensation; i.e., vision,

audition, tactile, olfactory, kinesthetic, gustatory.

11) Continuous Activation refers to a condition in which an object

or person provides constant input to at least one sensory modality.

12) Intermittent Activation refers to a condition in which an object

or person provides periodic and/or recurrent input to at least one

sensory modality.

13) Barrier refers to something which impedes sensory perception of

an object or person.

14) Transparent Barrier refers to a barrier which allows the sensory

perception of an object or person through at least one sensory

modality.

15) Opaque Barrier refers to a barrier which obscures an object or

per3on from at least one sensory modality.

16) Solid Barrier refers to a barrier which totally obstructs an

object or person from all sensory modalities.

17) Partially Hidden refers to a condition in which a barrier

obscures or obstructs only a part of an o-oject or person.

18) Totally Hidden refers to a condition in which a barrier obscures

or obstructs an entire object or person.

19) Concurrent refers to the presentation of two or more objects

or persons at the same time.
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20) Consecutive refers to the presentation of two or more objects

or persons but one is presented after the other.

21) Defined Sequence or Cycle refers to a condition in which the

order of presentations remains the same each time a sequence is

repeated.

22) Representations refers to a sign or symbol of an object or

person, (e.g., a photograph, a drawing, a miniature replication,

a printed word, a bliss symbol).

23) Referent refers to the object or person that a representation

represents (e.g., a picture of a boy (representation) represents

a real boy (referent)).

NOTE

DANGER: HARMFUL IF VIEWrn AS A KITCHEN TESTED RECIPE

THIS NOTE IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A WARNING AND A PLEA TO THOSE WHO

MIGHT ATTEMPT TO USE THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCES AS RECIPES. THE

SEQUENCES ARE NOT DESIGNED TO BE SWALLOWED, DIGESTED AND REGURGITATED.

SEVERAL PERSONS WHO HAVE ATTEMPTED TO FOLLOW PARTS OF THE SEQUENCES AS THEY

WOULD FOLLOW RECIPES HAVE BECOME VIOLENTLY ILL WHEN THEY REALIZED STUDENTS

DID NOT ACT AS ANTICIPATED. EVEN KITCHEN-TESTED RECIPES FAIL IF SPICES

ARE NOT INCLUDED. DO NOT FORGET TO ADD CREATIVITY, INGENUITY, CONCERN

AND DEDICATION.

THIS PARAGRAPH HAS BEEN INCLUDED IN A SINCERE EFFORT BY THE AUTHORS

TO EMPHASIZE THE NEED FOR CREATIVITY AND INGENUITY FROM THOSE WHO MAY USE

THESE INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCES. ALL COMPONENTS OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCES

AND THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY ARE TAUGHT MUST BE ADAPTED AND MODIFIED FOR

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS.
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SECTION III: ASSESSMENT OF RUDIMENTARY VISUAL SKILLS

A. A Rationale for Verifying Rudimentary Visual Skills

This section is concerned with severely handicapped students

who are capable of acquiring information through visual channels.

Visual fixation, tracking and scanning are critical skills basic

to acquiring, processing and controlling the input of visual information.

Most students of human development consider the controlled input of

sensory information critical to the development of a comprehensive

visually dependent communication system. Among these critical skills

visual fixation is fundamental to the more sophisticated visual

skills of tracking and scanning. Therefore, the first task is to

assess the student's ability to fixate on persons and objects.

B. The Need for Comprehensive and Dpngitudinal Intervention

Non-handicapped students are usually routinely screened for

vision problems and, when necessary, short term (or ,apisodic)

professional intervention is implemented. This episodic intervention

works very well for the majority of students. It is not functional,

however, with severely handicapped students whose motor, cognitive

and behavioral problems often make typical assessment instruments

nonapplicable. Severely handicapped students require long periods

of time and careful observation from parents, teachers and possibly

professionals such as optometrists and opthamologists to determine

their visual functioning skills. Obtaining assessments from many

professionals may not be practical, however, because of the extended

time and ,....xpense involved. P. viable alternative or supplementary

strategy for determining these skills that can be implemented

primarily by teachers and parents, who have sufficient time to observe

the student is, therefore, a valuable tool.
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C. A Rudimentary Visual Skill Assessment Strategy

Fixation, tracking and scanning skills are considered

necessary for reception and processing of visual stimuli.

A strategy for assessing basic visual skills which may be

implemented by the teacher is presented below. Hopefully,

it will provide the user with information that will make it

possible to assess existing visual skills and will provide

a longitudinal perspective and suggested intervention tech-

niques that may facilitate the development of these vital

visual skills.

General considerations for presentation of objects and

persons are:

Materials: Size, color, pattern and complexity should be

considered. Large objects (one to six inches in diameter or

width) may facilitate fixation and brightly colored objects may

facilitate initial attending. Complex patterns may facilitate

maintaining attention and complex structure (for instance,

moving parts) may facilitate attracting and maintaining atten-

tion. Students demonstrating skills within Levels II and III

are probably also exhibiting discriminations of human faces

and therefore persons as well as objects should be utilized

Ss instructional materials.

Sensory Modality Use: Multi-sense strategies may be employed

while initially attempting to verify visual skill development.

Objects may be presented which provide auditory as well as visual

input; e.g., music boxes, bells, chimes. However, additional

sensory input must be eliminated at some point to accurately

assess the student's use of the visual mode to perform the skill.
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Use of Preferred Objects: The use of objects or persons for

which the student has a demonstrated preference may facilitate

assessment. To ensure that students can perform skills across

objects and persons, non-preferred objects and persons should

also be employed soon after students have demonstrated acquisi-

tion of the skills in relation to preferred objects and persons.

The Speed of Objects: The speed at which objects move is

a critical factor in the development of tracking skills. Teachers

must experiment with varying speeds in order to determine the

most appropriate presentation speeds for individual students.

Speeds must be varied in order to verify the existence of skills

across speeds.

The actions described in the Anticipated student actions and

Recommended Criterion Performance components are tentative mani-

festations of fixation and pre-tracking skills. It is the subjec-

tive decision of each individual teacher whether fixation is or

is not occurring. It is recommended that the teacher who is

without sophisticated electronic equipment and professional

medical assistance use delineated students actions as indicators

of the desired skills.
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AN OVERVIN or ,., FOR VERIFYIrG Flr)PIENT.PRY VISIII SKILLS

RUOI:IENTERY VISU:L SKILLS: Level I

Comp:nent Verification of the skills necessary to respcnd
to light stimulaticn

Component 3. Verification of Level I Fixation Skills and
Associated Curriculul Stretegies

Calponent C: Verification of Level I Pre-Tracking Skills
and :-,ssociated Curriculull Strategies

RURIMENT...RY V1SU'L SKILLS: Level Il

Component '. Verification of Level II Fixation Skills and
Associated Curriculum Strategies

1) Fixation
2) Focusing

Componont 3! Verification of Level II Pre-Tracking Skills
and Associated Curriculum Strategies

RUDI:!ENTAFIY S",ILLS: Level III

Component Verification of Level III Fixation Skills and
Associated Curriculum Strategies

1) Fixation
2) Focusing

* Compnnent 3: Verification of Level III Pre-Tracking Skills
and Associated Curriculum Strategies

p.
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RUDIMENTARY VISW.L SKILLS: Level I

Component A: Verification of the skills necessary to respond to light
stimulation.

The primary purpose of Component A is to empirically verify that

students can orient to a variety of artificial and natural light

sources.
4

Strategies a teacher might use to verify the skills necessary

to orient to light stimuli are presented below. Obviously, the activi-

ties which teachers actually utilize will be unique to the individual

characteristics of each student and should be parts of or incorporated

into the mainstran of the total curriculum.

Orienting, either toward or away from light, is a basic visual skill

found in most hulans. If students canvot meke gross light distinctions;

i.e., if students do not respond differentially to light/dark differences

the teacher moy wish to consider emphasizing some other sensory input channel for

:lurrnsric. However, if students do not exhibit

these most rudimentary visual skills, they may be referred to as

functionally blind.

Sulgested Teacher actions: It is suggested that a teacher engage

in activities sirilar to those presented below in an attempt to

determine if students are manifesting the basic skills necessary to

orient to light.

a) In a darkened room the teacher can shine a flashlight (3 volt)

fr'im an angle 450 to the right or left of the midline

position and from a distance of two to three feet at.eye

level toward the eyes' of the student.

4
1n this context the phrrsc 'orient to refers to any movcment of the

student's head, body and/or eyes toward or away frol light.
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b) When the room is bright with sunlight, the teacher can

bring the child into the room from a darkened hall or

adjoining room.

Anticipated student actions: If students exhibit any of tho

following actions, it can be inferred that at least some of the

skills necessary to orient to light may be present:

a) The students move their bodies, heads, and/or eyes toward

the light source;

b) The pupils of the eyes constrict upon contact with a

directed light;

c) The students make defensive movements with their bodies,

head, and/or eyes away from the light source; or

d) The students exhibit a general quieting of their body

activity.

Recommended Criterion PerformEnce: It is recommended that students

be required to orient to at least one type of artificial light

(e.g., flashlight) and to one type of natural light (e.g., sunlight)

on three consecutive occasions. Orienting includes any movement of

head, body or eyes toward and/or any movement away from the light

source.

Suggested Curriculum Strategies: has been stated previously,

the primary purpose of Component A is to verify the existence of

an orienting reaction to light. It has not yet been determined if

it is possible to teach such orienting react;ons reliably. Therefore,

Component A is purposeful only as a test for the presence of

115
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orienting reactions and curriculum strategies are not included.

Component B: Verification of Level 1 Fixation Skills and Associated
Curriculum Strategies.

The primary purpose of Component B is to verify the presence of a

number of the visual skills labeled Level 1 Fixation

skills. Depending upon the presence and 'the degree of Level 1 Fixation

skills, the teacher may wish to pursue three d(stinct instructional

plans. Specifically these plans are:

I) When the Suggested teacher actiors are implemented with repeated

and varied presentation of objects and the students do not

act in any of the ways delineated in Anticipated student

actions, the teacher may wish to consider other sensory

input channels for communication purposes. That is, the students

do not react differentially to object presentations vs. non-

presentation and may be referred to as functionally blind.

2) When the Suggested teacher actions are implemented and the stu-

dents perform any or all of the ,",nticipated student actions,

but do not perform the specified actions at Recommended Criterion

Performance, it may be appropriate to attempt to teach

Component 3 skills as outlined in Suggested curriculum strategies

below.

3) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and the student

performs all of the actions outlined in Recommended criterion

performance, it is suggested that the teacher refer to Level II

Fixation skills.

Again, the activities used by the teacher to verify skill levels

will be unique to the individual characteristic of each student and
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should be partsof, or incorporated into, the total curriculun of each

student.

Suggested teacher actions: It is suggested that the teacher use the

prescribed activities as an indication of the'

three instructional plans to pursue. The teacher can

present a variety of objects (e.g., food, geometric and patterned

configuarations, toys) one at a time to a student. The teacher can

bring each object from a hidden location to e postion within a

span of four to tv;alve inches from the student at eye level in

the midline position.

Anticipotcd Student actions: Generally, it is anticipated that

performance of any of the actions descritcd below will involve

a latency of less than five seconds and that the duration of the

acticl will be a. least one second.

a) The student exhibits a general quieting of body activity

and gross motor movement.

b) The student raises her eyelids, eyebrows and/or wrinkles

her forehead.

c) The student aligns his head with the presented object.5

d) The student aligns at least one eye with a stationary object.

e) The student maintains alignment with a stationary object.

Recommended Criterion Performance: It is recommended that the

student meet the criteria defined below with at least two objects

and on three consecutive occasions with each object:

a) The student will align her head and at least one eye with

the presented object and maintain the alignment.

b) 'The latency of the alignment action will not exceed five seconds.

5The term 'align as used throughout Section III could also, be
referred to as making eye contact ith theft-rt.
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c) The duration of the alignment action will be.at least

one second.

d) The student wil' perform the desired actions with the objects

presented at least at two distances; one distance within a

four to eight inch span (short) and the other distance within

and eight to twelve inch span (long).

Suggested Curricului Strategies: Curriculum strategies are described

generally in Sucinested tercher actions. Variation and repetition

of the teacher actions as dictated by the individual characteristics

of each student will hopefully facilitate the development of criterion

performance. The following are additional recommended curriculum

strategies:

a) Appropriate fixations might be most probable when objects

are from one to six inches in diameter.

b) The use of brightly colored objects, especially red and

yellow is suggested.

c) Initially the teacher should present the object only at

the midline positions

d) Objects which have moving parts should be utilized.

e) Objects which have complex patterns, such as a checkerboard,

plaid material, or a mosaic should be utilized.

Component C: Verificati n of Levcl 1 Pre-Tracking Skills and Associated
Curricului Strateqies.

The primary purpose of Conponent C is to verify the presence of a

number of visual skills organizationally labeled Level 1 Pre-Tracking

Skills. Depending upon the presence and the degree of Level
1 Pre-

Tracking skills, the teacher may wish to pursue three distinct instruc-

).18
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tional plans. Specifically these plans are:

.1) When Sui-xsted teacher actions are implemented, the initial

actions of the students may be to fixate upon the presented

object. If the Suirested teacher actions are implemented

with repetition and variation and the students do not fi-lte

.on the presented oL)ject, it is suggested that the teach refer

to Level I Fixation, as the students probably do not have the

prerequisite fixation s!Alls.

2) When the Su:igestcd teacher actions are i.plemented End the

students perform any or all of the .;.nticipated student actirns,

but they do not perform the specified actions at Recalmended

Criterion Performarnce, it nay then be appropriate to attempt

to teach Level I Pre-TracMng s!,ills as outlined in Sulgested

curricu/u:1 stratelies.

3) When Sunqested teacher actions are implemented and the student

performs all of the actions as outlined in Recommended Criterion

Performance, it is suggested that the teacher refer to Level II,

Pre-Trac%ino

Again, activities which teachers utilize will be unique to the

individua! characteristics of each student and should be part of, or

incorporated into, the total curriculul.

Su-qcstc!d ter.c!7-r Ecti-ns: in an atteMpt to determine which of the:three

plans topursud it is suggested that the teacher engage in activities such

as_presenting a variety of objects one at a time. Objects should be brought

Fixation as the term is used in Ca;ponent C is referred to as
performance of the anticip7tcd student actions dcscrr:cd in Level

I

Fixation. The nc.ed not be rt criterion :cvel, 'but
sh.puld :t ',ast bf thr2 s':u:17nt rc:i-ns descril
in Zal;)cncr-C: 3 of Lv-:1 I.
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from a hidden location

to a position dithin a span four to twelve inches from the

student at eye level and in the midline position. The teacher can also

move the ob;ect in an arc to the left or to the right from midline

kecping the object approximately the same distance from the eyes at

all pints in the arc.

Anticipated student actions: The student may initially fixate on

the presented object and then begin to follow the object as it

moves. The performance of the pre-tracking actions should begin

to occur within five seconds after the fixation occurs. The fol-

lowing areadditional student actions which may be indicative of

Level I Pre-Tracking skills:

a) When the presented object moves, the student may follow the

moving object with his head and eyes.

b) The student may follow the object through short arcs (300).

c) The head and eyes may move in an uncoordinated manner

while the object is being followed by the student.

d) The student may easily lose visual contact with the

object; i.e., while tracking the object they may suddenly

cease eye contact with the object.

Recommended criterion performance: It is recommended that students

should meet the criteria listed below with at least two objects and

on three consecutive occasions with each object:

a) The student will fixate on the presented object and will

follow the object with heed and eyes as it moves through

at least a 30
o

arc.

12 0
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b: The latency of the pre-tree:iny actions will not exc_?ed

five seconds.

c) The students should perform the desired actions when the

objects are presented from at least two distances; one dis-

tance within a four to ei,ht inch span (short) and the

other distance within an eight to twelve inch span (long).

Swested currieulu) strete-ies: Currieulul strategies are described

generally in Su-,este0 :eceher actions. Veriation and repeti'ion

of the teacher ections ES eicteted y tlle individual characteristi(s

of each studen will hopully fazi'itt:c the deve:ooment z..f cri-

terion vrforlancc. The followin; cre additional recow,c16,C

curriculum strategies:

a) The curric.Oul stratejies specifically de:ineated in Level

arc also ..;seful for L:val 7r--TreeMn.4.

b) The tez.cher may initially wish to use physical priming on the head

and/or shoulders to assist students to follow the paths

of objects.

c) The teacher nay vary the speed of the noving objects to

determine a rate of speed which allows for optimal student

performance.

d) The teacher may use objects which arc dangled on a string.

This action nay help alleviate the problem of student 2,p

contact with the teacher, rather than with the presented

e)jects.

e) The teacher nay wish to stand behind or next to a student

when presentir.; o..)jects to avoid the possibility that the student

might make eye con*act with the teacher, rather than with the

presented object.
121
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RUDIMENTARY VISUAL SKILLS: Level II

Component A: Verification of Level II Fixation Skills and Associated
Curriculum Strategies

The primary purpose of Component A is to empirically verify

the presence of a number of visual skills organizationally labeled

Level II Fixation Skills. Many Levei II Fixation skills develop

concurrently and are obviously interrelated. However, an arbitrary

division of two subskill clusters has been made below for organiza-

tional purposes. The first subskill cluster is designed to examine

the ability to fixate on a stationary object. The second subskill

cluster is designed to examine the ability to focus. Each aubskill

cluster has its own set of teacher actions, Student actions, recom-

mended performance criteria and suggested curriculum strategies.

Depending upon the presence and the degree of Level Il Fixation

skills, a teacher may pursue two distinct instructionai plans.

Specifically:

A) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and students

perform any, or all, of the Anticipated student actions but

they do not perform the specified actions at the Recommendcd

criterion performance, it may then be appropriate to attempt

to teach Level II Fixation skills as outlined in Suggested

curriculum strategies. This instructional plan is suggested

for each of the tINO subskill categories.

B) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and the students

perform all of the actions outlined in Recommended criterion

Performance for each of the subskill areas, it is recommended

that the teacher refer to Level III, Fixation skills.
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1) Subskill Cluster: Fixation

Suggested teacher actions: It is suggested that the teacher

engage in activities similar to those described in this section

in an attempt to determine which instructional plan should be

pursued. The teacher can present a variety of objects, one

at a time. The teacher can bring each object from a hidden lo-

cation to a stationary position within a span of twelve to twenty-

four inches from the student at eye level in the midline position.

Anticipated student actions: Generally, it is anticipated that

performance of the following desired actions will be preceded

by a latency of approximately one second and the desired action

will have a duration of at least three seconds:

a) The students exhibit A, B, and C of Anticipated st;.,dent

actions described in Level 1, Component B, Fixation

skills;

b) The students align both of their eyes with a stationary

object;

c) The students maintain alignment of both eyes with the

stationary object; and

d) It is anticipated that at Level II Fixation skills

students will begin to fixate at objects which are not

presented by the teacher and which are more than two

feet away.

Recommended Criterion perforiance: It is recommended that

students meet the following criteria in relation to at least

two objects and on three consecutive occasions with each object:
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a) The students will align their head and oth eyes with

the presented object.

b) The students will maintain the alignment of both eyes

with at least 50% of the objects presented (the other

objects may require the alignment of only one eye).

c) The latency of the fixation actions will not exceed two

seconds.

d) The duration of the fixation actions will not be less

than three seconds.

e) The student aill perform the desired actions with the

objects presented at least at two distances; one distance

within a twelve to eighteen inch span (short) and the

other distance within an eighteen to twenty-four inch

span (long).

Suggested curriculum strategies: Curriculum strategies are

described generally in Suggested teacher actions. Variation

and repetition of the teacher actions as required by the indi-

vidual characteristics of eachstudent will hopefully facilitate

the development of criterion performance. The curriculum

strategies delineated in Level I Fixation should be useful for

Level Il Fixation when presented under Level II conditions.

2) Subskill Cluster: Focusing

Suggested teacher actions: In addition to adhering to the

actions delineated in Subskill Cluster: Fixation, the teadher

might consider the following:

When a student is fixating on a stationary object, the

1 241
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teacher may move the object along a straight line within a

four to twenty-four inch span toward or away from the eyes of

the student. The teacher may vary the initial point of pre-

sentation and the distance the object is moved.

Anticipated student actions: The students may perform all

of the actions as delineated in Subskill Cluster: Fixation,

with the following addition: When the teacher moves the object

as delineated above, a student will continue to fixate on the

object as it is moved closer to and further away from the eyes.

Recommended Criterion Performance: It is recommended tl-et the

students meet all of the criteria delineated in Subskill

Cluster: Fixation with the follewing addition. Students will

continue to fixate on the object when it is moved in six inch

distances within a four to twenty-four inch span from the students.

Suggested Curriculum strategies: The teacher may follow all of

the curriculum strategies as delineated in Subskill Cluster I

with the following addition. The speed the object is moved should

be vAried in an attempt to determine the speed at which optimal

student performance occurs.

RUDIMENTARY VISUAL SKILLS: Level II

Component B: Verification of Level II Pre-tracking Skills and
Associated Curriculum Strategies/

The primary purpose of Colponent 7 is to verify the presence of

7Generally, it is assumed that if the student is functioning in Level
II Component B - Pre-Tracking he/she is also functioning within Level II
Component A - Fixation. The student need not be performing at criterion
level, but should 'ue mPnifesting at least sone of the student actions
described in Component A of Level II.
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a numter of visual skills organizationally labeled Level II

Pre-Tracking sLills. Depending upon the presence of degree

of Level II Pre-Tracking skills, the teacher may pursue two

distinct instructional plans. Specifically:

A) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and the

students perform any or all of the Anticipated student

actions but they do not perform the specified actions

at Recolmended criterion performance it may then be

appropriate to attempt to teach Level Il Pre-Trackiny

sMlls as outlined in Suggested curriculum strate.lies.

B) When Suggested teacher actions are i iplemented and

students perform all of the actions outlined in Recom-

mended criterion performance, it is recommended that the

teacher proceed to Level III Pre-Tracking skills.

Again, the activities used 1:0, the teacher to verify skill

levels will be unique to the individual characteristic of each

student and 4ould be parts of, or incorporated into, the total

curriuclun.

SuTlested teacher actions: It is sujgested that the teacher

engage in activities similar to those described below in an

attempt to determine which of the two instructional plans to

pursue.

The teacher can present a variety of objects one at a time.

The teacher can bring each object from a hidden location to a

position within a span of four to twenty-four inches from the

students at eye level in the midline position. The teacher can

move the object to the left or to the right of midline along a

900 arc, keeping the object the same distance from the eyes at
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all points in the arc.

Anticipated student actions: The student may initially fixate

on the presented object and then begin to follow the object as

it moves. The performance of the pre-tracking actions should

begin to occur within two seconds after fixation occurs. The

following are additional student actions possibly indicative

of Level II Pre-Tracking skills.

a) When the presented object moves, the student follows the

moving object with her head and both eyes.

b) The student follows the moving object along arcs up

to 90°.

Recommended criterion performance: It is recommended that stu-

dents meet the criteria described below with at least two

objects and on three consecutive occasions with each object:

a) The students will fixate on a presented object and will

follow the object with head and both eyes as it moves.

The students will follow the moving object through a 900

arc from midline either 90° to the left or 900 to the

right of midline.

b) The desired actions will be performed when the objects

are presented at least at one distance within four
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to taleve inches and at least one ditance within

twelve to twenty-four inches from the students.

Suggested curriculum strategies: Curriculum strategies are

described generally in Suggested teacher actions. Variation

and repetition of the teacher actions as required by the

Individual charactcristics of each student will hopefully

facilitate the development of criterion performance. The

strategies delineated in Level I, Component C should be appli-

cable here.

RUDIMENTARY VISUAL SKILLS: Level III

Component A: Verification of Level III Fixation Skills and
Associated Curriculum Strategies

The primary purpose of Component A is to verify the presence of

a number of visual skills organizationally labeled Level III Fixation

skills. Many Level III Fixation skills develop concurrently and

are interrelated. However, an arbitrary division of two subskill

clusters has been made below for organizational purposec. The first

subskill cluster is designed to examine the ability to fixate on

a stationary object. The second subskill cluster is designed to

examine the ability to focus. Each subskill cluster is accompanied

by a .set of Teacher Actions, Student Actions, Recommended Criterion

Performance, and Suggested Curriculum Strategies. Depending on the

presence and the degree of the skills in each subskill cluster, the

teacher may pursue two distinct instructional plans. Specifically:

A) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and the stu-

dents perform any or all of the Anticipated student actions

but they do not perform the specified actions at Recommended
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criterion performance, it may then be appropriate to attempt

to teach Level III Fixation skills as outlined in Su4gested

curriculum strategies.

B) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and the student

performs all of the specified actions as oullined in Recom-

mended criterion performance for both of the subskill areas,

it is recommended the teacher refers to Level III, Component

B, Pre-Tracking skills.

1) Subskill Cluster: Fixation

Suggested teacher actions: It is suggested that the teacher

engage in activities similar to those described below in an

attempt to determine which instructional plan should be pursued.

The teacher can present a variety of objects, one at a time.

The teacher can bring each object froma hidden location to a

stationary position within a span of twenty-four to thirty-six

inches from the student at eye level in the midline position.

Anticipated student actions: Generally is is anticipated that

of any of the actions described below will be preceded by a

brief latency (less than one second) and will have a duration

of at least five seconds:

a) The students exhibit A, B, and C of anticipated student

actions in Level I, Component B: Fixation skills.

b) The students align both of their eyes with the stationary

object.

c) The students maintain alignment of both eyes with the

stationary object.
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d) It is also anticipated that students will be looking

at objects which are over three feet away and which are

not presented by the teacher.

Recommended criterion performance: It is recommended that

students meet the criteria defined below in relation to at

least two objects on three conseOctive occasions with each

object:

a) The student will align her head and-both eyes with the

presented object.

b) The student will maintain alignment of both eyes with

at least 90% of the objects presented. (The other 10%

may require the alignment of only one eye).

c) The latency of the fixation actions will not exceed one

second.

d) The duration of the fixation action will not be less than

five seconds.

3) The student will perform the desired actions with the

objects presented at least at two distances; one distance

within twenty-four to thirty inch span (short) and the

other distance within a thirty to thirty-six inch span

(long).

Suggested curriculum strategies: Curriculum strategies are

described generally in Suggested teacher actions. Variation ar-1

repetition of the teacher actions as dictated by the individual

characteristics of each student will hopefully facilitate the

development of criterion performance. All curriculum strategies
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delineated in Levels I and II Fixation skills should be useful

for Level III Fixation skills lAhen presented under Level III

conditions.

2) Subskill Cluster: Focusing

Suggested teacher actions: The teacher may follow all of the

actions delineated under Subsill Cluster: Fixction with the

following additiors: %Then the student is fixating on the

stationary object, the teacher may move the object along a

straight line within a four to thirty-six inch span, moving the

objects toward or away from the eyes of the stLdents.

Anticipated student actions: The teacher may vary the initial

point of presentation and the distance the object is moved.

The =tudcnt may perform ell of the actions as delineatPd in

Subskill Cluster: Fixation with the following additions. When

the teacher moves the object, the student may continue to fixate

on the object as it is moved closer to and farther away from

his/her eyes.

Recommended criterion performance: It is recommended that the

student meet all criteria delineated in Subskill Cluster: Fixation

with the following addition. The student will continue to fixate
.

on the object as it is moved in six inch distances within a four

to twenty-four inch span from the students.

Suggested curriculul strategies: The teacher may follo the

curricul= stratejies delineated in Subskill Cluster: Fixation

with th e. following addition: The speed of the object es it is
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moved should be varied in an attempt to determine the speed at

which optimal student performance occurs.

RUDIMENTARY VISUAL SKILLS: Level III

Component 13: Verification of Level III Pre-Tracking Skills and
:Associated Curriculum Strategies

The primary purpose of Connonent 3 is to verify the presence

of a nulber of visual skills oroanizationally labeled Level 111

Pre-TracMnr Depending on the presence and degreeof Level

III Pre-Trae:ing s%ills, the teacher may pursue two d'stinct in-

structional plans. Specifically:

A) When SugQested teacher actions are irplemented and students

perform any or all of the Anticipated student actions, but

they do not perform the specified actions at Recommended

criterion performance, it may Ihen be appropriate to attempt

to teach Level III Pre-Tracking skills as outlined in Sug-

gested curriculum strategies.

B) When Suggested teacher actions are implemented and students

perform all the actions outlined in Recommended criterion

Performance, it is recommended that the teacher refer to the

Instructional Sequence for teaching rudimentary tracking skills.

Obviously, the activities which teachers actually utilize will

be uniglie to the individual characteristics of each student and

should be part of or incorporated into the total curriculum.

Suggested teacher actions: It is suggested that the te-cher engage

in activities similar to those described below in an attempt

8
Generally, it is assumed that if a student is functioning in Level

III Component B Pre-Tracking, he/she is also functioning within Level III

Component A - Fixation. The student need not be performing at criterion
level, but should be manifesting at least some of the actions described
in Component A of Level III.
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to determine which of the two instructional plans to pursue,.

The teacher may present a variety of objects, one at a time.

The teacher can bring each object from a hidden location to a

position within a span of four to thirty-six inches from the

students at eye level in the midline position. The teacher can

move the object 900 to the left of midline, then to a position

90° to the right of midline, creating an 180° arc from left to

right. The teacher may vary her actions, moving the object

from right to left or from left to right crossing midline each

time.

Anticipated student actions: The student may initially fixate

041 the presented object and then begin to follow the object as

it moves. The performance of such pre-tracking actions should

begin to occur within one second after fixation occurs. The

following are additional student actions possibly indicative

of Level III Pre-Tracking skills:

a) When the presented object moves, the student follows the

moving object with his head and both eyes.

b) The student follows the object 1800 as it crosses midline.

c) The head and eyes move in a smooth and coordinated manner

while the moving object is being followed.

Recommended criterion performance: It is recommended that

students meet the criteria defined below in relation to at least

two objects, on three consecutive occasions with each object.

a) The student will fixate on the presented object and will

follow that object as it moves through an 1800 arc, from

left to right, and from right to left.
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b) The student will perform the desired actions when the

objects are presented at least at two distances; one

1800 arc within a short (four to eighteen) inch span

from the eyes and one 1800 arc within a long (eighteen

to thirty-six inch) span from the eyes.

Suggested curriculum strategies: Curriculum strategies are

described generally in Suggested teacher actions. Variation

and repetition of the teacher actions as required by the indivi-

dual characterstics of each student will hopefully facilitate

the development of criterion performance. The strategies de-

lineated in Level 1, Component C may be applicable here.

When the teacher has verified the presence of rudimentary vision

skills and the student has met criteria for fixating, focusing and

pre-tracking skills, the teacher may want to implement instructional

strategies for teaching tracking skills (Section TV).
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SECTION rV: STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING TRACKING SKILLS

A. Introduction

The cluster of skills that allow persons to track moving objects

and persons or objects and persons that have moved is crucial to the

development of communicatior skills. Non-handicapped infants acquire

these vital tracking skills chrough natural interactions with the

persons and objects in their environment. Indeed, many developmental

theorists and other students of human development have watched and

marveled at the intricate ways in which young children exhibit their

inherited or acquired tracking skills. Unfortunately, many severely

handicapped students manifest few,if any,of even the most rudimentary

forms of tracking skills and most, if not an,severely handicapped

students manifest substantial tracking skill deficits. Without

efficient tracking skills it becomes extremely difficult for children

to acquire crucial object permanence skills, and the skills necessary

to understand many cause and effect relationships. The lack of

efficient tracking skills also precludes many social and play in-

teractions.

The tracking skill sequence presented here is an attempt to

provide teachers with systematized curriculuum suggestions which,

if adapted to individuals, might be of assistance in the teaching of

basic tracking skills to severely handicapped students. Certainly,

the sequence presented here represents only a small proportion of

all the tracking skills a particular student needs to acquire. Thus,

the sequence could and should be extended vertically and expanded

horizontally. However, as tracking skills are viewed as prerequisites

to the basic scanning and selection skills described in Section V,

vertical extensions and horizontal expansions of the tracking skill
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sequence are future tasks.

There are several critical factors related to the tracking sequence

that should be made salient. First, tracking is referred to as the

performance of discrete actions that follow the paths of objects or

persons as well as the performance of discrete actions that follow

the actual objects or persons. The primary reason for referring to

tracking in that way is that for many severely handicapped students

the movement of the head and eyes do not always coincide Precisely

with the movement of obje:::ts or persons.

Second, students are required to track objects and persons which

are moved in a variety of different paths:

a) horizontal paths

b) vertical paths

c) diagonal paths

d) two to four continuous paths (e.g., a horizontal oath and

then a diagonal path)

e) circular paths

f) random paths

It is assumed that the teacher will arrange the sequence in which

the paths are taught in the order of difficulty for the individual

student.

Third, in natural settings students encounter a variety of

visual, tactile, and auditory barriers. Glass doors, screened

doors and wooden doors all function as obstructions. Food items

are concealed in plastic bags, paper bags and cardboard boxes. Thus,

barriers which are transparent (see through) opaque (form of the

object can be determined) or solid (completely hides an object) are

introduced in Phase III. It is recommended that within each part of
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the sequence, at least three different barriers be utilized to ensurp

student performance across different types of barriers. The barriel_

should be varied along several dimensions including: size, width,

length, and height, should be placed in varying locations along the

paths of objects or persons near the termination of the path.

Fourth, in Phases TV and Nrobjects or persons are initially

partially hidden behind, under, or within a barrier. Later they are

totally hidden by the barrier. The logic of such a progression is to

allow the opportunity to perform the desired actions with a high

degree of success. With only a small portion of the object or person

hidden, the student is receiving additional sensory CUBS to assist

in locating the hidden object. The teacher gradually increases the

amount of the object or person which is hidden, until the item is

totally hidden.
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OVERVIEW OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE FOR TEACHING TRACKING SKILLS

PHASE I: TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION.

PHASE 11:

PHASE Ill:

In Phase I students are taught to track an object or person
which is moving in a:

Horizontal Motion
Vertical Motion
Diagonal Motion
Motion consisting of Twu to

Four Distinct Continuous
Paths

Circular Motion
Random Motion

Parts 1-5
Parts 6-10
Parts 11-15
Parts 10-18

Part 19
Part 20

TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN mnTTnN AND TO ATTEND TO THE OBJECT
OR PERSON WHEN THE MOTION IS TERMINATED.

In Phase 11 students are taught to track a moving object
or person and to attend to the object or person when motion

is terminated. The object or person will be moved in a:

Horizontal Motion
Vertical Motion
Diagonal Motion
Motion consisting of Two to

Pour Distinct Continuous
Paths

Circular Motion
Random Motion

Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4

Part 5
Part 6

TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACE AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
mara OR PERSON iS IN MOTION AND IS TEMPORARILY HIDDEN
BY A BARRIER.

In Phase III students are taught to track a moving object
or person which is temporarily hidden by:

Transparent harriers
Opaque Barriers
Solid Barriers
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PHASE IV:

PHASE V:

127

TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION AND TO ATTEND TO A BARRIER
WHEN THE OBJECT OR PERSON CEASES MOTION AND IS HIDDEN BY
THE BARRIER.

In Phase IV students are taught to track a moving object
or person and to attend to a barrier when the object or
person ceases motion and is:

Totally Hidden by Transparent
Barriers

Partially Hidden by Opaque
Barriers

Totally Hidden by Opaque Barriers
Partially Hidden by Solid

Barriers
Totally Hidden by Solid Barriers

Parts 1 and 2

Parts 3 and 4

Parts 5 and 6

Parts 7 and 8
Parts 9 and 10

TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION UNTIL THE OBJECT OR PERSON
CEASES MOTION AND IS HIDDEN BY A BARRIER, AND TO REMOVE
THE BARRIER TO REGAIN CONTACT WITH THE OBJECT OR PERSON.

The difference between Phase IV and Phase V is essentially
that Phase V uses the steps in Phase iv except that the
student removes the barrier to regain contact.
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C. Instructional Sequence for Tez.chinq Tracking Skills

PHASE I: TULPING STUDENTS TQ TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON wilLE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION'

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions
which indicate tracking of an object or person while that objector person is in motion.

Part 1: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is moving horizontally starting
from midline and is within reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from midline in a
horizontal path and within the reach of the students.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
students to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Stsp A: An object or person is moved to a position
45 to the right of midline and the path is at eye
level.

Stsp B: An object or person is moved to a position
45 to the left of midline and the path is at eye
level.

Stsp C: An object or person is moved to a position
90 to the right of midline and the path is at eye
level.

Stsp D: An object or person is moved to a position
90 to the left of midline and the path is at eye
level.

Step E: An object gr persog is moved to a position
which is between 4a and 90 to the right of midline
and the path is 15 above eye level.

Step F: An object gr persog is moved to a position
which is between 4a and 90 to the left of midline
and the path is 15 above eye level.

Step G. An object gr persog is moved to a position
which is between 4a and 90 to the ,right of midline
and the path is 45 above eye level.

'"Tracking" as the term is used here refers to discrete actions whichfollow a moving object or person, or follow the path of a moving object
or person.
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Step H: An object 8r person is moved to a position
which is between 4 and 90 to the left of midline
and the path is 45 e.ove eye level.

Step h An object 8r person is moved to a position
which is between 4 and 90 to the right of midline
and the path is 15 below eye level.

Step J: An object 8r person is moved to a position
which is between 4 and 90 to the left of midline
and the path is 15 below eye level.

Step K: An object 8r person is moved to a position
which is between 4 and 90 to the right of midline
and the path is 45 below eye level.

Step L: An object 8r person is moved to a position
which is between 4. and 90 to the left of midline
and the path is 45 below eye level.

Step M: An object or person is moved tooat leash five
different positions which are between 45 and 90 either
to the right or left of midline and the path ranges
within 45 above and below eye level.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps A through M
within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions. In addition, students should correctly perform
the actions of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at 'east two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 1, Step C)

The teacher holds up a balloon in front of th c. st.ident
at eye level and says, 'Look, Nick, I have a balloon.
Watch the balloon." The teacher moves the balloon in a
hosizontal path starting at Nick's midline and traveling to
90 to the right of Nick's midline. Nick demonstrates
tracking by moving his head and eyes along the same path as
the balloon. Nick then is allowed or encouraged to play
with the balloon.
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Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking_ of an oblect or person
while that obiect or person is moving horizontally starting
from the right or left of the midline, but not crossing mid-
line, and is within reach.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially
that in Part 1 the object or person starts motions from mid-
line, whereas in Part 2 the object or person starts motion
from a position to the right Or left of midline.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from the right or left
of midline in a horizontal path which does not cross midl:ne
and is within reach of the students. The teacher issues
an appropriate cue which requires the students to demon-
strate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: An object cr person is moved from 450 to the
right of midline to a midline position and the path is
at eye level.

Step B: An object or person is moved from 45° to the
left of midline to a midline position and the path is
at eye level.

Step C: An object or person is moved from 900 to the
right of midline to a midline position and the path is
at eye level.

Step D: An object or person is moved from 900 to the
left of midline to a midline position and the path is
at eye level.

Step E: An object os personois moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the ri ht of midline
to a midline position and the path is 15 above eye level.

Step F: An object 8r perso8 is moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the 1 ft of midline to
a midline position and the path is 15 above eye level.

Step G. An object 8r persog is moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the ri ht of midline to
a midline position and the path is 45 above eye level.

Step H: An object 8r persog is moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the 16ft of midline to
a midline position and the path is 45 above eye level.

!,
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Step An object 8r persos is moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the qght of midline to
a midline position and the path is 15 below eye level.

Step J: An object 8r persos is moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the left of midline to
a midline position and the path is 15 below eye level.

Step K: n object 8r persos is moved from e position
which is between 45 anJ 90 to the ri.ht of midline to
a midline position and the path is 45 below eye level.

Sten L: ,r,n object 8r persos is moved fran a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the left of midline to
a midline position and the path is 45 below eye level.

Step M: An object or person is moved fr8m at legst five
different positions which are between 45 and 90 either
to the right or left of midlins to a midline position
and the path ranges between 45 above and below eye level.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity. (Phase 1, Part 2, Step 1)

Katrina is seated at a table and her father pushes a toy
car along a path which is initiated 60 to the right of
the student's midline and stops at midline. Her father
says, "Watch the car go." Katrina indicates tracking by
pcinting to the car as it moves along the horizontal path.
Father then helps Katrina push or play with the car.

Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that obiect or person is moving horizontally starting
from the right or left of midline, crossing midline, and is
within reach.

The difference between Part 2 and Part 3 is essentially
that in Part 2 the object or person does not cross midline,
whereas in Part 3 the object or person does cross midline.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from the right or left
of midline in a horizontal path which crosses midline,
within reach of the students. The teacher issues an ap-
propriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.



Step A- An object or Berson is moved from 450 to the

right of midline to 45 to the left of midline and the
path is at eye level.

Step B: An object oroperson is moved from 450 to the
left of midline to 45 to the right of midline and the
path is at eye level.

Step C- An object or gerson is moved from 900 to the

right of midline to 90 to the left of midline and the
path is at eye level.

Step D: An object or gerson is moved from 900 to the:
left of midline to 90 to the right of midline and the
path is at eye level.

Step E- An object gr persog is moved from a position
which is between 45 and 90 tg the ri3ht of midline to
a position which is between 45 and 90 to the left of
midline and the path is above eye level.

5tep F: An object gr person is moved from o position
which is between 45 and 90 to the left of midline,to
a position which is between 450 and 90 to the righZ'Zir
midline and the path is above eye level.

Step ;I: An object gr persog is moved frar, a position
which is between 45 and 90 ts the r.ight of midline to
a position which is between 45 and 90 to the left
of midline and that path is below eye level.

Step H: An object gr persog is moved fron a position
which is between 45 and 90 to the left of midline to
a position which is between 45° and -57-to the rilht of
midline and the path is below eye level.

Step I: An object or person is moved in at leastufive
digferent paths, initiating and ending between 45 and

90 to thearight or left of m:d,ine and the path ranges
between 45 above and below eye level.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required on each of Steps through I

within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions. In addition, students should correctly perform
the actions of concern

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
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d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal
cues to perform; and

e) using at least two rates of object/person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 3, Step F)

The student is seated on a floor cuschion and the teacher
holds a toy airplane on a string 45 above the student's
eye level. The teacher says, 'Pegg, watch the plane fly.'
The abrplane is then moved from 45 to the left of midline
to 70 right of midline. The student demonstrates tracking
by following the airplane's path with her head and eyes.
The teacher then gives the airplane to Peggy.

Part 4: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person moves in a repetitious horizontal
motion and is within reach.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that
in Part 3 the object or person is moved in a particular horizontal
motion only once, whereas in Part 4 the object or person is moved
in a repetitious horizontal motion.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion in a horizontal path
within reach of the students. The teacher issues an appro-
priate cue which requires the students to demonstrate tracking
of the object or person.

Step A: An object oroperson j:is moved from midline to
a position between 45 and 90 to the right or left of
midline, is moved back to midline on the same path, and
the path is at eye level.

Step B. An o8ject oroperson is moved from a position which
is between 45 and 90 to the right or left of midline to
a midline position, is moved back to the starting point
on the same path, and the path is at eye level.

Step C: An object cor persog is moved from a position
which is between 5 and 90 to the right or left of
midline to a position on the opposite side of the mid-
line, is returned to the starting point on the same
path, and the path is at eye level.

Step D: Repeat Steps A, B, and C with the path of the
object or person above eye level.

Step E: Repeat Steps A, B, and C with the path of the
object or person below eye level.
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Step F: An object or person is moved in at least five
different baths, with the initiation position ranging
between 30 to the ,right and left of midline, the object
or person returns to t[le initiation position, and the

path ranges between 45 above and below eye level.

Criterion Performance

It is suggestrd that students are taught to correct!), per-
form the actions required in each of Steps A through F
within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions. In addition, students should correctly perform
the actions of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example '',ctivity. (Phase I, Part 4, Step t)

Ken is standing a: a kitchen counter and a brother has an
orange in his hand. The brother places the orange directly
in front of Ken at eye level ang says, 'Watch the orange."
The brother rolls the orange 45 to the right of midline
and then rolls the orange back to midline. Ken demonstrates
tracking by pointing to the orange as it goes back and forth

along the horizontal path. Ken's brother then gives him the
oranrve.

Part 5! -Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete acLiins which indicate trucking of an object or person
while tha:: object or person moves horizontally and is not within
reach.

The liffren:e between Perts 1-4 and Part 5 is essentially

that in '-4 thcl object or person is within the reach of the

student, i'art 5 the olject or person is not within
reach of' t' .

Instrmcione..1..

An object o p :! !s set in motion in a horizontal path
which is not wi ' in reach of the students. The teacher
is.oes an apprc riate cue which requires the students to
demonstrate tracl:irg of the object

S.tep A: Follow Steps A through M as in Phase I, Part 1;

!-xeept that the object or person is not within reach.
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Step B: Follow Steps A through M as in Phase I, Part 2;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step C: Follow Steps A through I as in Phase I, Part 3;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step D: Follow Steps A through F as in Phase I, Part 4;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students are taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps A through D
within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions. In addition, students should correctly perform
the actions of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 5, Step B)

John is seated on the school playground and a peer is being
pulled in a wagon approximately ten feet in front of the
student. The teacher tells the student, "John, look at Susie"
(Susie is ig the wagon). The aide pulls the wagon from a
position 45 to the right of John's midline to John's midline.
John demonstrates tracking by following the path of wagon
with head movements. The teacher gives John and Susie a
ride in the wagon.

Part 6: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate trae,ina of an object or person
while that object or person is moving vertically starting from
eye level and is within reach.

The difference between Parts 1-5 and Part 6 is essentially
that in Parts 1-5 the object or person moves horizontally, whereas
in Part 6 the object or person moves vertically.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion fr-Jm eye level in a
vertical path within reach of the students. The teacher
issues an appropriate cue which requires the students to
demonstrate tracking of the object or person.



Stsp A: An object or person is moved to a position
15 above eye level and the path is at midline.

Stsp B: An object or person is moved to a position
15 below eye level and the path is at midline.

Step C. An object or person is moved to a position
45 above eye level and the path is at midline.

Step 0: An object or person is moved to a position
45 below eye level and the path is at midline.

Step E: An object 8r persog is moved to a position
which is between 15 and 45 above eye level and the

path is 45 to the right of midline.

Step F: An object 8r perso8 is moved to a position
hich is between 15 and 45 above eye level and the
path is 45 to the left of midline.

Step q: An object 8r persog is moved to a position
which is between 15 and 45 below eye level and the

path is 45 to the right, of midline.

Step_[1: An object 8r persog is moved to a position
which is between 15 and 45 below eye level and the
path is 45 to the left of midline.

Step 1. An object or person is moved tooat leash five
different positions which are between 15 and 45
either above or below eye level and the path ranges
within 45 to the right and left of midline.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps A through I

within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions. In addition, students should correctly perform
the actions of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 6, Step C)

The teacher holds a bell at the student'..; eye level and
says, ' Listen to theobell." The teacher (loves the bell
from eye level to 45 above eye level at ie student's

14 8
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midline. The student (blind) demonstrates tracking by
pointing a.finger through the path of the bell. The student
is then allowed to ring the bell.

Part 7: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate trac!cing of an object or person
while that object or person moves vertically starting above
or below eve level but not crossing eye level, and is within
reach.

The difference between Part 6 and Part 7 is essentially
that in Part 6 the object or person starts motion from eye level,
whereas in Part 7 the object or person starts motion above
or below eye level.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from above or below eye
level in a vertical path which does not cross eye level, and
is within reach of the students. The teacher issues an
appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.

SteP A: An object or person is moved from 15° above eye
level to eye level and the path is at midline.

Step B: An object or person is moved frun 153 below eye
level to eye level and the path is at midline.

SteP An object or person is moved from 45° above eye
level to eye level and the path is at midline.

Step D: An object or person is moved from 450 below eye
level to eye level and the path is at midline.

SteP E: An ogject oroperson is moved from a position which
is between 15 oand 45 above eye level to eye level and
the path is 45 to the right of midline.

SteP F: An ogject oroperson is moved from a position which
is between 15 oand 45 above eye level to eye level and
the path is 45 to the left of midline.

Steo G: An ogject oroperson is moved from a position which
is between 15 oand 45 below eye level to eye level and
the path is 45 to the right of midline.

Step H: An ogject oroperson is moved from a position which
is between 15 oand 45 below eye level to eye level and
the path is 45 to the jjç ft of midline.
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Step 1. An object or person is moved fr8m at legst five
different positions which are between 15 and 45 either

above or 43elow eye level to eye level and the path ranges

within 45 to the right and left of midline.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 6.

Example Activity. (Phase 1, Part 7, Step F)

Mother holds a toy with a pull string above the student's
eye level and to the left of midline. Mother says, 'Carol,

look Et the string.' The mother pulls the string down in

a vertical pcth until it reaches the student's cye level.
Carol demonstrEtes trac::ing by moving her head and eyes in
a downward path as the string moves. Carol is then allowed,

or encouraged to play with the toy.

Part 8. Tepching or verifying that students can.perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an o')iect or Person
while that obiec: or person moves vertically starting from above
or below eye level, crossing eye level, and is within re061,

The difference between Part 7 and Part 8 is eSsentiaily
that in Part 7 the object or person does not cross eye level,
whereas in Part 8 the object or person does cross eye level.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from above or below

eye level in a vertical path which crosses eye level and
is within reach of the students. The teacher issues an
appropriate cue which requires the students to demnstrate
tracking of the object or person.

Step A: Anoobject or person is moved from 15° above eye

level to 15 below eye level and the path is at midline.

Step 8: An,object or person is moved from 150 below eye

level to 15- above eye level and the path is at midline.

Step Anoobject or person is moved from 45° above eye

level to 45 below eye level and the path is at midline.

Step D: 7.n0object or person is moved from 45° below eye
level to 45 above eye level and the path is at midline.

Step E: An object 8r rersog is moved from a position
which is between 150 and 450 above eye level to a position
which is between 15 and 45 below eye level and the path
is to the right of midline.
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Step F: An object 8r persog is moved from a position
which is between 150 and 450 below eye level to a position
which is between 15 and 45 above eye level and the path
is to the right of midline.

Step G: An object 8r persog is moved from a position
which is between 150 and 450 above eye level to a position
which is between 15 and 45 below eye level and the path
is to the left of midline.

Step H: An object 8r persog is moved from a position
which is between l50 and 450 below eye level to a position
which is between 15 and 45 above eye level and the path
is to the left of midline.

Step I. An object or person is moved in at leastofive
different paths, initiating and ending between 15 and
450 above or below eye level and the path ranges between
45 to the right and left of midline.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 6.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 8, Step F)

The student is sitting on a chair in the iiving room and a
favorite toy is on the floor: Mother says, ''Joe, watch your
toe', and mother slowly moves the toy upward to a position
15 above eye level. Jce demonstrates tracking by reaching
for the toy and following the toy's path with his extended
arm. Mother then gives the toy to Joe.

Part 9: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate tracking of an object or person while that
obiect or person moves in a repetitious vertical motion and is

within reach.

The difference between Part 8 and Part 9 is essentially that
in Part 8 the object or person is moved in a particular vertical
motion, whereas in Part 9 the object or person is moved in a
repetitious vertical motion.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion in a ver4-;-:a1 path within
reach of the students. The teacher issues all .-ppropriate cue
which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of the
object or person.
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Step A: An object oroperson (!ss moves from eye level to
a position between 15 and 45 above or telow eye lavel,
then is moved back to eye level, on the same path and the
path is at midline.

Step B: An object gr persog is moved from a position
which is between 15 and 45 above or below eye level
to eye level, then is moved back to the starting point
on the same path, and the path is at midline.

Step C: An object 8r persog is moved from a position
which is between 15 and 45 above or below eye level
to a position on the opposite side of eye level, then
returns to the starting point on the same path and the
path is at midline.

Step D: Repeat Steps A, B, C with the path of the eject
or person to the right of midline.

Step E: Repeat Steps A, B, C with the path of the object
or person to the left of midline.

Step F: An object or person is moved in at least five
different Baths, with the initiation position ranging
between 45 above and below eye level, the object or
person is returned to 8he initiation position and the
path ranges between 45 to the right and left of midline.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps A through F
within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions. In addition, students should correctly perform
the actions of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 9, Step C)

The student stands in front of the physical education teacher
in gym class. The teacher says, "Dick, watch the ball bounce.'
The teacher holds the ball above Dick's eye level, then drops
it so it bounces on the floor and returns to his hands. Dick
demonstrates tracking by following the movement of the bouncing
ball with head and eyes. Dick is then allowed to play with
the ball.
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Part 10. Teaching or verifying_ that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person moves vertically and is not within
reach.

The difference between Parts 6-9 and Fart 10 is essentially
that in Parts 6-9 the object or perscn is within the reach of the
students, wherezs in Part 10 the object or person is not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An obj,?ctor person is set in motion in a vertical path which
is not within reach of the students. The teacher issues
an bppropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.

Step : Follow Steps A through I as in Phase I, Part 6;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step B: Follow Steps A through I as in Phase I, Part 7;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step C: Follow Steps A through 1 as in Phase I, Part 8;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step D: Follow Steps A through F as in Phase 1, Part 9;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly.perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through D within five
seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform;
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 10, Step C)

The student is seated on a chair in the classroom and the
teacher is standing five feet in front of the student. The
teacher is holding a pillow and says, ' Barb, do you want to
sit on the pillow? Look at the piflow. The teacher drops
the pillow to the floor and Barb demonstrates tracking by
moving eyes in downward motion with the path of the pillow.
The teacher then moves Barb to ,he pillow and allows her to
sit on it.
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Part 11. Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicrte trac!:ing of an obiect or person
while that object or person moves diagonally starting from mid-
line and is within reach.

The difference between Parts 1-10 and Part 11 is essentially
that in Parts 1-10 the object or person moves horizontally or
vertically whereas in Part 11 the object or person moves diagonally.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from midline in a
diagonal path within reach of the students. The teacher
issues an appropriate cue which requires the students to
demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step /1: An object or persgn is moved from midline at
eye level 8o a pos,j)tion 45 to the right of midline and
between 15 nd 45 above eye level.

Step B. An object or persgn is moved from midline at
eye level 8o a pos,btion 45 to the left of midline and
between 15 and 45 above eye level.

Sten r: An object or persgn is moved from midline at
eye level 8o a posj)tion 45 to the right of midline and
between 15 and 45 below eye level.

Step D: An object or persgn is moved from midline at
eye level 8o a postion 45 to the left of midline and
between 15 and 45 below eye level.

Step E. An object or person is ndoved from midline 45°
above eye level to a position 45 to the right or left
of midline at eye level.

Step p: An object or person isomoved from midline 45°
below eye level toa position 45 to the right or left
of midline at eye level.

Stec. G: An object or person is moved in at least five
different gaths, the init'intion position is at midline
between 45 above and below eye level. Ihe object or
person is moved to a pos,i)tion between 45 Pbove and below
eye level and between 45 to the right and left of
midline.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through F within five
seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
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In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 11, Step A)

The teacher holds a hand puppet in front of the student at
eye level and at midline. The teacher directs Dave, "Look
at the puppet." oThe teacher moves the pgppet diagonally
to a position 30 above eye level and 45 to the right of
midline. Dave demonstrates tracking by following the path
with head and eye movements. Dave then gets to put the
puppet on his hand and move it.

Part 12. Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person moves diagonally from the right or
left of midline, but not crossing midline, and is within reach.

The difference between Part 11 and Part 12 is essentially
that in Part 11 the object or person starts motion from midline,
whereas in Part 12 the object or person starts motion from the
right or left of midline.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from the right or left
of midline in a diagonal path which does not cross midline
and is within reach of the students. The teacher issues an
appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.

Step A: An object or person is moved from 45° to the
right of midline st eye level to a position which is at
midline either 45 above or below eye level.

Step B: An object or person is moved from 450 to the
left of midline a8 eye level to a position which is at
midline either 45 above or below eye level.

Step C: Anoobject or person is moved from a position()
which is 45 to the right of midline and is either 45
above or below eye level to a position at midline and
eye level.
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Step D: Anoobject or person is moved from a position
which is 45 to the left of midline and is either 45°
above or below eye level to a position at midline and
eye level.

Stt_qo F: An object or person is moved in at least five
different pr:ths, the initiaLion pssition is to right or
left of midline and is between 45 above and below eye
level. The object or persog is moved to a position at
midline which is between 45 above and below eye level.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through E within
five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the action of
concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to ct least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to parform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Exaple Activity: (Phase I, Part 12 Step C)

During a mealtime, mother holds a piece of bread to the left
of the student and above eye level. Mother tells the student,
"Follow the bread.' Mother then slowly moves the bread to
the student's midline at eye level using a diagonal path.
The student tracks the bread with coordinated eye movements
and then is allowed to eat the bread.

Part 13. Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or_person moves diagonally starting from the
right or left of midline, crossing midline, and is within reach.

The difference between Part 12 and Part 13 is essentially
that in Part 12 the object or person d^es not cross midline,
whereas in Part 13 the object or person does cross midline.

Instructional Prozedure

An object or person is set in motion from the right or left of
midline in a diagonal path which crosses midline, within
reach of the students. The teacher issues an appropriate cue
which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of the
object or person.
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Step A: Anoobject or person is moved from 8 position
which is 45 to the right of migline and 45 above eye
level 8o a position which is 45 to the left of midline
and 45 below eye level.

Step B: Anoobject or person is moved frome position
which is 45 to the left of midcyne and 45 above eye
level 8o a position which is 45 to the right of midline
and 45 below eye level.

Step C: Anoobject or person is moved from 8 position
which is 45 to the right of migline and 45 below eye
level 8o a position which is 45 to the left of midline
and 45 above eye level.

Step 0: Anoobject or person is moved fromoa position
which is 45 to the left of midcl)ine and 45 below eye
level 8o a position which is 45 to the right or midline
and 45 above eye level.

Step E: An object or person is moved in at least five
different paths, the initiation posi8ion is to the right
or left of midline and is between 45 above and below eye
level. The object or person is moved to a position
diagonally opposite from the initiation pogition to the
right or left of midline and is between 45 above or below
eye level.

Criterion Performance

Same ai described in PQrt 12.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 13, Step A)

Father holds a brightly colored photograph of the studen8's
mother in front of the studsnt in a position which is 45 to
the right of midline and 45 above eye level. Father says,
"Joan, look at mom' ,oand moves the photo diagonallyoto a
position which is 45 to the left of midline and 45 below
eye level. Joan demonstrates tracking by moving her head
and eyes along the diagonal path as the photo moves. Father
then hands the photo to Joan to look at.

Part 14- Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person moves in a repetitious diagonal
motion and is within reach.

The difference between Part 13 and Part 14 is essentially
that in Part 1 3 the object or person is moved in a particular
diagonal motion only once, whereas in Part 14 the object or
person is moved in a repetitious diagonal motion.
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Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion in a diagonal path within
reach of the students. The teacher issues an appropriate cue
which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of the
object or person.

Step A; An object or person is moved0from the midline
position at eye level to a positiog 45 to the right, or
left of midline and is between 45 above or below eye
level, then is moved back to the starting point on the
same path.

Step B- An objectoor person is moved from a position
which is eithsr 45 to the right or left of midline and
is between 45 above and below eye level to the midline
position between 45 above and below eye level, then is
moved back to the starting point on the same path.

SteR C: An objectoor person is moved from a position
which is eithsr 45 to the right or left of midline and
is between 45 above and below eye level to a pgsition
diagonally opposite from the starting pgint, 45 to the
right or left of midline and between 45 above and below
eye level, then is moved back to the starting point on the
same path.

Step D. An object or person is moved in at least five
different 8aths, with the initiation position ranging
beisween 45 to tho right and left of midline and between
45 above and below eye level, the object or person is
returned to the initiation position along the same path.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly
perform the actions required in each of Steps A through D
within five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive
occasions.

In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Exaraple dIctivity7 (Phase I, Part 14, Step C)

The teacher holds an alarm clock to the left of midline and
below the student's eye level. The student, who is blind, is
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asked to "Followthe ticking". The teacher winds the clock
and slowly moved it diagonally to a position which is to the
right of midline and above eye level, then moves it back
along the same path to the starting point. The student
demonstrates tracking by pointing his finger toward the
ticking clock as it moves diagonally. The student is then
allowed to handle the clock and hold it to his ear.

Part 15: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person while
that object or person is moving diagonally and is not within reach.

The difference between Parts 11-14 and Part 15 is essentially
that in Parts 11-14 the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 15 the Object or person is not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion in a diagonal Path which
is not within reach of the students. The teacher issues an
appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.

Step A. Follow Steps A through G as in Phase I, Part 11;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

step q. Follow Steps through E as in Phase 1, Part 12;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step C: Follo Steps A through E as in Phase I, Part 13;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Step D: Follow Steps A through D as in Phase I, Part 14;
except that the object or person is not within reach.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 14

Example Activity. (Phase 1, Part 15, Step D)

Rufus and his sister are playing on the floor with blocks.
His sister is four feet away and holds a block to the left
of Rufus near the floor and says, "Rufus, find the block.
Look." The sister moves the block diagonally to the right
of Rufus, above eye level and then moves it back to the
starting point. Rufus demonstrates tracking by following
the path of the block with his eyes. The sister and Rufus
then build a tower on top of the block.

Part 16: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate traeiing of an object or person
while thaz object or person is in motion; the motion is continuous
and consists of two distinct paths.
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The difference between Parts 1-15 and Part 16 is eentially
that in Parts 1-15 the object or person is moved throutlh one path,
whereas in Part :6 the motion consists of two distincLut.,s.

Instructional Procedure

An object or Berson is set in motion from a position which
isobetween 45 to the right and left of midline and 'F between
45 above and below eye level. The object or person is moved
continuously along two distinct paths. The teacher k.sues
an appropriete cue which recuires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.

Step A: An object or person is moved in a horizontal
path and a vertical path, respective.ly in that order,
within reach of the students.

Step B: An object or person is moved in a vertical
path and a horizontal path, respectively in that order,
'within reach of the students.

Step C: An object or perscn is moved in a horizontal
path end a diegonal path, respectively in that order,
within reach of the students.

Step 0: An object or person is moved in a dia onal
path and a horizontal path, respectively in that order,
within reach of the students.

Step E. An object or person is moved in a vertical
pith and a diegonal path, respectively in that order,
within reach of the students.

Step F: An object or person is moved in a diagonal_
path and a vertical path, respectively in that order,
within reach of the students.

Step G: An object or person is moved in at 1,..ast five

different motions, which include two distinct paths
presented in any order within reach df the students.

Step H: Repeat the paths described in Steps A through H
with the object or person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through H within five
seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
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c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) v.ing at least two rates of object or person

movement.

Example Activity. (Phase 1, Part 16, Step B)

Carlos is seated in front of a flannel board with a flannel
dog cut-out on it. The teacher says, 'Carlos, look at the
dog. Watch him run. The teacher moves the dog from the
upper right hand corner vertically to the lower right hand
corner then horizontally to the left. Carlos demonstrates
tracking by moving his eyes along the path of the dog. Carlos
is then allowed to move the dog on the flannel board.

Part 17. Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is in motion; the motion is con-
tinuous and consists of three distinct paths.

The difference between Part 16 and Part 17 is essentially
that in Part 16 the object or person is moved continuously
through two distinct paths, whereas in Part 17 the object or
person is moved continuously through three distinct paths.

Instructional Procedure

An object or gerson is set in motion from a position which
is between045 to the right and left of midline and is
between 45 above and below eye level. The object or person
is moved continuously along three distinct paths. The teacher
issues an appropriate cue which requires the students to
demonstrate trac ing of the object or person.

Step A. An object or person is moved in horizontal,
vertical, and horizontal paths, respectively in that
order, within reach of the students.

Step B: An object or person is moved in vertical,
horizontal, and vertical paths respectively in that
order, within reach of the students.

Step C: An object or person is moved in horizontal,
diagonal, and horizontal paths, respectively in that
order, within reach of the students.

cStep D. An object or.person is moved !r1 diagonal,

horizontal, and diagonal paths, respectively in that
ortleT, within reach of the students.
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Step E: An object or person is moved in vertical,
diagonal, and vertical paths, respectively in that
order, within reach of the students.

A

Step F: An object or person is moved in diagonal,
vertical, and diagonal paths, respectively in that
order, within reach of the students.

St G: An object or person is moved in at least five
different continuous motions which include hori-zontal,
vertical, and diagonal paths, in any order, within
reach of the students.

Step H: Repeat paths described in Steps A through G
with the object or person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 16.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 17, Step A)

The st.;dent is seated on the floor at home and his brother
is pushing a toy car on the floor. The brother says, "Tim,
look at the car go°, and moves the car in a horizontal path,
a vertical path and a horizontal path. Tim demonstrates
tracking by following the path of the car with eye mcvancrts
and pointing to the car as it moves. Then Tim's brother helps
him to push the toy car across the floor.

Part 18: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that oblect or person is in motion; the motion is con-
tinuous, consists of four distinct paths and initiates and ends
at the sena position.

The difference between Part 17 and Part 18 is essentially
that in Part 17 the object or person is moved continuously through
three disti.c paths, whereas in Part 10 the object or person 's
moved continuousiy tl..rough four distinct paths.

Instructional Procedure

An object or Berson is set in motion from a position which
isobetween 45 to the riqht and left of midline and is between
45 above and :LTICYJ eye level. The object or person is moved
continuously along four distinc* paths and the path ends at
the starting point, (path is a 'square"). The teacher issues
an approprictc cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracl:ing of the object or person.
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Step A: An object or person is moved in horizontal,
vertical, horizontal, and vertical paths, respectively
in that order, within reach of the students.

Step B. An object or person is moved in vertical,
horizontal, vertical, and horizontal paths, respectively
in that order, within reach of the students.

Step C: An object or person is moved in four diagonal
paths which are at right angles with each other, within
reach of the students.

Step D. An object or person is moved in at least five
different continuous motions which include four distinct
paths, within reach of the students.

Step E: Repeat the paths described in Steps A through D
with the object or person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through E within
five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at !cast two persz,ns;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to vrform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 18, Step D)

Mother holds up a large ball directly in front of Jack,
approximately six feet away. Mother tells Jack to "Watch
the ball.' Mother moves the ball in a large square, starting
from the right of midlime above eye level, moving to left of
midline above eye level, to left of midline below eye level
and returning to the starting point. Jack demonstrates
tracking by pointing to the ball with his arm as it moves
along the square path. Mother then gives the ball to Jack.

Part 1_9: Teaching or verifying that students can parform dis-
crete actions ,Ahich indicate tracking of an object or person
while that ob.ect or person is in a circular motion.

The difference between Part 18 and Part 19 is essentially that
in Part 18 tht object or person is moved continuously through
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four distinct paths, whereas in Part 19 the object or person
is moved in a circular motion.

Instructional Procedure

An object or Berson is set in motion from a position which
isobetween 45 to the right and left of midline and is between
45 above and below eye level. The object or person is moved
in a circular motion. The teacher issues an appropriate cue
which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of the
object or person.

Step A: An object or person is moved in a clockwise
circular path of 360 degrees within reach of the students.

Step B- An object or person is moved in a counter-
clockwise circular path of 360 degrees within reach
of the students.

Step C: An object or person is moved in a clockwise
circular path of 360 degrees and continues on the same
path for at least another 360 degrees within reach of
the students.

Step D: An object or person is moved in a counter-
clockwise path of 360 degrees and continues on the same
path for at least another 360 degrees within reach of
the students.

Step E: An object or person is moved in at (least fige
different circular paths ranging within a 10 to 360
arc within reach of the students.

Step F. Repeat the paths described in Steps A through F
with the object or person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly.perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through F within
five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions of
concern.

a) in reaction to the CUCF of at least two persons;
b) using at least tmo different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
j) in reacLion to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.
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Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 19, Step E)

The teacher holds up a large cardboard clock representation
and says, "Look, a clock. Follow my finger." The teacher
points to the "12" .on the clock and moves his finger 90°
clockwise around the face of the clock. Pedro demonstrates
tracking by using his eyes to follow the teacher's finger.
The teacher repeats the task starting and stopping at dif-
ferent points on the clock. Pedro is then allowed to move
his finger around the clock face.

Part 20: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that obiect or person is in random motion.

The difference between'Parts 1-19 and Part 20 is essentially
that in Parts 1-19 the object or person is moved through a dis-
tinct path, whereas in Part. 20 the object or person moves in a
random motion.

Instructional Procedure

An object or Berson is set in motion from a position which
is between045 to the right and left of midline and is
between 45 above and below eye level. The teacher issues
an appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person.

Step A. An object or person is set in motion from at
least five different starting positions within reach of
the students.

Step B: An object or person is set in motion from at
least five different starting positions not within reach
of the students.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in Steps A and B within five seconds
of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) In at least two instructional settings;

The word 'random" as it is referred to in this context is indicative
of a motion which is not determined or controlled by the teacher.
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d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal
cues to perform; and

e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity. (Phase I, Part 20, Step A)

The student and her babysitter are playing outside with soap
bubbles. The babysitter blows a big bubble and tells the
student. 'Tattie, watch the bubble.' Pattie demonstrates
tracking by following the path of the bubble as it descends
with movement of her head and eyes. Pattie is then allowed
to blow bubbles.

PHASE II. TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION AND TO ATTEND TO THE OBJECT OR PERSON
WHEN MOTION IS TERMINATED

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions
which indicate tracking of an object or _person while that object
or person is in motion and can perform discrete actions which
indicate attending to the object or person when motion is terminated.

The difference between Phase I and Phase II is essentially that
in Phase I, the students are only required to track the path of the
object or person while it is in motion, whereas in Fhase II the students
are also required to continue to attend to the object or person when
it has ceased motion for a specified time.

Individual students may crnsistently demonstrate the skills
required in Phase II during the teaching or verification of Phase 1

skills. In such instances, it is recommended that such students
immediately progress to Phase III. However, if the students do not
demonstrate consistent performance of Phase II skills, it is

recommended that Phase II be implemented.

Part 1. Teaching or verifing that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is moving horizontally, and can per-
form discrete actions which indicate attending to the object or
person when motion is terminated.

Instructional Procedure

An object or personois set in a horizontal motion from a

position bstween X to the right and left of midline and
between 45 above and below eye level. The object or person
should cease motion within this same area and maintain the
end position for at least three seconds. The tearher issues
an appropriate cue k.ihich requires the students to Jemonstrate
tracking of the object or person while it is in motion and
attending to the object or person when it ceases motion.
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Step A: An object or person is set in motion from
midline in at least five different horizontal path-
within reach of the students. The object or perscAl
ceases motion to the right or left of midline.

SteP B: An object or person is set in motion from a
position to the right or left of midline in at least
five different horizontal paths within reach of the
students. The object or person ceases motion at midline.

Step C: An object or person is set in motion from a
position to the right. or 'eft of midline in at least
five different horizontal paths within reach of the
students. The object or person ceases motion on the
opposite side of midline.

Step 0: An object gr person is set in motion from a
position between 90 to the right and left of midline in
at least five different horizontal paths within reach
of the students. "%le object or person is moved to a
position between 90 to the right 4nd left of midline
and is moved on the same path back to the starting
position where it ceases motion.

Step E: Repeat Steps A through 0 with the object or
person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through E within five
seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to performL and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Exi.riple Activity: (Phase II, Part 1, Step C)

The teacher pushes a toy train in front of the student at
eye level. The teacher says, "Brian, fqlow the train."
Then the teacher moves the trabn from 45 to the right of
midline to a point wh'ch is 90 to theleft of midline and
stops the train. Brian demonstrates tracking by following
the trains' motion with movements and demonctrates attending
to the train when it ceases motion by keeping his eyes fixed
on the train and reaching for the train with his hand. The
teacher then lets Brian play with the train.
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Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate trac::ing of an object or person
while that object or person is noving vertically, and can per-
form discrete actions which indicate attending to the object
or person when motion is terminated.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that
in Part 1 the object or person is moving horizontally, whereas
in Part 2 the object or person is moving vertically.

Instructional Procedure

An object or personois set in a vertical motion from a
position bstween 90 to the .right and left of midline and
between 45 above and below eye level. The object or person
should cease motion within the same area and maintain the
end position for at least three seconds. The teacher issues
an appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
tracking of the object or person while it is in motion and
attending to the object or person when it ceases motion.

Step A: An object or person is set in motion from eye
level in at least five different vertical paths within
reach of the students. The object or person ceases
motion above or below eye level.

5tep Fs: An object or person i set in motion fraa a
,,osition above or bela eye level in at least five
different vertical paths within reach of the studcnts.
The object or person ceases motion at eye level.

Step C: An object or person is set in motion from a
position above or below eye level in at least five
different vertical paths within reach of the students.
The object or person ceases motion on the opposite side
of eye level.

Step D. An object gr person is set in motion from a
position between 45 above and bola/ eye level in at least
five different vertical paths within reach of the students.
The object or person ismoved to a position between 45
above and below eye level and is moved on the same path
back to the starting position where it ceases motion.

Step E: Repeat Steps A through D with the object or
person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part I.
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¶Ne-2_12. Activity. (Phase II, Part_L Step A)

TIv.1 Teacher holds up a transistor radio in front of a student
who is blind. The teachsr turns the radio on, moves it from
midline up to a point 45 above eye level and says, "Terry,
follow the music." Terry demonstrates auditory tracking by
pointing to the radio as it moves vertically and demonstrates
attending to the radio when it ceases motion by continuing
to point to the radio. The teacher gives the radio to Terry
to listen to.

Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can_perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is moving diagonally, and can perform
discrete actions which indicate attending to the object or person
when motion is terminated.

The difference between Part 2 and Part 3 is essentially
that in Part 2 the objector person is moving vertically, whereas
in Part 3 the object or person is moving diagonally.

Instructional Procedure

An object 8r person is set in a diagonal motion from a posi8ion
between 90 to the right and left of midline and between 45
above and below eye level. The object or person should cease
motion within the same area and maintain the end position for
at least three seconds. The teacher issues an appropriate
cue which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of
the object or person while it is in motion and attending
to the object or person when it ceases motion.

Step A: An objector person is set in motion from midline
in at least five different diagonal paths within reach of
the students. The object or person ceases motion to the
right or left of midline.

Step B: An object or person is set in motion from a
position to tha right or left of midline in at least five
different diagonal paths within reach of the students.
The object or person ceases motion at midline.

Step C: An object or person is set in motion from a
position to the right or left of midline in at least five
different diagonal paths within reach or the students.
The object or per.7,on ceases motion on the opposite side
of midline.

Step p: An object 8r person is set in motion from a
position between 90 to the richt and left of midline
in at least five different diaGolial paths within reach
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of the students. Tge object or person is moved to a

position between 90 to the right and left of midline and

is moved on the same path back to the starting position

where it ceases motion.

Step E: Repeat Steps A through D with the object or

person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part I.

Example Activity: (Phase II, Part 3, Step E)

Koichi is seated On the floor and the teacher stands six

feet away. The teacher tells Koichi, "Look, a car. Watch

it go.' The teacher then pushes a toy car down an inclined

ramp, the car stops moving when it reaches the bottom of

the ramp. Koichi moves his head and eyes through the path

of the car and continues to attend to the car when it ceases

motion. The teacher then lets Koichi pick up the car and

push it don the ramp.

Part 4: Tenchinq or verifyinl that stulents can nerforrl ,lis-

cretc action !. trc,e;HA of on object or nerson

while thar: ohiect or nerson is in a Fiution cunsisting of L.,,c) to

71nt.hs, .nrd c.Pfl nerfr)rn discrete nnt.ions

indicate attending to the object or parson when motion is

terminated.

The difference bcteen Parts 1-3 and Part 4 is essentially

that in arts 1-3 the object or person is moved through one,
distinct path, whereas in Part 4 the objcct or person is moved
continuously through tt7) to four distinct paths.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in continuous motion along two

to four distinct paths from a position which is be8ween 45

to tilt right and left of midline and is between 45 above and

below eye level. The object or person should cease motion
within the same area and maintain the end position for at le' L

three seconds. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which
requires the students to demonstrate tracking of the object

or person while it is in motion and attending to the object

or person when it ceases motion.

Step A: An object or person is moved in at least five
different motions within reach of the students, which
include two continuous distinct paths; horizontal,
vertical or diagonal.
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Step B: An object or person is moved in at least five
different motions within reach of the students, which
include three continuous distinct paths, horizontal,
vertical or diagonal.

Step C: An object or person is moved in at least five
different motions within reach of the students, which
include four continuous distinct paths; horizontal,
vertical or diagonal.

Step 0: Repeat S-...eps A through C with the object or
person not within reach of the students.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through D within
five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions of
concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at ieast two instructional settings;
d) in reaction Lo at least two verbal or non-t:rbk,l

cues to perform; and
ft. q at least two rates of object or person movement.

ExamrIc ivity: (Phase II, Part 4, Step C)

:Jrt tv::,.-.her holds up a square piece of paper during art
ch:ss. asks the 5tudents to, "Look at the paper. See
how big it ;s." The art teacher moves her finger around the
perimett-Ir the paper using a continuous motion which results
in 6 seiu.2-1 path, she holds her finger at the end point. The
stw-'1-it demonstrate trecking by following the path of her
fir.h.. with eye movementi, ond r.ontinue to attend to her finger
when it ceases motion. He art teacher instructs the class
to start paiiting whert: her firyer stopper!. The students are
then given paper for paintinc,

Pa,.t 5: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate ::ricking of an object or person while that
object or person is i i circular motion and can perform discrete
actions which indicate otte.nding to the object or person when
motion is terminated.

The difference between Part 4 and Part 5 is essentially that
in Part 4 the object or person is moved continuously through two
to four distinct piths, whereas in Part 5 the object or person
is in a circular rition.
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Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set is a circular motion from a
Fos'tion which is betwsen 45 to the right and left of

line and between 45 above and below eye level. The

cuject or person should cease motion within the same area
and maintain the end position for at least three seconds.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
,..tudents to demonstrate tracking of the object or person
while it is in motion and attending to the object or person
when it ceases motion.

Step A: An object or person is moved in at least five
diffsrent ::lockwise circular motions ranging within
a 10 to 360 arc and is within reach of the students.

Step - An object or person is moved in at least five
dif'rent cgunter-qockwise circular motions ranging
wiH. . a 10 to 360 arc and is within reach of the
stuHnts.

C: An object or person is moved in at least five
difrerent clockwise circular motions of at least 360
degrees, within reach of the students.

Step 0: An object or person is moved in at least five
different counter-clockwise circular mcjons of at least
360 degrees within reach of the students.

Step E: Repeat Steps A through D with the object or
person not within reach of the stuaents.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part I.

Example Activity: (Phase II, Part 5, Step C)

The teacher p'oces i sriH t:ly on a circul,r lazy susan in
front oF the sudent. The teacher says, 'Joe, follow the
toy,' and then spins the lazy susan in a clockwise motion
for two revolutions and stops the lazy susan so the toy is
directly in front of Joe. Joe follows the toy with eye
movements and reaches for the toy when it ceases motion.

Part 6. Teachinl or verifyin] th,jt students can.parform dis-
crete ctftn Jich rdirate rckinj of an ohlect or ocrson
while that o')iect or person is in randco motion zf,(4 can perform
discrete actions which indicate attending to the Iect or person
when notio(1 is terminated.
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The difference between Part 5 and Part 6 is essentially
that in Part ; the object or person is in a circular motion,
whereas in Part 6 the object or person is in random motion.

Instructional Procedure

An object or Berson is set in motion from a position which
isobetween 45 to the right and left of midline and between
45 above and below eye level. The object or person should
cease motion within the same area and maintain the end position
for at least three seconds. The teacher issues an appropriate
cue which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of
the object or person while it is in motion and attending to
the object or person when it ceases motion.

Step A: An object or person is set in motion from at
least five different starting positions within reach of
the students.

Step B: :s1 object or person is set in motion from at
least five different starting positions not within reach
of the students.

Criterion Perfornance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly per-
form the actftis required in cach of Steps A and B within
five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform; and
e) using at least two rates of object or person movement.

Example Activity: (Phase II, Part 6, Step

Kun-Chou is seated at a table during art class. The art
teacher holds a feather above Kun-Chou's eye level and
says, 'Watch the red feather.' The teacher drops the feather
which ceases motion when it reaches the table. Kun-Chou
follows the feather's random descent and continues to attend
to the feather when it ceases motion. The teacher then gives
the feather to Kun-Chou and encourages her to drop the feather
and follow its descent.

PHASE III: TEftHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION AND IS TEMPORARILY HIDDEN BY A BARRIER
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Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions
which indicate tracking of an object or person while that ob'ect
or person is in motion and is temporarily hidden by a barrier.

Part 1: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is in motion and is temporarily
hidden by a transparent* barrier within reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from within reach of
the students. The object or person passes behind, under or
through a transparent barrier as it moves along the path.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
students to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: An object or person is moved in a horizontal
path.

Step B: An object or person is moved in a vertical
path.

Step q: An object or person is moved in a diagonal
path.

Stc, 0: nn objcct or person is moved in a continuo.J5
motion of two to four distinct paths.

Step E: An object or person is moved in a circular
path.

Step F: An object or person is moved in a random path.

Step G: An object or person is moved in at least five
different paths including horizontal, vertical, diagonal,
circular, or random motions.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required of Steps A through G within five seconds
of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students should correctly perform the actions of
concern:

* The term transparent as it is used in this cnntext refers to a barrier
which does not totally obstruct the object or person from at least one of
the sensory modes of the students. For example, a pane of glass obstructF
the tactile mode, but not the visual mode. A lightweight cloth obstructs
the visual mode, but not the tactile mode.
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a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform;
e) using at least two rates of object or person

movement; and
f) using at least three different barriers.

Example Activity. (Phase !II, Part I, Step A)

The student it, seated at a table with a toy car on jt. The
teacher says, "John, watch r,lic car go." The teacher moves
the car across the table in a horizontal path and at midlinc
the car passes behind a clear pane of glass (4 x 6' ). John
demonstrates tracking by moving his head and eyes with the
car as it moves along the table. John is then allowed to push
the car.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tra:king of an object or person
while that object or person is in rlotion and is temporarily
hidden by a transparent barrier not within reach.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially
that in Part I the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 2 the object or person is not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is not within reach
of the students. The object or person passes behind, under
or through a transparent barrier as it moves along the path.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
students to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase III, Part 1.

Criterion Performa-ice

Same as described in Plrt I.

Example Activity: (Phase Ill, Part 2, Step B)

Juanita and her father are shopping and approach a revolving
door and stands inside the store. Juanita racks her
father's path with her eyes as he walks through the revolving
door and then goes throu,h the door herself to join her father.
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Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can_perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that o'ilect or person is in motion cnd is telporarily
hidden by an opacue* barrier t:ithin reach.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 3 is essentially that
in Part 1 the barrier is transparent, whereas in Part 3 the
barrier is opaque.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from within reach of
the students. The object or person passes behind, under
or throujh an opaque barrier as it moves along the path.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
studentt, to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase III, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase III, Part 3,.Step F_)

The teacher and a blind student are standing in the middle of
the room. The teacher instructs the student, Shannon, to
follow the sond of a wind-up toy. The teacher winds the
toy and sets it on the floor, as it moves randomly around
the floor it passes under a chair which obscures and muffles
the noise. Shannon demonstrates tracking of the sound by
walking along the path the toy moves on, stopping at the
chair, going around the chair, and recowering the toy's
path on the other side of the chair. Shannon is then allowed
to wind up the toy and set ±t on the floor.

Part 4: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking_of an object or person
while that obiect or person is in motion and is temporarily
hidden by an opaque barrier not within reach.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially
that in Part 3 the object or person is within reach of the stu-
dents, whereas in Part 4 the object or person is not within reach
of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is not within reach

* The term opaque as it is used in this context refers to a barrier
which obscures the object or person from the sensory modes of the students.
For example, a frosted window pane obscures the visual and tactile modes.
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of the students. The object or person passes behind, under
or through an opaque barrier as it moves along the path. The

teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the students
to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: Follow Steps through G as in Phase III, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part I.

rnpe Activity: (Phase III, Part 4, Step D)

!van and his family are at a swimming pool and Ivan's
brother is standing on the diving board. The mother telis
Cie student, ' Ivan, watch Peter dive.' Peter dives into the
pool and surfaces. Ivan follows Peter's movement into,
through and out of the water with head and eye movements. Ivan
is then allowed to play in the swimming pool with Peter.

Part 5: Teaching or.verifying that students can (perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or per.;on
while that object or person is in motion and is temporarily
hidden by a solid* barrier within reach.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 5 is essentially
that in Pz:rt 3 the barrier is opaque, where:2s in Part 5 the
barrier

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from within reach of
the students. The object or person passes behind, under or
through a solid barrier as it moves along the path. The
teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the students
to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase III, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part I.

Examnle Acti.ity: (Phase III, Part 5, Step E)

Kirsten and her father are playirig with a toy electrical
train. Kirsten is d.-ected to ' Follow the train.' Father

* The term solid as it used in this context refers to a barrier which
totally obstructs the object or person from the sensory modes of the
students. ;, c.:rdboard box obs',ructs the visual and tactile modes.
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presses a button which starts the train around the track,
as the train moves it passes through a tunnel. Kristen
follows the path of the train by pointing to the train
as it moves around the circular track and points to the
tunnel when the train passes through it. Kirsten is then
allowed to push the button.

Part 6: Teachin or verif inq that students can erform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is in motion and is ttmporarily
hidden by a solid barrier not within reach.

The difference between Part 5 and Part 6 is essentially
that in Part 5 the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 6 the object or person is not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or persun is set in motion and is not within
reach of the students. The object or person passes bchind,
under or through a solid barrier as it moves along the path.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
students to demonstrate tracking of the object or person.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase III, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase III, Part 6, Step A)

The teacher stands approximately five feet away from Karl
and says, 'Watch where I go." The teacher then walks from
a position to the left of Karl's midline, w.7,1ks behind a

room divider and procE.eds to the right of midline. Karl
follows the teacher's path with head and eye movements.

PHASE IV. TEACHING STUDENTS TO TRACK AN OBJECT OR PERSON WHiLE THAT
OBJECT OR PERSON IS IN MOTION AND TO ATTEND TO A BRRIER WHEN THE OBJEU
OR PERSON CEASES. MOTION AND IS HIDDEN BY THE BARRIER

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions
which indicate tracking of an object orperson while tF object
or person is in motion and can perform discrete actions which indicate
attending to a barrier when the obiect or person ceases motion and
is hidden by the barrier.

Part 1. Teaching or verifying that students can perform disc.-t..!
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actions which indicate trackLg of an oldgct or person while
that object orerson is in motion and can perform discrete
actions which indicate attending.to a barrier when the object
or person ceases motion and is hidden by a transrarent barrier
within reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or perscn is set in motion fran within reach of
the students. The object cr perso.' ceases motion behind,
under or within a transparent Lzrric... The teccher issues
an appropriate cue which require-, students to demonstrate

tracking of the object or person r ly it is in motion and

to demonstrate attending to the wh2n the object or

person ceases motion.

Step A. An object or person is moved in a horizontal
path.

Step 8: An object or person is moved in a vertical
path.

Step C: An object or person is moved in a diagonal
path.

Step D: An object or person is moved in a continuous
motion of two to four distinct patht:.

Step E: An object or person is moved in a circular path.

Step F: An object or person is moved in a randcm path.

Step G: ;,r1 object or person is moved in at least five
different paths including horizontal, vertical, diagonal,
circular or random motions.

Criterion Perfonnance

It is suggested that students be taught to correctly perform
the actions required of Steps :t through G within five seconds
of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, students shouid correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform;
e) using at least two rates of object or person

movement; and
0 using at least .hree different barrk,rs.
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Example Activity: (Phase IV, Pert 1, Step B)

Elsa is positioned in front of the teacher at snack tine.
The teacher holds a cookie above Elsa's eye level and says,
"Elsa, look at the c-okie." The teacher moves the cookie
downward and places the cookie under a glass container.
Elsa tracks the cookie as it moves vertically and continues
to attend to the cookie when it is under the cuntainer.
The teacher then removes the cookie and gives it to Elsa.

Part 2: Teaching or verifing that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that object or person is in motion and can perform discrete
actions which indicate attending to a barrier when the object
or person ceases motion and is hidden by a trans arent barrier
not within reach.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially
that in Part 1 the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 2 the obje:t or person is not with-
in reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is rot within
reach of the students. The object or person ccases motion
behind, under, or within a transparent barrier. The teacher
issues an appropriate cue which requires the students to
demonstrate tracking of the object or person while it is

in motion and demonstrate attending to the barrier when
the object or person ceases motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 2, Step F)

The student and his mother are going to the bakery to buy
donuts. As they stand in front of the glass container three
feet away from them, the mother asks the student, 'What do you
want? Watch the lady's hand." The bakery clerk moves her hand
under the counter and points to the chocolate glazed donuts.
The student follows the clerk's hand with eye motions and
continues to attcnd as the clerk points to the donuts. The
student shakes her head 'yes" and the mother purchases the
donuts.



Part 3: Teachiu or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate trnckial of an object or person while that

object or person is in motion and can perform discrete actions

which indicate attending to a be,rrier or object or person when
the object or persrn ceases motion and is partially hidden by an
opaque barrier within re,.ch.

The difference beteeen Part 1 and Part 3 is that the object

or person ceases motion behind, end is totally hidden by a trans-
parent barrier, whLreas in Part 3 theobject or person ceases
motion behind and is partially hidden by an opaque barrier.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from within reach of
the students. The object or person cease motion behind,
under or within an obacue barrier, and is partially hidden

by the barrier. The teecher issues an appropriate cue which
requires the students to demonstrate tracking of the object
or person while it is in motion and demonstrete attending to
the lkrrier or objec or person when the object or person
ceases motien.

Step . Pollee Ste:es through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Criterion Perforance

Same as describcd in Pert 1.

Example ctivity: (Phase IV, Part 3, Step P.)

Marcia is going to a birthday party. Mother is' wrapping the

teddy bear in blue cellophane. She says "watch the teddy.bear
Marcia". Mother moves the teddy bear through the air and places
it part way under the b'-le cellophane. Marcia follows the teddy
bear with her eyes and points to it when it ceases motion.under
the:cellopNene. arcia is then allowed to help wrap the teddy
bear.

Part 4: Teaching_or verifying that stWents can perform discretc
actions ieh rce.e i-e of (n ebiect or ncrson ehi1e

that 0lect er is in ee.tion eerform discrte actions
which inc'icct:- .o 2errier or ob;ect or 7erson 1-len the

oblect or nerser CM71,:7 efeJ is eartially hidden by an op-ue
barrier ret within rre-zh.

The phrase partially hidden as it is used in this context refers to a
situation in which a part of the object or person is hidden by the barrier.

It is suggested that students be exposed to additional presentations with
the portion of the object or person to be hidden being gradually increased.

This strategy should be utilized in each part which refers to partially
hidden objects or persons.
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The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially
that in Part 3 the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 4 the object or person is not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is not within
reach of the students. The object or person ceases motion
behind, under or within an opaque barrier, and is partially
hidden by the barrier. The teacher issues an appropriate
cue which requires the students to demonstrate tracking of
the object or person while it is in motion and demonstrates
attending to the barrier or object or person when the object
or person cease motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 4, Step 0

The student and his father are playing outside and decide
that it is time to go in. The father tells Jack, "Follow
me." Father lwalks to the house,:opens the door to the
screened porch and walks partially into the porch. Jack
follcws his father's path with head and eye motions and then
points to where his father is ,standing in the doorway.
Father encourages Jack to comei in and Jack hurries into
the porch.

Part 5: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate tracking of an obiect or person while that
object or person is in motion and can perform discrete actions
which indicate attending to a barrier when the object or person
ceases motion and is total] hidden by an o.a.ue barrier within
reach.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 5 is essentially
that the object or person is partially hidden by an opaque
barrier, whereas in Part 5 the object or persop.is totally
Ilidden by an opaque ly.rrier.

Instructional Procedure

An lbic.z.t or person is set in motion from within reach of
the L, .*s. The object or person ceases motion behind,
under, 4. within an opaque barrier, and is totally hidden
by the ba,..rier. The teacher issues an appropriate cue
which rPquires the student to demonstrate tracking of the
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object or person while it is in motion and to demonstrate
attending to the barrier when the object or person ceases
motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part I.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 5) Step B)

The class is engaged in waterp)av and the teacher holds
several toys above the tub of sudsy water. The students
are instructed to watch the toys. The teacher drops the
toys one by one into the water. Some of the students demcn-
strate tracking by following the toys' paths with eye move-
ments and continue to attend the toys' positions as they
rest at the bottom of the tub. The students are then allowed
to play with the toys in the sudsy water.

Part 6: Teaching or verifying that students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an obiect or person
while that object or person is in motion and can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate attending to a barrier when the
object or person ceases motion and is totally hidden by an
opaque barrier not within reach.

The difference between Part 5 and Part 6 is essentially
that in Part 5 the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 6 the object or person is not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is not within
reach of the students. The object or person ceases motion
behind, under or within an opaque barrier and is totally
hidden by the barrier. The teacher issues an appropriate
cue which requires the students to demonstrate tracking
of the object or person while it is in motion and demonstrate
attending to the barrier when the object or person ceases
motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.
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Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 6, Step F)

The student's family is out on a picnic and are playing
with the family dog. The sister tells Mary to "Watch where
Sr.et goes," and places Spot's favorite ball under a blanket.
Spot runs around and finally crawls under the blanket to
get the oa:l. Mary follows Spot with head and uye move-
ments, then giggles and points to the blan..et Yhere Spot's
outlir,ed .erm can be t.:een. Mary is then allowed to hide
Spot's ball

Part 7: Teechir: .erifying that students can perform discrete
actions which tracking of an object or person while that
object or persen is 1 rion end can peeform discrete actions
actions which to a berrier or nec-t er e'erFon
-then thc ojec. -r r, ,;.)! lotion :nd is nartially hideen

a solid barriL..- ei h:n reeef..

The difference betweeo Part 5 and Part 7 is essentially
t-.at in Part 5 Cie oujecL or pc-sun is totally hidden by an

7tue barrier, whereas in P-.,rt 7 the cbjec or person is nartic.11v
hidden by a solid barrier.

instructional Procedure

;%r1 object or person is set in motion from within reach of
the students. The obiect or person ceases 'lotion behind,
under or -:ithin a selid karrier, and is ^e-tieilv kidd".n
by the barrier. The teacher issues an appropriate cue
whin recuires the students to demonstrate -racking of the
object or person while it is in motion aed demonszrate
attending to the barrier or object or person when the object
or person ceases m,tion.

Step Follow Steps r'\ through as in Phase lv, Part 1.

Criterioe Performance

Same as described in Part

Exorple 7cti"ity: .ase IV, Part 7, Step C)

The studeri . and tee::-er z,,.e working on the floor with a fine
motor task. The ther ;ds a small can in her lap and
tells Lcur, 'Follow the peg.' The tez her places the peg
in the cae, so that part of it is hidden from view. Laura
follows t.c path of the peg end continues to look at the peg
when i is in the can. Laura is then allowed to put a peg
in the can.

V
Part 8: Teaching or verifyir.g tnat students can perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of i object or person
while that object or person is in motion arl can erform dis-



crete actions which indicate attending to a barrier or object
or person when the object or Person ceases motion and is par-
tially hidde. by a soiid barrier not within reach.

The difference between Part 7 and Part 8 is essentially
that in Part 7 the object or person is within reach of the
stv7lents, w.iereas in Part 8 the object or person is not within
reach Jf i:he students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is not within
reach of the students. The object or person ceases motion
beh'nd, under or within a solid barrier, and is partially
hidcen by the barrier. The teaa-r issues an appropriate
cue which requires the students to demonstrate tracking
of the object or person while it is ir motion and demon-
strate attending tc the barrier or object or person :Then
.11e object or person ceaes motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Cr:terior Performance

Same as des.:.ribed in Part 1.

EY:1,p:e (Phase IV, Part 8, Step D)

The teacher stands in front of the class five feet away from
the students. The teacher instructs the class, 'Watch me.
Look where I go.' The teacl-r moves abcut and walks behind
a room ,vider; her feet arj nead are not hidden behind the
barrier. Th7 students follow the teacher with head ald eye
mov:. .ents and some of the stuk:ents point to the divider when
the teacher stops moving.

Part 9: Tea-Jlirq or verifying th.:t st s can perform dis-
crete actions .:h:ch indHate trac-;n:, an ob'ect or person
while that object or Person is in .,,csti:m and cnn perform dis-
crete actions wnich indicate attending to a barrier when the
object or per-se-, ceases r-otion and is totally hidden by a
solid barrier vithin rach.

The differenc between Par- : and Part 9 is essentially
that the object o, person is partially hidden by a solid
barrier, whereas in Part 9 t' object cr person is totally
hidden by a solid barrier.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion from within reach of
the students. The object or person ceases motion behind,
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under, or within a solid barrier, and is totally hidden by
the barricr. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which
requires the student to demonstrate tracking of the object
or person while it is in motion and demonstrate attending
to the barrier when the object or person ceases motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part I.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 9, Step 0)

The teacher and the students are playing a variation of
hide-and-seek. The teacher holds a small doll up, and
tells the student, 'Watch the doll.' The teacher moves
the doll in several directions and then hides it behind
his back. The student points to doll as it moves and
attempts to reach the doll behind the teacher's back.

Part 10: Teaching or verifying that students can Perform dis-
crete actions which indicate tracking of an object or person
while that obiect or person is in motion and can perform dis-
crete actions hich indicate artendinq to a barrier when the
object or person cedses niotion and is Wtaily hidden by a
solid harrier not 1..!ithin reach.

The difference between Part 9 and Part 10 is essentially
that in Part 9 the object or person is within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 10 the object or person is not
within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is set in motion and is not Hthin reach
of the students. The object or person ceases motion behind,
under or within a solid barrier and is totally hidden by the
barrier. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires
the students to demonstrate tracking of the object or person
while it ft in motion and demonstrate attending to the barrier
when the object or person ceases motion.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Phase IV, Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part i.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Par, 10, Step G)

Rafael and his mother are putting clean :....lothes away in the
student's bedroom. Mom says, ' Let's put your clothes away.
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Watch where they T.." Mother picks up an article of clothing
and pl-ces it in , Jresser drawer. Rafael tracks the clothing
and attends to thc drawer when it is closed. Mother repeats
the activity until all of the clean clothes have been put in
the Iresser or closet.

PHASE V: TEWHING STUDENTS TO TRACK N OBJECT OR PERSON WHILE THAT OBJECT
OR PERSON IS IN NCTIC! UNTIL THE 03JECIT CR rSON CE,-,SES MOTION :ND IS

HIDDEN BY A BT,IE.,? -ND TO REMOVE THE I,RRIER TO REGAIN CCNTACT WIFH
THE OBJECT OR PERSON.

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions
which indicate trac.ing of an object or person while that object
or person is in notion and can perform actions which remove the
barrier hich hides the object or person.

The actions required in Phase V are an extension of those re-
quired in Phase IV. The major difference is that in Pflase IV, the

students are required to attend to the barrier when the object or
person ceases motion and is hidden by the barrier, whereas in Phase
V the students are also required to remove that barrier in order to
regain contact with the object or person.

Due to the similarity of teacher and student actions in Phase IV

and Phase V, it is suggested that the sequence delineated in Parts 1

through 10 of Phase IV be utilized to facilitate the development of
Phase V skills. The teacher will issue cues which require the stu-
dents to demonstrate rracking of an object or person while that ohiect
or person is in motion and which require the student to remove the
which hides the object or person when motion is terminated.

Example Activity: (Phase V, Part Step E)

Stan and his father are playing with a toy car. Father
instructs Stan, 'Watch the car go. Find the car." The
car :s moved around a circular path and is stopped under
a woo,:en bridge. Stan tracks the moving c.-r until it stops
under the bridge. Stan knocks the bridge over and picks
the car up. Stan is then allowed to play with the car.
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SECTION V: STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING SCANNING AND SELECTION SKILLS

A. Introduction

Parents of children who can communicate verbally often ask the

children verbal questions presenting a variety of options (e.g.,

"What do you want for lunch?")or questions that present a limited

nunber of options (e.g.,"Would you like soup or hot dogs for lunch?")

and expect verbally stated prefer-nces in return. Children who can

communicate verbally can also look into the refrigerator and initiate

a communicative interactions by saying "I don't want spinach for

supper" or "I want spaghetti for breakfast". There are hundreds of

instances in the day of almost all children who have complex verbal

communication skills in which they verbally communicate preferences;

when presented with a wide variety of options, when presented with

only a few options and when they have scanned realistic possibilities.

Students who cannot communicate verbally should be afforded the

same opportunities to manifest preferences as students who can

communicate verbally. Unfortunately, however, because some students

cannot communicate verbally they are often denied the presentation of

options and the opportunity to initiate communicative interactions.

Section V is concerned with teaching scanning and selection skills

to non-verbal severely handicapped students so that these students

may also be given the opportunity to make choices.

The ability to scan is crucial to the determination and communi-

cation of rational choices. Without the skills necessary to use

visual, tactile and auditory sensory channels to scan environmental

options, actions which indicate selection often are random, confused
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and in actuality do not represent subjective preferences. In addition to the
specific instructioral sequence the teacher s'Iould consider the following

factors: CcvmunicF:tion_joaris. The skills necessary to use communication

boards effectively represent some of the most functional

communication skills available to non-verbal severely handi-

capped students. Crilriunication board arrangements generally

employ two general presentation strategies: concurrent pre-

sentatior and consecutive presention.

A concurrent presentation strategy requires the presentation

of two or more options at the same time. Restaurant menus,

supermarkets, ice cream storcs, the AAMD classification manual,

are but a few examples of the concurrent presentation strategy.

A consecutive presentation strategy requires the presentation

of options one after another in such a way that no two options

are prcsen:cd nt the same time. Papin._; thrcujh a cot;:lo2LT. and

pushing the selector dial on a revolving vending machine are but a few

examples of consecutive presentation strategies. Obvic-Jsly, consecutive

and concurrent presentation strategies can be combined.

inipjementinn the Instructional Sequence. Prior to implementing

the scanning and selection instructional sequence several

factors should be made salient. First, the sequence is sug-

gestive of what a teacher might do and not a recipe of what to do.

Second, attempts have been made to arrange the sequence from

easy to hard requirements. Obviously, easy to hard taught

are arbitrary and muct be adapted for individual students.

Third, attending ar-J ,canning skills are functional in all

aspects of development and should be whether or not

the use of communication board formats are under consideration.
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Fourth, actions that are used to indicate preferences should

be observable, clearly distinct from other actions that might

occur and utilized consistently.

Finally, in the interest of self-dignity, self-awareness,

independence and individual freedom, students are alloed to

communicate 'NO' , 'NONE' , 'NOTHING' etc. That is, given two

representations, one of which is a blank card, the students may

have a 50-5:: chance of selecting the blank card. When the

students act on the blank card, the result of this action is

the removal of the items. Thus, the consequence of selecting

the Han': cord, getting 'nothing'
, is discrete from the con-

sequence of selecting other representations. The blank card,

besides being a distractor, also presents and/or teaches the

option of choosing "nothing
. In most instances, students

are given nothing oniy when they do not perform an acCon toward

any of the presented items. In this scanning and selection se-

quence students can active:y choose 'nothing' by acting on a

blank card.
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B. Overview of an Instructional Sequence for Teaching Scanning
end Selection Skills

PHASE I: TEACHING STUDENTS TO ATTEND TO AN OBJECT OR PERSON

PHASE II:

In Phase I students are taught to a-fpnd to:

An object or person which can
continuously activate two
sensory modalities

An object or person which can
intermittently activate two
sensory modalities

An object or person which can
activate one sensory modality

Pi;.Y S 1 and 2

Parts 3 and 4 .

Parts 5 and

A representation and its referent Parts 7 and 8
which can activate one sensory
modality.

TEACHING STUDENTS TO ATTEND TO AN OBJECT OR A PERSON PRIOR
TO THE SELECTION (IF THAT OBJECT OR PERSON WHEN GIVEN TWO
CONSECUTIVE CUES TO PERFORM BOTH ATTENDING AND SELECTION
ACTIONS.

In Phase II students are give TWO cues to attend to and
then to select:

An object or a person

A representation of an object
or a person.

Parts 1 and 2

Parts 3 and 4

PHASE III: TEACHING STUDENTS TO ATTEND TO AN OBJECT OR A PERSON
PRIOR TO THE SELECTION OF THAT OBJECT OR PERSON WHEN GIVEN
ONE CUE TO PERFORM BOTH ATTENDING AND SELECTION ACTIONS.

In Phase III students are given ONE cue to attend to and
then to select:

An object or a person
A representation of an object

or a person.

Parts 1 and 2
Parts 3 and 4
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CONCURRENT PRESENTATION

PHASE lk: TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHICH
ARE PRESENTED CONCURRENTLY.

PHASE V:

PHASE VI:

In Phase IV students are taught to scan:

Two objects or persons
Two representations, one of

which is a blank card
Two representations of objects

or persons.

Parts 1 and 2
Parts 3 and a

Parts 5 and 6

TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN TWO OBjECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO
THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE
OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONCURRENTLY PRESENTED AND TWO
CUES ARE GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND SELECTION ACTTOI.

In Phase V students are given TWO cues to scan and then
select one of:

Two objects or persons
Two representations, one of

which is a blank card.
Two representations of objects

or persons.

Parts 1 and 2
Parts 3 and 4

Parts 5 and 6

TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR
TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN
THE ORJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONCURRENTLY PRESENTED AND
ONE CUE TS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND SELECTION
ACTIONS.

ir Phase VI students are given ONF cue to scan and then
select one of:

Two objects or persons Part 1
. Two representations, one of which Part 2
may be a blank card.

PHASE VlI: TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN MORE THAN TWO OBJECTS OR
PERSONS PRIOR TO THE SELECTION OF ONE or THE OBJECTS OR
PERSONS WHEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONCURRENTLY
PRESENTED AND TWO CUES ARE GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING
AND SELECTION ACTIONS.

In Phase VTI students are given TWO cues to scan and
then select one of:
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More than two objects or persons Part 1
More than two representations, Part 2

one of which is always a blank.

PHASE VIII: TEACHING SruDENTS TO SCAN MORE THAN TWO OBJECTS OR
PERSONS PrZIOR ro THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR
PERSONS WHEN i'H2 OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONCURRENTLY
PRESENTED AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING
AND SELECTION.

In Phase VIII students are given oNE cue to scan and then
select one of:

More than two objects or persons Part 1
More than two representations, Part. 2

one of which is always a blank.

CONSECUTIVE PRESENTATI0X

PHASE IX:

PHASE X:

lEACHING STI DIM'S 10 SCAN MO MMUS OR PERSONS WHICH
ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENIED 1HRIT OR roiR TIMES IN A
DEFINED, REPEATING CYCLE.

In Phase IX students are taught to scan:

Two objects or persons
Two representations of an object

or a person.

Parts 1 and 2

These materials are presented THREE or FOUR times.

TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR
TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE
OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED THREE OR
FOUR TIMES AND TWO CUES ARE GIVEN TO PERFORM SCANNING AND
SELECTION.

In Phase X students are given TWO cues to scan and then
select one of:

Two objects or persons Parts 1 and 2
Two representations of an object Parts 3 and 4

or person
Two representations, one of Part 5

which may be a blank.

These materials are presented THREE or FOUR times.
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TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR
10 THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN
THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVEL\ PRESENTED THREE
OR FOUR TIMES AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH
SCANNING AND SELECTION.

in Phase Ni students are given ONE cue to scan and then
select one of:

Two objects or persons
Two representations, one of

which may he a blank card

Parts I and 2
Part

These materials are presented THREE or Foil: times.

TEACHTNC STUDENTS TO SCAN MORE THAN TWo OBJECTS OR PERSONS
PRIOR TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS
WHEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED
THREE OR FOUR TIMIS AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH
SCANNING AND SELECTION.

In Phase NIT students are given 0NE cue to scan and then
select one of:

More than two objects or persons Parts 1 and 2
More than two representations. Part 3

of which may be a blank card.

These materials are presented THREE or rorN times.

PHASE XIII: TEACHING STTDMS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR
TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE
OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED TWICE AND
TWO (TES ARE GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND SELECTION.

In PhaLi NITI students are given TWO cues to scan and
select one of:

Two objects or persons
Two representations, one of
which may be a blank.

Part 1
Part 2

These materials are presented TWICE.

PHASE XIV: TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO
THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE
OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED TWICE AND
ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND SELECTION.

In Phase XIV students are given ONE cue to scan and then
select one of:
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Two objects or persons
Two representations, one of

which may be a blank card.

Part 1
Part 2

These materials are presented TWICE.

TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN MORE THAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS
PRIOR TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OHJECTS OR PERSONS
WHEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED
TWICE AXD ONE crE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND
SELECTION.

ln Phase XV students are given ONE cue to scan and then
select one of:

More than two objects or persons Part 1
More than two representations. Part 2

one of which is always a blank
card.

ihese materials are presented TWICE.

PHSE N\1: Tr:ACHING 5T11;TS TO SCAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO
THE SELECT1('- 1 ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE
OBJECTS OR PIASONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED ONCE AND
ONE CUE IS GI\LN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND SELECTION.

In Phase XVI students are given ONE cue to scan and then
select one oC:

Two objects or persons
Two representations, one of

which may be a blank card.

These materials are presented ONCE.

Part 1
Part 2

PHASE XVII: TEACHING STUDENTS TO SCAN MORE THAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS
PRIOR TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS
WHEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE CONSEDUTIVELY PRESENTED
ONCE AND ONE crE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM BOTH SCANNING AND
SELECTION.

In Phase XVII stu(ins are given ONE cue to scan and then
select one ot:

More than two objects or persons Part 1
More than two representations, Part 2

one of which is always a
blank card.

These materials are presentedi9NSE.
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C. Instruct ional 5.equence for Teaching Scanning and Selection
Skills

PHASE I: TUCHING ATTENDINc; TO AN OBJECT OR PERSON
1

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate attending to o presented object or person's face.

Port 1: Tec!ching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indizae attcndimi to a sinnle oPlect or a person's
face, when that obect or oersn's fece is placed ylthin rch of
the stud,,,nts and con cnntinuous;7 activate at least to sensor"
modalities.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person's face :ellich can continuously activate at
least two sensory :-1_,:!alities is placed within reach. The teacher
issues an cue %Mich requires tc students to demon-
strate cttendin t the o5ject or :,orson's face.

Step A: object or person's face is placed in midline
position at eye level.

Step 3! An o'.icct or person's face is piaced in position
45L' to the right of midline at eye level.

Step C. An ol)ject or person's face is placed in a position
.45 to the left of midline at eye level.

Step D: An object or person's face is placsd in at least
five different positions ranging between 45 to the right
and left of the midline at eye level.

Step E(;) An object or persen's face is placed at midline
and 15 above eye level.

Step F(-5 An object or person's face is placed at midline
and 45 above eye level.

Step G(.5 An object or person's face is placed at midline
and 15 below eye level.

Step 1-1(i) An object or person's face is placed at midline
and 45 below eye level.

Step I: An object or person's face is plased in at least
five different positions ragging within 45 to the right
and left of midline, and 45 above and below eye level.

1 ,

Tne phrase "attending to" as it is used in this conteNt is meant to
be synonymous with phrase 'awareness of .
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Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students are taught to correctly perform
the actions required in each of Steps A through I within five
seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions. In

addition, stt,dents should correctly perform the actions of
concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
p) using at least two different objects;
c) in at 1Past two instructional settings; and
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal cues

to perform.

Examgle Activity: (Phase 1, Part 1, Step 8)

The teacher presents a music box 450 to the right and twelve
inches away from the student's face, at the midline position.
The teacher plays the music box and says, 'Sue, find the music.'
The student then demonstrates attending to the music box by
turning her head toward the music box. The student could also
point to, touch, reach for, move her eyes to the music box as a
demonstration of attending.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions v.hich indicate attending to a single object: or person's
face when tht object or person's face is hot within reach of the
students and can continuousy activate at least two sensory
modalities.

The differencc h ween Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 the object i:erson's face is placed within reach of the
students, wherc Part 2 the object or person's face is not
within reach of ,tudents.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person's face which can continuously activate at
least two sensory modalities is not within reach of the students.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the students
to demonstrate attending to the object or person's face.

Step A: Follow Steps A through I as in Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 2, Step H)

A mother stands in front of and five feet away from her child, who
is sitting in a chair. The mother pushes a musical toy along the
floor toward the child's midline. Mother says, 'Eric, watch the
toy.' Eric may demonstrate attending by smiling and leaning toward
the toy. 197
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Part 1. Teachino or verifying that students can perform discrete

actions hich inJicate attending to a single object or pers7;n's

face v.bon thLt object or person's face is placed within reach of
thc 5t.A0ents and can intermittently activate at least two sensory
modalities.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 3 is essentially that in

Part 1
the object or person's face can continuously activate at

least two sensory modalities, whereas in Part 3 the object or per-
son's face can intermittently activate at least two sensory modalities.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person's face which can intermittently activate at
least Lwo sensory modalities is placed within reach of the stu-

dents. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the
students to demonstrate attending to the object or person's face.

Step A.: Follow Steps A through 1 as in Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Part 3, Step C)

The physiLal Lherapist places a vibrator on a blind student's
outstr.-tched left forearm and turns the switch on and off in
short intervals. This form of presentation proviees intermittent
activation of the tactile and auditory modalities. The therapist
directs the student to 'find the noise.' The student may demon-
strate attending by reaching toward the vibrator.

Part 4: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate attending to a single object or person's face
when that object or person's face is not within reach of the students
and can intermittently activate at least two sensory modalities.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in
Part 3 the object or person's face is placed within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 4, the object or person's face is not
within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person's face which can intermittently activate at
least two sensory modalities is not within reach of the students.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the students
to demonstrate attendins to the object or person's face.

Step A: Follow Steps A through I as in Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.
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Enple .ctivity: (PLase I, ParL

telephone is plced in a ;didlice position, ten feet in front
of the stx!ent. The teacher cllo%:s the phone to rinj severol
tines to provide intermittcnt cetivation of the visual
auditory 1...ec!olitics. The tcac:Ier Cx.n css, t's

and te stucknt eemonstratus by

pointinj he telcphone.

Pert 57 or ..,rifyin,; tn-t st.o c:an p-rfnr. c.:isorete

acti-)ns i :-,tte!.;din; tc o51nct cr
foce, rN cc er foc- is of

tLc st-J.:nts ard thL c,n activzte ry ne setssry ;Iodality.

The diffr.rcnco jzt n rcrt : and (rt 5 is esscntii.--y ti-ef- if

Prt 7 'h.: object :ntr_riittently z:.tivatc ,71.1

leest ser,son, -korcc.s P,rt 5 the oact or person's
face can activate only .,nc sensor, modality.

Instruric.ra' Procedure

object or person's fac e! hich can activz,te only one sensory
modality is placed within reach of the students. The teacher
issues En appropriate cue which requires the students to demon-
strate attending to the object or person's face.

cten Follok.! ctenc A through 1 as in Parr 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase I, Pert 5, Step D)

While reading a story, the fdther holds up the open book to the
left of the student's midline and says, ' Look at the picture.'
The pictures in the book can only activate the visual sense.
The child demonstrates attending tn the book or pictures by
turning his head to look at the book. The father presents the
book in this manner several timss during the storY, varying the
position of the book between 45 to the right and left of midline
at the student's eye level, but not varying his own position.

Part 6: Teaehinq or verifying_ that students can perform discrete
actions indicate a,:endinq to a sin7le ob:ect or person's
face, when that obect cr person's face is not ithin reach of
the stuc!ents and the c')Lect can activate only one sensory 'nodality.

4. The difference between Part 5 and Part 6 is essentially that in
Part 5 the object or person's face is placed within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 6 the object or person's face is not
within reach of the students.
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Instructional Procedure

r1 object or person's face which can activate only one sensory
modality is not within reach of the students. The teacher issues
an appropriate cue t.hich requires the students to demonstrate
attendinj to the object or person's face.

Step Follcm Steps A through I as in Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example ',ctivitv: (Phase 1, Pi>rt 6, Step H)

The student is sittirvj on the couch at hon. and a brother is
lying on the floor directly in front of the student. I. sister
tells the student, "Find Jack (brother).' The student demon-
strates awareness by looMng down at the floor and sniles as he
looks at the brother's face.

Pi-rt 7: Teachin2 or th.-t stuc'ents can perform discrete
actions yhich irdicctr to a r(,oresntatHn of. an ob"::ct
or pr?rson vhen o:h tf',2 0.3;ect en .rson (referent:1_ and the repre-
sentation are in roz.ch of the stu'.'cnts.

The diffr,rPocc, ketn Pr2rt K 17-zrt 7 is essenc ia 1 iv tht in
Part 6 the students arc required t3 denonstrate attending to an ob-
ject or person's face, whereas in Part 7, the students arc required
to demonstrate attendin3 to a rearosentation of an.pbject or person
when the object or person is also present.

Instructional Procedure

.-J1 object or person's face and its representation are both placed
within reach of the students. The referent and representation are
placed at the eye level at which the students demonstrated cri-
terion performance in Parts 1-6 with the least difficulty. The
teacher issues an appropriate Cue %.hich requires the students to
demonstrate attending to the representation.

Step A: A representation is placed in the nidline positior
and the referent is placed in the .!idline position.

Step 3: representation is glaced in the midlire position
and the referent is placed 45 to the rieht of midline.

Step C: A representation is glaced in the midline position
and the referent is placed 45 to the left of midline.

Step D: A representation is placed in the midlire position
and the referent is placsd in at least five different posi-
tions ranging between 45 to the riqht and left of midline.
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Step E: A referent is placsd in the midline position and the
representation is placed 45 to the rinht of midline.

Stec' F: referent is placsd in the midline position and the
representation is ploced 45 to the left of midline.

Step G: A referent is placed in the midline position and the
representation is placed in at least five different positions
ranging between 45- to the right and left of nidline.

Step H.: The reprsentation and referent ars both placed in

f;ve different pJsitions ranging between 45 to the right and
left of midline.

Criterion Pcrforlance

It is su:gested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of the Steps A through H within
five seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions. In

addition, the students should correctly perform the actions of
concern:

a) in reaction to the cucs of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal cues

to perform; and
e) with the r:Ifere.t end representation pres.2ntad at three

different eye ievek.

Exannle Activity: (Phase I, Part 7, Step C)

The teacher sets the table for snacks and places the cups to the
left of the student's midline and than places a photograph of
the cup directly in front of the student. The teacher then says,
"Juris, find the picture of cup." The student looks at the
photograph of the cup and the teacKer immediately moves the cup
towards the student and pours juice into the cup.

Part 8: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions 1-lich indicate attending to a representation, when tha rep-
resentation is within reaeh of the students and the referent is not
within reach of thestudan!-s.

The difference between Part 7 and Part 8 is essentially that in
Part 7, both the representation and referent are within reach,
whereas in Part 8, the representation is in reach but the referent
is not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or.person is placed out of reach of the students and
the representation of the object or person is placed in reach
of the students. The referent and representation are placed at
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th.7 cyc level at aich the students e:monstrated critcrio. per-
forierco in Parts 1-6 with ',Ale 'cast dirficult. The :_rcler
issu7s rn ppropricte Luc ul ich rcuircs the students to Cc-m.1On-
strc ,'.tcrding to the rep-econtz,tioh.

ctco : Follo steps L through H 25 in Part 7.

Cri!-erino P,:,rforr;arc^

Srme es described in Part 1.

Exa-lole ;civity: (Phase. I Part S, Sten '7'

The stu.2ent's bike is positioned at ten feet away frol)
the stuJent and a picture of a bfte is presented to thc student's
left approately ten inches ev.ay at eye level. The playgrcund
supervisor ..lay say c1 y do you ynnt to ridr: the ')ilw? Luc:

at thc pi,-.ture of a 5i. T stuent den:nstraes
10.:)*"., It the picture :f the :Jr.:. The supervisor then te'.escy te bil:e and 'ets hi. rie

'77E7!"1'!7 F:7,11!' TC
C7 T. 7 r:'.YT 0"1 -1"-- C'.:7;; 77. T7.7.FCR1

TeFchini or verifying that stu:Lerts can rprforci discrete actions which
indict, <=.ttecir- -o ed selectio- of a sin-le oect oj:ersrJn Then

.:= zttc-.d.7.; zelezt!en.

--

Part 1: Teachinn or verifyin-1 that students can consecutively per-
form discretn ectic7,s which Hdicate attendinl to and selection cf
an obiect or person's face which is placed within reach .)f. the stu-
dents end Olen the students 7...re given two consecutive cu:s to perform
both attending and selecti:-,n.

InstructiorE:1 Procedure

An object or person's face is placed within reach of the students.
The teacher issues two censecJtive cues; the first cue will re-
quire the students to demonstrate attending to the object or per-
son's face and the second cue will recuire the studrsnts to make
a selection action toward the object or person's face.

Step A: ,L,r1 object or person's face is placed in a midline
position at eye level.

Stsp 3: An object or person's face is placed in a position
45 to the rieht of midline at eye level.

Step C: ;xi object or person's face is placed in a position
45` to the left of midline at eye level.

Step 0: An object or person's face is placed in at least
five different positions ranging between 450 to the right,
and left of the midllne at eye level.
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Step Eis An object or person's face is placed at midline
and 15 above eye level.

Step .1n object or person's face is placed at mic inc
and 45 above eye level.

Step G. An object or person's face is placed at midline
and 15 below eye level.

Step Fci) object or person's face is placed at midline
and 45 bei eye level.

Step I: An object or person's fsce is placed in at least
five positions ren8ing within 45 to the rirht End left
of midline, and 45 above and holow eye level.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form the Ections required in each of Steps through I within
five seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occEsions. In

addition, students should correctly perform the actions of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two i-structional settings; and
d) in reactior to at 'east tkfo sets of ce,nsecutivi, yer1.7.1

or non-verbal cues to perforca.

Example :.ctivitv: (Phese II, Part 1, Step 3)

Instruction is occurring in front of a sink, with the soap placed
45 to the right of the student's midline. The student's sister
says, 'Kim, find the soap ard pick it up." Kim turns, finds the
soap by looking et it, and picks it up. They proceed to wash
their hands.

Part 2: Teaching or verifvirg that stueerts can consecutively per-
form discrete actir-s which indicate at:7-(:in7 to one selectirn of
an object or persor's !-ace which is not within r2och of the students
and hen the students are giver two censecutive cues to_perform both
attending and selection.

The difference betwen Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 the o'Djects and persons are within reach, whereas in Part 2
the objects and pe;.sons are not ithin reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person's face is not within reach of the students.
The teacher issues two consecutive cues; the first cue will re-
quire the students to demonstrate attending to the object or per-
son's face and the second cue will require the students to make
a selection action toward the object or p2rson's face.
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Step_ A: Follow Steps A through 1 as in Part

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Exaple .nctivity: (Phase 11, Pert 7_, Step H)

The student is told at dis:lissal ti.le by the aide, 'Mark, looL
for your bus, then wal!: over and get on.' Mar!: loo::s out the
door, then approaches his bus whicn is the only onc parhed in
the school lot.

Pc,rt Terchin- cr the stpdents car ccnsecutively per-
form discrnte acticns hich i-dicto attardirn to and selcctinn of
a representatio- of an 'Yee: lr L-rsol poth the referent ,'.nd
represen'Erion ere ir rc-:ch -f tH stu4e-ts, end .:.er tLe students
are give-, to cnsec:tiv cu to 'r'er" oth attendinn cld selection.

The difference between Part I and Part 3 is essentially that in
Part 1 the students are rec,uired to demonstrate attending to and
selection of an object cr person's fcce, whereas in Part 3 the stu-
dent: are required to de7lor:strato atti.nding to and selection of a

representation Yhen the refert is also present.

Instruct r,

object or person's face z..nd its representation ere both plac.,ed
:ithin reach of the students. The referent and rpresentatiol are
placed at the eye level at which the students demonstrated cri-
terion performance in Part 1 with the least difficulty. The teacher
issucs two consecutive cues; the first cuc will require the stu-
dents to demonstrate attending to the representation and the
second cue will require thc students to nal:e a selection action
toward the representation.

Step \: A representation is placed in the midline position
and the referent is placed in the midline position.

Step 3: representation is glaced in thc midline position
and the referent is placed 45 to the right of mid 1 ine .

Step C: A representation is glaced in the midline position
and the referent is placed 45 to the left of midline.

Ctcp 2, representation is plreed in the nidli-e pcsitic.n
and the rcfercnt is placed i--, at five diff,.2re,nt pJs!-
tion r7r9inj ci ht :.nd 1=ft of

:..ten 7: 2. referent is placed is the midline position and
the representation is placed I:5 to the rioht of midline.

Strp F: referent is place:c1 ir the id line position and
the representation is plac-d '5° to tl. 1..,ft of t!idlinz.
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Step (: referent is placed in the midline position end
the representation is placedoin at least five different
positions ranging between 45 to the right and left of
midline.

w

4

.40

Step 1!:. The representation and referent ars both placed in
five different positions ronging between 1!5 to the
.right, end left of midline.

Criterion Pcrfarmance

It is su39ested that students should Ix taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of the Steps throujh H with-
in five seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform n ic.' actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to thc cu-:s of at least two persons;
b) using at letst tve dirforent objocts;
c) in at leeFt tuo instrucLicrIal settin:Js;
d) in reaction to et least two sets of consecutive verbal

or non-verbal cues to perform; and
e) with the referent and representation presentLd at three

eye levels.

Example Activity: (Phase II, Part 3, Step P)

After the main course of lunch is over, a bowl of jello is
placcd on 1hc tt.blo Lt hc tudent's picture c.f j-Ilo
is presented to the left of the student's midline on the table.
The teacher aide says, "coo, iook at the _kilo picture.' Ye:co

turns and loo!.s et thc picture. The aide sw/J, 'Touch the
picture,' end thc student pieces her hand on top of the picture.
Thc aide gives Yoo sole jello.

Part b: Terchin-1 or net s':'leents can ccnsecutively ;cr-
form eiEcr7to toands:lectien cf
represcntrtion of an e'..,:ect or th2 representation ic
vIthin the rcach cf the studcots aid the refnrent is not within
reach of the students, and hen t!le students arc given two consecutive
cues to perform both attending end selection.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in

Part 3 the representation and referent arc both within reach, whereas
in Part 4 the representation is in reach and the referent is not
within reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is not within reach of the students and the
representation of an object or person is placed in reach of the
students. The referent and representation are placed at the eye
level at which the students demonstrated criterion performance
in Part 1 with the least difficulty. The teacher issues two
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consecutive cues; the first cue will require the stadents to
demonstrate attending to the rcpref:entation and the second cue
will require the students to make a selection action toward
the representation.

Step Follow Steps ,"\ through H rs in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 3.

Example P,ctivity: (Phase II, Part 4, Step G)

The student is sitting on a mat in the gym and a balloon is tied
from the ceiling; the balloon hangs two feet above the student':,
head, five feet in front of the student and et nidline. The
phy.cd. instructor presents a picture of a balloon to the stu-
dent at midline and says, "Pot, find the balloon picture and touch
it. Pat loo'.s at the picture of the balloon, then trluches it.
Thc balloon is betted ovar to Prt to play with. The student is

presented ith the picture in various positions to the right and
left of midline.

PHASE III: TFACHIN1 P.TTF.NDINO TO ,".N ORJECT OR PERSON KIM TO TI:E SELECTION
OF TPAT CRJECT CR PERF,GN, CrE CUE TO PERFOV

Trril;,,, r 'nr;C,,Tn, c*.2'Imr'c c-r 7C.rforn dicrrr_ %rl:inn which
indiv-tr Pttorrii,g enri selectir- of a single obicct or persc.n when
given a single cue to porforn 5oth :..tt2ndircl and selection.

Part 1: TeachinQ or verif,,in-:, that students can consecutively per-
form diszretc ctions Yhich indicnte andinq to and selection of
an o!)iect or person's fz,ce which is plar.pd within reach of ':he stu-
dents, end Yhen the students ore given one cue to perforn both
attending and selection.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person's face is placed within reach of the students.
The teacher issues one cue which will require the students to de :-
onstrate attending to the objoct or person's face and to make
a selection action toward the object or person's face. The object
or person's free is placed nt thc eye level at which the students
denerstrated criterion perfor,lance in Phase 11, Part I with the
least difficulty.

.Step A: .*.n object or person's face is placed in e midline
position.

Stv B: ob:ect or person's face is placed in a p(Aition
45' to the riqht of midline.

Ste C: An object cr pers,Jn's face is placed in a position
/45 to the left of midline.
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Step D: An object or person's face is placsd in at least
five different positions ranging between 45 to the right
and left of the midline.

4.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of the Steps A through D with-
in five seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal cues; and
e) with the object or person's face presented at three eye

levels.

Example Activity: (Phase III, Part 1, Step C)

At the door to the auditorium, another student presents a movie
ticket to the left of the student's midline and says, 'Take your
ticket." The student demonstrates attending by first looking to
his left at the ticket and then demonstrates selection by reach-
ing out and taking the ticket. The studcnt's wheelchair is then
pushed into the auditorium so he can see a movie.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively per-
form discrete actions which indicate attending to and selection of
an object or person's face tihich is not vithin reach of the students
and when the students are given one cue to perform both attending
and selection.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 the objects and persons are within reach, whereas in Part 2
the objects or persons are not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

*An object or person's face is not within reach of the students.
The teacher issues one cue which will require the students to
demonstrate attending to the object or person's face and to make
a selection action toward the object or person's face. The ob-
ject or person's face is placed at the eye level at which the
students demonstrated criterion performance in Phase II, Part 1

with the least difficulty.

Step A: Follow Steps A through Q. as in Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.
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Example ".e.:ivity: (Phase 111, Part 2, Step C)

Perry is seated at a group activity in the classroom. His
mother comes to the door and the teacher says, "Perry, go
to your mother." Perry looks at his mother and then walks
to his mother from across the room.

Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively per-
form discrete actions which indicate attending to and selection of
a re resentation of an ob'ect or erson when both the referenr and
representation are within reach of the students, and when the stu-
dents are given a single cue to perform both attending and selection.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 3 is essentially that in
Part 1 the students are required to demonstrate attending to and
selection of an object or person's face, whereas in Part 3, the stu-
dents are required to demonstrate attending to and selection of a
representation when the referent is also present.

Instructional Pro;:edure

An object or person's face and its representation are both
placed within reach of the students. The referent and represen-
tation are placed at the eye level at which the students demon-
strated criterion performance in Phase 11, Part 1 with the least
difficu:ty. The teacher issues ono cue which will require the
students to demonstrate attending to the representation and to
make a selection action toward the representation.

Step A: A representation is placed in the midline position
and the referent is placed in the midline position.

Step B: A representation is glaced in the midline position
and the referent is placed 45 to the right of midline.

Step C.: A representation is glaced in the midline position
and the referent is placed 45 to the left of midline.

Step 0: A representation is placed in the midline position
and the referent is placsd in at least five different posi-
tions ranging between 45 to the right and left of midline.

Step E: A referent is placed ig the midline position and
the representation is placed 45 to the right of midline.

Step F: A referent is placed ig the midline vsition and
the representation is placed 45 to the left of midline.

Step G: A referent is placed in the midline position and
the representation is placedoin at least five different
positions ranging between 45 to the right and left of
midline.
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Step H: The representat1on and referent are bgth placed
in five different positions ranging between 45 to the
right and left of midline.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of the Steps A through H with-
in five seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal cues; and
e) with the object or person's face presented at three eye

levels.

Example Activity: (Phase III, Part 3, Step B)

In an instructional dressing skills class, the teacher places a

miniature shoe on the table directly in front of the student and
the student's real shoes are to the right of the student's midline.
The teacher says, 'Show me the little shoes." Maria looks at the
shoe representation and then picks it up and gives it to the
teacher. The real shoes are then given to the student to put on.

Part 4: Teaching or verifying_that students can consecutively_ per-
form discrete actions which indicate attending to and selection of
a representation of an obiect or prrson when the representation
is within reach of the students, and the referent is not within
reach of the students, and when the students are given a single cue
to perform both attending and selection.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in
Part 3 the representation and referent are both within reach, where-
as in Part 4 the representation is within reach and the referent is
not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

An object or person is not within reach of the students, and the
representation of the object or person is placed in reach of the
students. The referent and representation are placed at the eye
level at which the students demonstrated criterion performance
in Phase II, Part 1 with the least difficulty. The teacher
issues a single cue which will require the students to demon-
strate attending to the representation and to make a selection
action toward the representation.

Step A: Follow Steps A through H as in Part 3.
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Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 3.

Example Activity: (Phase III, Part 4, Step A)

Between classroom activities, the teacher presents a photograph
of the aide at the student's midline; the aide is standing five
feet away from the student in a midline position. The teacher
says, "Diane (the aide) will work with you. Who will work with
you?" The student looks at the photograph and then takes photo
from the teacher. The aide takes the student to the play area.

PHASE IV: TEACHING SCANNING OF TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHICH ARE PRESFNTED
CONCURRENTLY

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate scanning of two objects or persons which are concurrently pre-
sented to the students.

Part 1: Teaching'or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate scanning of two objects or persons when
those objects or persons are concurrently presented and placed
within reach of the students.

inscructional Procedure

Two different objects or persons are concurrently presented and
placed within reach of the students. The teacher issues an
appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
scanning of both of the objec',..!: or persons.

Step Tyo objects or persons are placed in the midline
position &t eye level, and are in a horizontal array.

5tep B.: Two objects or persons arc placed ig at least
three different positions ranging between 45 to the right,
and left of the mddline at eye level, and are in a hori-
zontal array.

Step C: Two objects or persons are placed in the midline
position ig at least three different positions ranging
between 45 above and below eye level, and are in a hori-
zontal array.

Step Two objects or persons arc qaced in at least five
different positi.ns rangingowithin 45 to the right and
left of the midline, and !!!)- above and below eye level,
and are in a horizontal array.

,Step 77,: Two objects or persons are placed in nidline posi-
tion at eye level, and are in a vertical array.
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Step F: Two objects or persons are plgced in at least three
different positions ranging between 45 to thi. right and
left of midline at eye level, and are in a vertical array.

Step G: Two objects or persons are placed in the midline
positionoin at least three different positions ranging be-
tween 45 above and below eye level, and are in a vertical
array.

Step H: Two objects or persons are pc13aced in at least five
different positions rangingowithin 45 to the right and
left 01 the nidline, end 1..5 &Dow_ cnd b.Tlv y.. eye level,
and arc in a vertical arry.

Step I: Two objects or persons are placed in midline posi-
tions et eye level and in a diagonal arrzy.

f:tel J: Two objects or persons arc plsced in at least three
different positions ranginy betv.een 45 to tHe fill-it and
left of midline at eye level, and are in a diagonal arra,,.

Step K: Two objects or persons ere placed in the mid 1 ine
positionoin at least three different positions ranging be-
tween 45 above and below eye level, and are in a diagonal
array.

Step L: Two objects or persons are pcijaced in at least five
different positions rangingowithin L5 to tko lo

left of the midline, and 45 above and lelow eye level,
and are in a diagonal array.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps A through L within
five seconds of teacher cues on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different sets of objects;
c) in at least two instructional settings; and
d) in react:on to at least two verbal or non-verbal

cues to perform.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 1, Step E)

The student is seated with her coat on and waiting to go outside.
The teacher presents the student's hat and mittens at eye level,
arranged in a vertical array. The teacher says, "Ulla, look at
the hat and mittens." The student looks at one object and then
the other object. Ulla's hat and mittens are given to her to
put on.
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Prrt 2: Tr.,,Ihinl or verifvinq stueents can Pei-fern eiscrcte
actions .Mch ineicate sz.e:.nin: of t.:o oLlects or p.rsc,ns when
those objucts or porsors arc c,ncurr,..r%tly presented and ere not
within rcech of the students.

Thc difftrenae betyeen Part 1 end Par: 2 is essentielly thet
in Pert 1 th:2 n:o objects or persons are pieced within reach,
whereas in Par iLc! obj,:cts or persons are not within rezch.

Instruct ic.yr Procr lure

Two diffl,rent objects or persons ere cpricurrently presented and
are nt :ithin reach of the students. The teacher issues en
appropriate cue which requires the students to demoristrate
scanning of both of the objects or persons.

Step ,:.: Follow Steps A through L as in Part 1.

Criterion Perforrance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 2, Step )

The father holds up two toys from the toy box, one in each hand,
standing three feet directly in fron: of the student. The father
says, "Look, we can play with these!" The student looks at the
toy on the !eft and then looks at the t..iy on tha rl;ht. The
father brings the toys closer to play with.

Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can Perform discrete
actions which indicate scanning of two representations; one is a
representation of an object or person, the other is a representa-
tion of nothin4 :a Plank). The representations are concurrently
presented within reach of the studenLs.

The difference betw.een Part 1 and Part 3 is essentially that in
Part 1 objects or persons are presented, whereas in Part 3 two
representations and one referent are presented.

Instructional Procedure

The t./o representations are concurrently presented and piaced
within the reach of the students. The referent is placsd with-
in reach of the students in posNons ranging within 45 to the
right, and left of midline, and 45 above and below eye level.
The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires the stu-
dents to demonstrate scanning of both of the representations.

Step A: Two representations are placed in midline position
at eye level and are in a horizontal arrEy.

Step B: Two representations are placeg in at least three
different positions ranging between 45 to the right, and left
of the midline at eye level and are in a horizontal array.
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Step C: Two representations are placed in a midline posi-
tics!' in at least three different positions ranging between
45 above and below eye level, end are in a horizontal array.

Step D: Two representations are placsd in at least five
different positions rangingowithin 45 to the right and
left of the midline, and 45 above and below eye level.
and are in a horizontal array.

Step E: Two representations are placed in midline position
at eye level, and are in a vertical array.

Step F: Two representations are places in at least three
different positions ranging between 45 to right and left
of the midline at eye level, end are in a vertical array.

Step G: Two representations are placed in a midline posi-
tion in at least three different positions ranging between
4 °5 above and below eye level, and are ir a vertical array.

Step H: Two representations are placsd in at 1 ast five
different positions ranging within 45 to the right and
left of the midline arti 45 above and below eye level, and
are in a vertical array.

Step): Two reprk:sentations are placed in midline position
at eye level and in a diagonal array.

Sten J: Two represertati,..ns are placeg in at least three
different positins rarging between 45 to the rioht and
left of the midline at eye level, and are in a diagonal
array.

Step K: Two representations are placed in a midline posi-
ti8n in at least three different positions ranging between
45 above and below eye level, and are in a diagonal array.

Step L: Two representations are placsd in at least five
different positions r8nging within 45 to the right and left
of the midline and 45 above and below eye level, and are in
a diegonal array.

Criteri:m Performance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps , through L within
five seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions.
In additi n, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two other persons;
b) using at least two different sets of objects;
c) in at least two instructionai settings; and
d) in response to at least two verbal ornon-verbal cues to

perform.
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Example ,7,ctivity: (Phase IV, Part 3, Step K)

While seated at a table, a picture of a cup and a blank card of
the same size are placed on the table in front of the student
in a diagonal array. The cups are placed to the right of the
student on the table. The aide is pouring juice from a pitcher
into cups for the other students. The aide says, "Percy, look
at each card. Look for a cup." Percy looks at the blank and
then the picture of the cup. The aide helps Percy point to the
cyp picture and then pours juice for Percy.

Part 4: Teaching or vcrifyin4 that students can perform discrete
actions which indicetc scannin of two re resentations. one is a
repres.ntation of an object or oerson, the other is a representation
of nothing (a blan:O. The representations are concurrently pre-
sented within reach of the students and the oblect or oerson re-
ferent is not within reach of the students.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in
Part 3 the referent is within reach, whereas in Part 4 the referent
is not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

The two representations are concurrently presented and placed
within reach of the students. The referent isnot within reach
of the students in positions) ranginy within 45

0
heto t right

and left of midline, and 45 above and below eye level.

Step A,: Follow Steps A through L as in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 3.

Example Activity: (Phase IV, Part 4, Step E)

The teacher stands next to a book shelf five feet directly in
front of the student. The aide holds up a board at eye level
with a picture of a book and a blank card on it in a vertical
array. The teacher says, "Brian, show me the book and show me
'nothing'.' Brian looks at and points to the representations
individually. The teacher brings a bce. over frol the shelf
to th2 stu..:ent.

Part f7: nr Ftu,,:r.cc (7Er. p

scr 1 ':n. ( r e))It..-As

Or 7h r(!)r-strtcLiqns cr concurrel tly presentLd
reach of 1:11t.. students and their rtsn.cLivu roferani:s arc also
placed wizhin rt:ach ar

2 1 4
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The difference between Pat 3 and Part 5 is essentially that in
Pail: 3 one representation is a blan!: ond the other is of an eJject
or person, whereas in Part 5 both representations are of objects or
persons.

Insructioral Procedure

The t' o representations are conciwrently presentcd and placed
within reach of tha scAlents. The respective referehts al lso
placed Yiel.in reach oi" ale sLudants and in positions raji
within 15 to the ri,h1 cm' le;: of the and b5- a',eve
and eye level. Th.2 te,ch.2r itisJE.53 an appropriate cu2 wNch
requires the students to demo.Istrate scanning of both of the
representations.

Step Follow Steps 11 JIrough L as in Part 3.

Critrrion Performance oh

Same as described in Part 3.

Example ',ctivity: (Phase IV, Part 5, Step ,1)

A puzzle and a toy radio are on the table within reach. Pre-
sented with two cards at eye level in a horizontal array, the
student is told by the recess supervisor, 'Here is a picture of
a Ee'e is a picture of Chow me the pic.:Iirrs.'
The 5tuj26c l3o'.5 at and poin'zs to ecil pie:ure. Ooth coo are
pushed closer for the st..idcn to ipay with.

Part T-echin7 or v:ri:vi-! sh.(4:,,ts ecn nrr.7oro r.fiscret.

actions !.di:e.- secr%,:i', or r2oreson':r:is of o..1-c.:s
or narsols. -:nrcsentc.ioo-. r?scrazd wizhin
reach of the s:u.lants and th2ir rcspec%iv2 reFerents are not within
reach of the students.

The difference between Part 5 and Part 6 is essentially that in
Part 5 the referents are within reach of the students, whereas in
Part 6 the referents are not within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

The brio representations are concurrently presented and placed
within reach of the students. The respective referents are
placed ou8 of reach of the students and in positions ranging
within 45 to the right and left of midline and 45 above and
below eye level. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which
requires the students to demonsLrate scanning of both of the
representations.

Step A: Same as described in Part 3.
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Example ;,ctivity: (Phase IV, Part 6, Step K)

The student is shown two pictures, one of the teacher (Jan) and
one of a peer, presented in a diagonal arrangement above eye
level. "Yuma, lool: at the pictures, Jan and Mike. The student
visually scans both pictures and is taLen to the teacher and nike
who are playing a game.

PnsE V: TEACHING SC:t!NING OF TWO OBJECTS CR PERSONS PRIOR TO TFE SELEC-
T= CF ;..NE 07 THE C3JE:TS ca r7RSONS WHEr TFE OBJECTS OR PE'.SONS
ARE CUNCU7,RENTLY P7.ESE:TED .14'0 r:O CUES IRE GIVEN TO PERFOM

Teachin- or verifyirr that students can perform discrete attions which
indic,te scEnning f t\gp objects or o'rsrms and selection of o-e of
the olijects or perscy.s when the o'aiects or persons are concurrent!y
prescrted cHd thc stuJents are qiven tyo consecutive cues to perfor.:1
scznninl End selection.

Part 1: TeEchin, or veriryinq that students can consecutively per-
forn discrete actions which Hd;cJto scanning of two o!)lects or
persons zre concurrently presented within reach of the szudents
pnd seloction of ono of the oLli cts or eerscs whwl liver two
consecutive cues to p.:.rforl scEnninq and selection.

lnstructi onal Procedure

T-0 Oiffereet objects or persons are ',..-ncurrently 7-e^te-4 =nd
placed within reach of the students. The teacher issues two
consecutive cues; the first cue will require the students to
demonstrate suInning of 5oth objects or persons and the second
cue will require the stments to make a selection action toward
one of the objects or persons.

The ob;ects or persons should be placed at the eye level and mid-
line position at which the students have previously (Phase IV)

demonstrated criterion perforiance with the least difficulty
for Steps A, B, and C.

Step Two objects or persons are in a horizontal array.

Step B: Two objects or persons are in a vertical array.

Step C: Two objects or persons are in a diagonal array.

Ste0 D: Two objects or pursons are 13aced in at least five
different positions ranging within 45 to the Tight, and
left of the midline and 45 above and below eye level and
are in a horizontal array.

Step E; Two objects or persons arc pcl)aced in at least five
different positions renjing within 45 to the right and
left of the midline and 45 a;)ove and below eye level and
arc in a vertical array.
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Step F: Two objects or persons are pcliaced in at least five
different positions rgnging within 45 to the right and left
of the midline and 45 above and below eye level and are in
a diagonal array.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form theactions required in e.ch of Steps A through F within
three seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the student should correctly perrorm the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different sets of objects or persons;
c) in at least two instructional settings; and
d) in reaction to at least two sets of consecutive verbal

or non-verbal cues to perform; at least one of which
allows self-selection by the student.

Example Activity: (Phase V, Part 1, Step A)

During a playtime the teecher presents a puzzle and a book in
a horizontal array on the floor in front of the student. The
teacher says, "Look, a puzzle and a book. Take the book."
The student looks at each object individually and the student
picks up the book and beyins to look at it.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively per-
form discrete actions which indicate scanning of two objects or per-
sons which are concurrently presented not within reach of the stu-
dents and selection of one of thc oblects or persons when given two
consecutive cues to perform scanning and selection.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 the objects or persons are within reach, whereas in Part 2
the objects or persons are not within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

Two different objects or persors art. concurrently presented and
are not within reech of the students. The teacher issues one
cue which rec,uircs the students to demonstrate scanning of both
objects or persons and to make a selection action toward one of
the objects or persons. The objects or persons should be placed
at the cye level and midline position at which the students had
previously demonstrated criterion perfor,lance with the least
difficulty for Steps 3, and C.

.Step Follow Steps through Las in Part 1.
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Criterion Performance

Same as described :n Part 1.

Example .ctivity: (Plicse V, Part 2, Step A)

The recreation supervisor says to Louis, PLook at Dick and
Martha. Pick one of your frieods for a partner!" Louis looks
at both his peers and go.:..s over and takes Martha's hand.

Part 3: Toochinl or verifvini !7!:tr,nts can consecutiv:lv tYr-
form discrete acti ns Olich indir:to Eccnning of two rcorcscnt:tions;
one is a represenation of en obj:c r person, the other is a repre-
sentation of nJthin (a bn) nd se1cction of ore of the repre-
sentations wheo given two c:nse-:.Itive cues to Perfori seanninq and
selection. The representations :1-+: coeurrentl presented
reach of the students and f-hcoL?ject or Person referent is also
within rech of the students.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 3 is essentially that in
Part 1 objects or persons arc presented, whereas in Part 3 two repre-
sentations and one referent arc presented.

Instructional Procedure

The t-o represuntations aru concurrently presented within reach
of the students. The referent is piaced wighin reach of Ow
students and in positions ganging within 45 to the right and
left of the midline and 45 above and below eye level. The
teacher issues two consecutive cues; the first cue will require
the students to demonstrate scanning of both representati.ins
and the second cue will requir.2 the students to make a selection
action toward one of the representations.

The representations should Pe placed at the eye level and midline
position at which the students have previously (Phase IV) demon-
strated criterion perforioance with the least difficulty for
Steps B, and C.

Step The representations are in a horizontal array.

Step The represE,ntations are in a vertical array.

Step The representations are in a diagonal array.

Step D: The representatiens are placsd in at least five
differenL positions ranging within 45 to the riqht and
left of the midline and 45 above and 5elow eye level,
and are in a horizontal array.

Stop E: The representations are placsd in at least five
different positions ranging within 45 to the rieht and
left of the midline and 45 above and below eye level,
and are in a vertical array.
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Sten 17: 7.cpresenLE:ions cre pleccd in rt ics five eiffercnt
rsnn;, !.; to ,he riqht, End left of the r.id-

line and 1:5 aoove and below eye level, and are in a diagonal

array.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested th_t students should be taught to correctly
perform .he ectiohs require in eech ol :tups Lhrou:dh ithin

three seconds of c,ccher cu e. on thrc.! consecutive OCCESions.
In addition, the student should correctly perForm the actions
of concern:

a) in recction to the cLcs of at least two p2rsons;
b) using at least two different sets of representations

and referents;
c) in at least two instructio-al settings; and
d) in reaction to at least tuo sets of consecutive verbal

or non-ve.-bal cues to p,rform; at least one of uhich
allows self-selection by the student.

ExEmple 'Jllese V, 7cr: 1, acp 3

The teacher places E bn ccrd end a photo,reph of the teacher
intern concurren.ly in Fronc oF ,ha scuc:cnt in a vertizel -rrLy.
The te7erer intern is sterdir, to the left oF the
teeehc.. "Loc% E, .h: Fi_d Thc un
ILRY:s aL eich rdpreentcziun and then touches che 7hoto of the
teacher intern. The teacher intern te:es the studenc out for
a wall:.

Part I:: Tcechinz or verifvir4 that students ccn consecutively per-
form discrete actions which indicEtc scEnninq of two representations;
one is c representation of en ob'ect or ocrson, the other is a repre-
sentation of nothinl (a blan!; end selection of one of the represen-
tations when 4iven Lwo consecu:ive cues co perforl sccnnin, and
selecci:... The renresentEtios concurizr:tiv 7rcsertaC -i.hin
roch rc:-rrml is

stu'rn.:s.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in

Part 3 the referent is within reach, whereas in Part 4 the referent
is not within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

The two representations are ccncurrently presented within reach
of the stuients. The referent is not within reach of the stu-
dents and in posi8ions ranging within 450 to the right and left
of midline and 45 above and below eye level. The teacher :ssues
two consecutive cues; the first cue will require the students to
demonstratt: scanning of both representations and the second cue
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will require the students to make a selection action tow'ard one
of the repr-sentations. Thc representations should be placed
at the eye level and nidline position ct which the students have
previously (rhose )V) denohs.reted criterion performance with
thc least difliculty for Steps ;, B, and C.

Follow Steps through F as in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described i Part 3.

E>:ample .t.ctivity: !Phase V, Port 1!, Step C)

Thc lunch room supervisor presents two cards flat on the table
in a donal array. Cne is blank, the other onc has a large
'UT." The student is asked, "Loo:. at thc cards. Do you want
to cot or not?' The student looks at both cards and then points
to the blon!:. The student is given nothing to eat and the cards
arc removed.

Lift 5: Teachin or vcrifyini that students can consecutively per-
form discrete actions which indicote scanninl of two renr2sentations;
both ere of objects or rso:ls; and selectien of one of the_repre-
sentotiens when given to cens,cutive cues to perforn scanning and
srler,tinn. Thr rrnresrntaticns are enncurrentl_l oresented within
r(...Lch SLLS zrc 3!CC rcE-c!-, cf

the stm:ents.

Thc difference between Part 3 and Part 5 is essentially that in
Part 3 onc representation is a blank and the other is of an object
or person, whereas in Part 5 both representations are of objects or
persons.

Instructional Procedure

Thc two representations are concurrently presented within reach
of the students. The respective referegts are also placed with-
in reach in poitions ranging within 45 to the right and left of
midline and 45 above ene belo, eyc level. The teaciler issues
two consecutive cucs; the first cuc will requirc the students to
demonstrate scanning of both represer.tatiens and the second cuc
will require the students to make a selection action toward one
of the representations. The representations should ')c placed at
the cyc level and midline position at which the students have
previously (Phase 1'1) demonsTated criLerion performance with
the least difficulty for Steps 3. and C.

Sten A: Follow Steps through F as in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 3.
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Example Activity: ;Phase V, Part 5, Step B)

The teacher places two pictures, a bike and a wagon, in a
vertical array on a board and holds it up in front of the stu-
dent. The teacher says, "Linda, let's go for a ride. Look,

a bike end a wagon. What do you want to ride?' The student
looks at each photo and the stueent picks up the wagon photo.
The teacher puts Lhe student in the wagon next to her and takes
Linda for a ride.

Part 6: Teaching or verifying thct students can consecutively per-
form discrete actions which indicate scenning of two representations;
both are of oblects or persons; and selection ry7 one of the repre-
sentations ,;!h,2n givc,n tyo consccuLive cues to perform scanninq and
Selection. Th2 representations ere concurrently presented within
reach of the students and the referents arc not within reach of the
students.

The difference between Part 5 and Part 6 is essentially that in
Part 5 the referents are within reach, whereas in Part 6 the referents
are not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

The two representations are concurrently presented within reach
of the students. The respecti6e referents are not ,dithin reach
in position8 ranging within 45 to the right, ?no left of the mid-
line and 45 above and below eye level. The teacher issues :Iwo
consecutive cues; the first cue will require the students to demon-
strate scanning of both representations and the second cue will
require the students to make a selection action toward one of the
representations. The representations should be placed at the eye
level and midline position at which the students have previously
(Phase IV) demonstrated criterion performance with the least
difficulty for Steps A, B, and C.

Step A: Follow Steps through F as in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 3.

Example ctivity: (Phase V, Part 62 Step A)

A picture of the I.M.C. and one of the gym are placed in a hori-
zontal array in front of the student. The teacher says, ' Bill,

look at the gym picture, look at the I.M.C. picture. Where do
you want to go for recess?" The student taps his finger on each
pirture, then rests his hand on gym picture, end is walked to the

gYm.
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PH.;SE VI: TEACHING SU.NNING OF TWO ODJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO THE SELEC-
TION OF CNC: OF THE OBJECTS Ca PERSONS WHEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS
ARE CONCURRENTLY PRESENTED AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN

Teaching or verifying that stuPents can rerforn discrete actions which
r Z1 I CZ tr. Ecr nr i cf -r T r .s nl SC icc '2:11

: . h .r r,

-.r r:orm

T-cre H cr rif:inl that students can consecutively per-
fo:'m c'iser,2LL indicato scannin, cf objicts
s c., an: not . crf

the :(2 r;.:r rs n
t. -.2rfor

objecL3 or pers.ns ire concurrently presented End
p'Jced rer.ch or n. %:itl in re-:eh of the students. The
t,:.z'clier issues cue %.Hic:i rocircs the students t:j demonstrate
scanning or boji cbjects or pc:sons and to make a se:cction
eccion to..1,rd one of the objects or persons. The objects or
persons shou:d rot placed at the eye level and midline position
at which Lila suecnts previously demonstrated critcrion
performance vIth the lecst difficu'ty for Steps A, B, and C.

Fol.ow Steps throu;11 F as in 1--hc,se V, rurt 1.

Criterim ,Fnce

as descrix.0 in l'icse V, Part

' 1, f'tc2

C.urin a nusic c'ass, the student is prescnted vIth a drul and
a guitar in a vt,rticE' arr. y. The music teacher says, "John,
which instr2. cnt do you %ant? Jori loo::s at each instrulent and
then poin to the Guitar. The music teacher helps John play the
guitar.

Part 2: Teaching or v?rifyine that students can consecutively per-
for- discrete .,..ctions which indicate scanning of two representations;
one or both may be representations of objects or persons, onc may ee
a b'enl: relresentatien; and selection of one of thc representations
when given one cue to perform scanninq and selection. The repre-
sentations arc concurrently presented %,:ithin reach of the students
and the object or person referents arc not within reach of the stu-
dents.

The difference between Part land Part 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 objects or persons arc presented, whereas in Part 2 two
representations are presented.
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instructional Procedure

The two representations are concurrently presented within reach
of the students. The referent or pferents are not within reach
and in positiogs ranging within 15 to the right and left of the
midline and 45 above and below eye level. The teacher issues one
cue which requires the students to demonstrate scanning of both
representations and to ma:se a selection action toward one of the
representations. The representations should be placed at the eye
level and midline positions at which the students have previously
demonstrated criterion performance with the least difficulty for
Steps 3, and C.

Step Follow Steps A through F as in Phase V, Part 2.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Phase V, Part 2.

Example _ctivity: (Phase VI, Part 2, Step .)

The father presents a picture of pants and a picture of a dressA

at eye level in a horizontal array to the student and says,
'It's time to dress. Point to the picture of pants.' The stu-
dent loo::s at each and points to the picturc of the pants. The
pants are broull to tc student Ira-1 the closet end the stuUent
gets dessr2d.

ri= T= 7 ..Y3.17C7,

TF ---_;j777:1 Th7 C:J7CTS
OR P.7.CS CO;;CLaE:iTLY P71E3ET7ED ,n;4D .M0 CUES 7a1VEI:
TO PE.IFC:

Teachinq or vcrifin4 that studants can perForn discrete actions Yhich
indicate n7,r. thrl c ob'ects cr perscns and selection of
one of the objects or persons when the ob;ccts or persons are concer-
rently presznt...d and the students arc ivcri 0'3 consecutive cues to
perfori.; scannin4 and selectiuc.

ipcat the s.2quencc or r1v.se VI, utilLing two con-
secutive cis and lore 'than twc e)jec.s, persons, or r-._presenta-
tions. Proceed in an easy to hard secuence 'oy gradually increasing
the nu4.er of objects, pers)ns or repr,s,..nt,tions to three, four, five,
etc. In Part. 2 one of the representations should always rcpresent
'nothing' (a blanl:).

s the number of objects, persons or representations increases, the
items may need to be presented in combinations of horizontal, vertical,
and/or diaj-Jnal arrays. These colbinations Jz-..y form rows, c..lu-ins, and'or
shapes. 11 instcncrs, the students netd to taujht a scanninj
ani sc'ec.ic4. r'_ra.ejy Yith co,loiration of arrays. 's stated
in the scannij -ost t-.idely used strt.tay
is fro !, ri,h_ frt,'' top t bptto-. It is reclicnded that
this strate..iy be '.:cujht as the studentr, are recuired to cope with the
combination of arrays.
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PMSS. VIII: TP.:ElE2 SU=ING CF MORE TW.N TWO 03JECTS CR PEnSONS PRIn TO
TEE S7LECTICN OF ONE CF TEE COJ7CTS ca PERSOES t:hEN THE OBJECTS
OR PERS(JNS 12 CONCURRENTLY Pa:SENTED AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO
PERFORM

Teaching or verifying that students can perfw-m discrete actions which
indicate scanning of nore than two o')Iects or persons and selection of
one of the objects or ocrsons when che obiec,s or persons are ccncur-
rently pr sented and the students are given one cue to perform scanning
and selection.

Repeat the instructional sequence as in Phase VII, with one cue
rather than two consecutive cues given to the students to perform scanning
and selection. As in Phase VII , combinations of arrays may need to be
utilized as the number of items increases.

Introduction to Phases IX through XVII. Consecutive Presentations

The next Phases, IX through XVII, are a continuation of the scanning
and selection sequence but involve a critical change in the prescntation
of the materials. In these phases the materia ls are consecutively pre-
sented, whereas in the previous phases the presentation of materials was
concurrent. A consecutive presentation inyoives a presentation of an item
for a specified length of time, followed by a defined interval, after which
the second item is presented for a specific length of time. Both the length
of presentatinn and len:1th of the interval between presentations need to be
adjusted Sy the teacher to best facilitate scanning and selection by the
students.

In the sequence the presentation of items is initially repeated three
or four times. The students are required to scan each item as it is pre-

'sented and then make a selection action. In instances where students are
not able to perform the actions of concern upon completion of the final
presentation of items, the interval between and the length of the presen-
tations needs to be adjusted until the students can perform the actions of
concern at least during the final presentation of items. Gradually the num-
ber of times the items are presented is reduced to two, and finally to one
presentation. During these presentations the length of the presentation
and the interval between prescntations may again need to be adjusted t..)

facilitate the students performing the required actions within the number
of repeated presentations.

PI-1...SE IX: TE-.CHING SCANNING OF TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS' FACES CONSECUTIVELY
PRESENTED IN A DEFINED, REPEATING CYCLE

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete acti.ns which
indicate scannin.1 of two ob;ects or persons' faces which are consecutively
presented chrec or four tines in a defined, repeating cycle within reach
of the students.
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Part 1: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions which indicate scanning of two o'Jlects or persons' faces.
The objects or per!.cns' faces arc consecutively presented three or
four ti es in a definr!, repeating cycle within reach of the students.

lnstructi nal Procedure

Two different oajects or persons are consecutively presented in a
defined sequence three or four tiwes within reach of the stu-
dents. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which requires
the students to demonstrate scanning of both of the objects or
persons' faces. The objects are presented for a specified
length of tine and with an interval between presentations at
which the students can perform the actions of concern with the
least difficulty.

Step A: The objects or persons' faces are consecutively
presented at the midline position and at eye level.

Step 3: Theoobjects or persons' faces are consecutively
presented 45 to the right of midline and at eye level.

Step C: Theoobjects or persons' faces are consecutively
presented 45 to the left of midline and at eye level.

5tep D: The objects or persons' faces are consecutively
presented jn et least five different positions ranging
betwr.n 45- tn thc ri7ht and lnft nf nidine nd r,t eye

level.

Step E: The objects or persons' faces are consecutively
presented at midline and 45 above eye level.

A Step F: The objects or persons' faces are consecutively
presented at midline and 45 below eye level.

Step G. The objects or persons' faces are consecutively
presentedoin at least five different positions rang(i)ng
within 45 to the ri.ht and left of midline, and 45 above
and below eye level.

Criterion Performance

It is suggested that the students be taught to correctly per-
form the actions required in each of Steps , through G within
three seconds of teacher cue and on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of at least two persons;
b) using at least two different sets of objects or persons'

faces;
c) in at least two instructional settings; and
d) in reaction to at least two verbal or non-verbal cues

to perform.
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Example Activity: (Phase IX, Part 1, Step A)

Kenny is sitting on a chair in the kitchen. His mother brings
over two opened packages of Kool-Aid and says, "Kenny, let's
make Kool-Aid. This is the grape Kool-Aid!' She holds it
near Kenny's nose for three seconds then puts it down. She
prescnts the othcr package saying, 'This is the cherry Kool-
Aid!" After three seconds she puts the second package down
and they prepare two pitchers of Kool-Aid.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete
actions %,hich in,2icate scannin4 0-7 t'ao obiects or o:-rsons' Faces.
11,2 object::: or FC:75 co-ls cuzively ro-
fnur ti rs E n' 71,7- nnt within :he

The difference between Part I End Pr,rt 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 the objects or persons' feces ere within rcach, whereas in
Part 2 the objects or persons' feces are not within reach.

Instructionol Procedure

Two different objects or persons' faces are consecutively pre-
sented in a defined secuence, three or four tiles and ere not
within reach of the students. The teacher issues an appropriate
cue which rec,uiros the students oo dr--,onscrete scann1113 of both
nf thc o'ljects or persors' Fe.res. The obj('cts Ar- precenrcd for
specMed lenjth of ti2 and with an intervai between presenta-

tions aL ';hich the s-ud.n:s cen p-rfors1 the actions ol concern
with thc least: difficulty.

Step A: Follow :tcps throujh 2 es in Pert 1.

Perecr-cr

Sale as d.:,seri_ed in rE-t 1.

F:j?n: Pert ', Step 2)

John end his pe:,.rs arc beir instrucLed in table setting s'Alls.
The teacher requests Bill and Sue, John's peers, to get a cup
and then tells John, "John, watch Sue and Bill get their cJps."
John watches first Sue, than Dill per-:"orm the t sk. Then John
is given his turn.

Part : Teachinq or verif,,in. thet students c, ocrforn discrete
rctio s sc -:' --2erosicns; is 7

r ;s r rr-_sen r-.TDr1
cr 4 7: s
se Tn rc--ttir, cyc'- iNn
r:r6. .S. 7: or rcrc. i s

boLh ithin rn' n.: 1 hr rerch of t:;,7
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The difference between Part 2 and Part 3 is essentially that in

Part 2, two objects or persons are presented within reach of the stu-

dents, whereas in Part 3 to representations are presented within

reach.

Instructional ProcedJre

Two representations are consecutively presented in a defined

sequence three or four tiiles within reach of the students.

The referent is placed bothowithin and not within reach in

positips ranging within 45 to the right and left of midline,

and 45 above and bclou cye level. The teacher issues an

appropriate cue which requires the students to demonstrate
scanning of both of the representations. The representations

are presented for a specified length of time and with an in-
terval between presentations at which the students can perform

the actions of concern with the least difficulty.

Step A: Follow Steps through G as in Part 1, using rep-

resentations rather then objecLs or persons.

A Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase IX, Part 3, Step .7;)

The teacher presents a photoph of P neArby toy for four

seconds and then a blank card for four seconds. Both are pre-

sented at the student's midline and eye level, as the teacher
directs Eric to loo:: at each. The sequence is repeated again

and Eric loo!:s at each photo again. As the toy photograph

appears the third time the tojt is pdshed closer to Eric and

4 "nothing" is given when the blank card appears the third time.

Part 4: Teaching or verifying that students can _perform discrete
actions which indicate scanninq of two representations of objects

or persons. The representations are consecutively presented three

or four tines in a defined repeating_cycle within reach of the stu-

dents. The object or person referents are presented both within and
not within reach of the students.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in

Part 3 one object or person representation and one blank repre-
sentation were presented whereas in Part 4 two object or person

representations are presented.

Instructional Procedure

Two representations are consecutively presented in a defined
sequence three or four times within reach. The referents are

placed both within a.id not within reach in positions ranging
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within 45° to the right and left of midline aml 45° above and
below eye level. The teacher issues an appropriate cue which
requires the students to demonstrate scanning of both of the
reprcsentations. The representations are presented for a spe-
cified length of time and with an' interval between presenta-
tions at which the students can perform the actions of concern
with the least difficulty.

Step A: Follow Steps A through G as in Part 1, using
representations rather than objects or persons.

Criterion Perfornance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example ;,ctivity: (Phase IX, Part 4, Step B)

Nick is sitting on the living room couch and the television
is to his right. His father w.lks to the set and says, 'Nick,
let's look at the programs that are on. Two channels are shown
to Nick, three consecutive times. Then Nick's father selects
a program for them to watch together.

PW.SE X TEACFING SCI!NNINS OF TWO 03JECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO THE SELECTION
OF ONE OF THE 03JECTS OR PERLONS WHEN TrE OBJECTS OR PERSONS !IRE
CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED NO CUES .PRE GIVEN TO PERFOR:1

Teaching_ or verifying that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate scanning of two objects or persons prior to the selection of
one. The objects or persons are consecutively presented three or four
times in a defined, repeating cycle and the students are given two
consecutive cues to perform scanning and sciection.

Part 1- Teaching or verif in that students can consecutivel
perforn discrete actions which indicate scanning of two objects or
persons' faces and selection of one of the objects or persons' faces
when given two consecutive cues to perform scanning and selection.
The objects or persons' faces are consecutively presented three or
four tines in a defined, repeating cycle within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

The objects or persons' faces are consecutively presented in a
defined sequence three or four times within reach. The teacher
issues two consecutive cues; the first cue will require the stu-
dents to demonstrate scanning of the objects or persons' faces and
the second cue will require the students to make a selection
action toward on.2 of the objects or persons' faces. The objects
or persons' face:, in Steps through D, are placed at the eye level
at which the students demonstrated criterion performance in
Phase IX, Part 4 with the least difficulty. In addition, the
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objects are presented for a specified length of time and with an
interval ccn pres:ntations at ich hL stuCcr.'_s most cEsily

perfor sca:Inirj End selt_ctin i.; ; _nr...7 or foil- prcsen-

.. teciens.

A

..:7) A: ThL objects or persons' races arc presenccd at thc
midlinc position.

Step 3: The objects or persons' faces are presented to the
riqht of midlinc.

Step q: The objects or persons' faces are presented to the
1cF: of midline.

7: Th- objects or p rsol s' Frc-s Z;rC.. presented Et rive

dirrre,t posi_ie,a +.iLhin L5 to Ihe richt and lefr..

of midline, and 1:5 above and balow cyc level.

CriLerior., rerformance

It is su:gested that students should be taught to correctly per-
form thc actions requircd in each cf St,_ps .L through E within
three seconds of teacher cue cA three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in react:en to tLe cucs or least tYc parscrs;
p) using et least t+.o dirfercnt objecLs;
c) in Et 'east Lwo instructi:,1z1 set,:in,s;
d) in rerction to r. least two sets of consecutive verba'

or non-verbal cues; at leest one or which allows self-
se:ection by the s_ueent; end

e) v.ith the ol*,ct: or perso.s' faces presented at three
eye

Example ...ctivity: 7Er ' Step 7)

On a trip to the 200 snae.s ere being purchased from a rotating
vendiog machine. On Sarah's turn the teacher pushes the button
and says, 'Sarah, Toe: Et Lhe e2ples and oranges then point to
the one you want.- Sarah witches as thc fruits pass in front of
a viewer window and on the fourth rotation touches the window
which contains an apple. The teacher and Sarah then deposit a
quarter and take out the apple.

Part 2: Tcr:hint cr _h:t s.r.rts cE.1 :orcutivc''rer-
forr.i i_ns i sc,;iir4 DF L.J or

sons' rl '7 r. 7')i.:ct.F Dr rer ons' ccs
uhr,n . c 1 tnrir. se'cctioo.
The c,1)::c:5 r r-c-s r orescr-xe .hrce or
four ti ies 1;; c;cle ro: within r_ach of ch.:

students.
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The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that in

Part 1 the objects or persons are within reach, whereas in Part 2
the objects or persons are not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

The objects or persons' faces are consecutively presented in a
defined sequence three or four times and are not within reach.
The teacher issues two consec,..tive cues; the first cue will re-
quire the students to demonstrate scanning of the objects or
persons' faces and the second cue will requirc the students to
make a selection action toward one of the objects or persons'

faces. The objects or persons' faces, in Steps A through D
are placed at the eye level at which the students demonstrated

criterion performance in Phasc: IX Part with the least dif-

ficulty. In addition, the object; or persons' faces are pre-
sented for a spe...ified length of time and with an interval be-
tween presentatiur.s at which the students most easily perform
scanning and selection within the three or four presentations.

Step A: Follow Steps A through C. as in Part 1.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.

Example .^,ctivity: (Phase X, Part 2; Step 0)

The recess supervisor comes to the classroom door to take Bruce
to a recess roan. He holds up a record and a ball in v3rying

positions above Bruce's eye level and says, "Bruce, here's a
record. Here's a ball. Watch again and then show me the ball."
Bruce watches as each is held up and then raises his arm and
smiles when the ball appears for the third time. A

Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively per-
corm discrete actions which indicate scanning of two representations;
one of which is a representation of nothing (a blank); and selection
of one of the representations hen given two consecutive cues to per-
form scanning and selection. The representations are consecutively
presented three or four times within reach of the students and the
referehts are placed both within and not within reach.

The difference between Part 2 and Part 3 is essentially that in
Part 2 oblects or persons are presented within reach, whereas in Part
3 the representations are presented within reach and the referents
are both within and not within reach.

Instructional Procedure

Two representations, ore of which is a representation of nothing
(a blank), are consecutively presented in a defined sequence three
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or four times within reach. The teacher issues two consecutive
cues; the first cue will require the students to demonstrate
scanning of the representations and the second cue will mquire
the students to make a selection action toward one of the repre-
sentations. The referent is placed bsth within and not within
reach in positigns rznging within 45 to the ri:411t. and 'eft of
midlinc, and 45 allove nd v:lew eye level. The representations,
in Steps ,; through n, are plced at the eye level at which the
students demonstrated criterion performance in Phase IX, Part 4
with the least difficulty. In addition, the representations are
presented for a specified length of time and with an interval
between presentations at which the students most easily perform
scanning and selection within the three or four presentations.

Step The representations are presented at the midline
position.

Step 3: The representations are presented 450 to the
ri(ht of midline.

Step C: The representations are presented
5°

to the
left of midline.

,Step D: The representations arc prssented at five dif-
ferent positions ranging between 45 to the right and left
of midlinc.

step g: The representations are presented at five dif-
ferent positions ranjing within 45

cd

to the right and left
of midline, and 45

o
above and below eye level.

Criterion Perforlance

It is suggested that students should be taught to correct;y per-
form the actions required in each of Steps 2% through E within
three seconds of teacher cue on three consecutive occasions.
In addition, the students should correctly perform the actions
of concern:

a) in reaction to the cues of et least two persons;
b) using at least two different representations and one

different referent;
c) in at least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to at least two sets of consecutive verbal

or non-verbal cues; at least one of which a.lows self-
selection by the student; and

e) with the representations presented at three eye levels.

Example :,ctivity: (Phase X, Part 3, Step 3)

Before a hike the aide brings over a blan': card and a coat
picture on a rotating index card file and presents it to the
left of Sean's midline on his lap tray. The aide says, 'Sean,
you need your coat for the hike. Look at the cards and show
me the coat card." Scan turns the knob which rotates the cards.
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Fear, rotst_cs Ike cards a second Line then turns to the coat
card. The c.idc then tz..!.es Sean 'co the halllway coat rack and
Se:-.n gets his coat on.

rart b: To,-chin- or verifying that students can consecutively per-
forn discrete cc'jons uhich indicoLe scanning of too representa-
tions of objects or porsens Grid selecci,n of one of the represen-
tations uhen _liven two consecutive cues to _perform scarning and
selection. The reRresentations are consecutively presented three
or four tines oithin reach of the studenLs and the referents are
placed both within and not within reach of the students.

The difference between Part 3 and Part 4 is essentially that in
Part 3 an object or perso-1 representation and a blank card are pre-
sented, whereas in Part 4 both the representations presented are
object or person representations.

Instructional Procedure

The representations are consecutively presented in a defined
bcquence three or four times within reach. The teacher issues
two consecutive cues; the f:rst cue will require the students to
demonstrate scanning of the representations and the second cue
will require the students to make a selection action toward one
of the representations. The referents are placed bgth within
and not within reach in poscitions ranging within 45 to the right
and left of midline, and 45 above and below eye level. The
representations, in Steps A through D. are placed at the eye
level at which the students demonstrated criterion performance
in Phase IX, Part 4 with the least difficulty. In addition, the
representations are presented for a specified length of time and
with an interval between presentations at which the students most
easliy perform scanning and selection within the three or four
presentations.

Step A: Follow Steps A through E as in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 2.

Example ;,ctivity: (Phase X, Part 4, Step

Beth is seated on a chair in the family den with the record
player on the floor to her right. Her brother consecutively
presents two record covers at her midline on her lap. He
presents a Sesame Street record cover and then a marching band
cover, saying, "Beth, look at these and put your hand on the one
you want to hear." The record covers are shown twice and on
the third presentation of the Sesame Street cover Beth places
her hand on it. The record is then played.
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Part 5: Teaching or verifyini that students can consecutively

perform discrete actions uhich indicate scanning of two repre-
sentations; one or both nay bc_representations of oblects or per-

sons one riLly bc E blrnk representation. and selection of one of
the renresentations yhen_aiven tvo consecutive cues to per-farm

sc;inning and sc'ecti n. Tc represz:ntations arc consecutively.

presentcd three or four ti-es in a eeJined, repeating cycle with-

in reach of the stuicnts and the referents arc placed bpth within and

not within reach of the students.

The difference between Part 4 and Part 5 is essentially that in

Part 4 to representations of objects or persons are presented,
whereas in Part 5 two representations are presented, one of which

may bc a blaWe card.

Instructional Procedure

The two representations are consecutively presented in a defined

sequnnce thrcc or four times within reach. The teacher issues

two consecutive cues; the first cue will require the students to
demonstrate scanning of the representations and the second cue
will require the students to make a selection action toward one
of the representations. The referents are placed b8th within
and not within reach in positions ranging within 45 to the ri(ht

and left of midline and 45 above and below eye level. The repre-

sentations, in Steps through 0, are placed at the eye level at
which the students demonstrated uliterion performonce in Phase
IX, Part 4 with the least difficulty. In addition, the renre-
sentations are presented for a specified length of time and with
an interval between presentations at which the students most
easily perform scanning and selection within the three or four

presentations.

Step A: Follow Steps ,k through E as in Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 3.

Example Activity: (Phase X, Part 5, Step B)

Pietro and Tom are playing a board game with their teacher.
It's Pictro's turn to spin the pointer either to candy canes
(and move one space forward) or to the blank space (and move
one space backward). Pietro spins the pointer and tracks it

until it lands on the blank space. His token is moved back
one space and Tan takes his turn.

PHASE XI: TEACHING SCANNING OF TIJO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO THE SELECTION
OF ONE OF Tr: OBJECTS CR PERSONS wrEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS ARE
CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED P,ND ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM
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Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate scanning of t..o o5jects or persons prior to the selection of
one when the obi2cts or per--_-ons are consecutively presented three or four
tines and the studen_s are civcn or,-2 cuo to perforri scanning and selec-
tion.

Part 1: Teaching or vcrfHn ht nts cel consecutively per-
form discrcto er

c I

rtc.75

i17I nrcsLn:,c! or
four 1_ c reach or the stu-
dents.

Instruction.:1 Pr,-7.c2r2 TC

Two dirlarcnt ob.,::cts or ;-,c.rsuis' f_ees cre co ,secutively pre-
sentrd in a C:fiht.'' scc,u-kz- lrccr feur ti, es within r....ach.
The Lecch2r issues cu i.s J scudents to demon-
stra.e scnr.n.; ( f end i.e a
se lc C. ir i rci -f r Th(
objcc,s or ;- _1,ouji p'cc,cd at the
eye ! .rz nrfto :-)crror-
anc- flcr: ,h ,h, 'r C I _y. In addi tion,
th,2 obcLs rr p-, rut- cf
tine chd ih rv, _ Ihe su-

Elk! . ILI- the
three or foLx

Sten Follow Steps 1. thrrmjh E as in Phase X, Part I.

Cr i te r i on Prrurncc

Same as desc.ribed in M.: SC X , Part 1.

Example 'ctivi: im 7:r- 1, Step 1!)

:nne is s,:ated se1,o1 . InjrcOients
for clic:olat, i" l'k c,c plz.crd on en

s rijh.. Thr Lueck-Jr _urns on
the '::y sus,fl CrV! . p .hr :::HL,nn when
is in rr L c L.'! rLss 'xi three
ti-rf?s st. pr son '.1rn thc mil:. is cl3s(5t to
hc.r. The ont p-Jr Lhe ,111 Land prepare to mix in
the chocolatc:.

Part 2: Tcn, o v,.!rir-in4 thc.t st.!:.!ents ccr consecutively per-
form disr.r(A,.: acti indicat- s,-..cnninA of two objects or per-
sons faces and sciectin of or),, of Ow oUipcts or persons' faces when
given_onc cue L4.2,Jrforo scnnnina and selection,_ The objects or per-
sons' faces are consecutively _presented three or four tires in a
defined, repeating cyc;r rot within reach of ,he s,:uc:ents.
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The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that
in Part 1 the objects or persons are presented within reach of the
students, whereas in Part 2 the objects or persons are not within
reach of the students.

Instructional Procedurc

Two different objectsor persons' faces are consecutively pre-
sented in a defined sequence three or four tines not within
reach. The teacher issues one cue which requires the students
to deonstrate scanning of each object and to make a selection
action toward one of the objects or persons. The objec.s or
persons' faces, in steps throujh 0, are placed at the eye
level at which the students demonstrated criterion perfornance
in Phase X, Part 5 with the least difficulty. In addition,

the objects or perL,ons arc prestnted for a specified length
of tiie and with an interval between presentations at which the
students most easily perform scanning and selection within
the three or four pretentations.

Step A: Follow Steps ,1 through E as in Phase X, Part 1.

Cri Jrion Performance

Same as described in Phase X, Part 1

(Phnse XI, Part 7, c,teo F)

Cindy is helping her mother prepare dessert. A bowl of choc-
olate frostinj is presented to her, then a bowl of vanilla
frosting. Her mother asks, 'Cindy, which one do you want to
spread on the cupcakes?" Cindy watches (and tastes each one)
as her modler consecutively presents them again. On the third
presentation Cindy points to the chocolate frosting, which she
is given and helped to spread on the cupcakes.

Part 3: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively
perform discrete nctions which indicate scanning of two repre-
sentations; one or both iay be representaLions of odects or
persons', nne may be a blipnk representation; and selection of one
of the representaions whcn given or,c cLk-, to.perforn scanning and
selection. The representations arc consecutively presented three
or four tines in a defined, r.:_peaLin,..cy.c:c within reach of 'he
studentst and ',he refcren'Ls are pLecd both within i,nd not with-
in reach of the students.

The eif-rcrclicc rirt 2 ;..-1(.! rart ; is essenLir!ly 1:4 t in

0.127 nr yhLrci. s in rzl
re pi%s_nt,..d.

Instrncin1,7* ^rocIure

The represcntations arc consecuLiycly presLned in a defined
sequJnce LiIrcc: or four tir-cs Htkin recch. The tez-cher issees
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frir Cie which rec.uires the stueehLs t3 denonstrate scenninj of
eech object. and to ne'.e r selection action toward ono of the
representations. The referents zre placed bothowithin end
not yiLhin retch in positiogs renjin..; x-ithin 45 to the right
and lLft of midline, end 45 ebovc and below eye level. The
representations, in Seeps through D, arc placed at the eye
level at which the students demonstrated criterion performance
in Phase X, Part 5 with the least difficulty. In addition,
the representations are presented for a specified length cf
time and with an interval between presentations at which the
students most easily perform scanning and selection within
the three or four presentations.

Step A: Follow Steps A through E as in Phase X, Part 3.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Phase XI, Part 3.

Example Activity: (Phc.se XI, Part 3, Steg A)

During recess an older student presents Benjie with a view
master containing two pictures. The older student says,
"Benjie, pick a game for us to play!" 3enjie pushes the
button and looks at each picture. rifter the frames are seen
three tines, Benjie stops at a picture of a ball. The older
student gets a ball. He and Benjie play toss and catch.

PHASE XII: TEACHING SCANNING OF MORE TFLN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR
TO TEE SELECTION OF CNE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSCHS WHEN THE
OBJECTS CR PERSONS ARE CCNSECUTIVELY PRESENTED AND CNE CUE
IS GIVEN TO PERFORM

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate scanning of more than two objects or p,-rsons prior to the se-
lection of one when the obiects are consecutively presented three or
four times and the students arc given one cue to perform scanning and
selection.

Repeat the instructional sequence of Phase XI using more than two
objects, persons, or representations. Proceed in an easy to hard
sequence by gradually increasing the numboer of objects, persons or
representations to three, four, five, etc. In Part 3 one of the rep-
resentations should always represent 'nothing" (a blank).

PHASE XIII: TEACHING SCANNING OF TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO THE SE-
LECTICN OF ONE CP THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE OBJECTS OR
PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED AND TWO CUES ARE GIVEN
TO PERFORM
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iLir_ tht t t.Hcnts ctperfrr l d iscrete act i ons
. , t. o f; or rsows, r-,ri or to the se lect ion of

,- re c.,-,nsecuti ve ly erc sente:.! tv,ice in

!..L cnd students ore ;iven t; ) consecutive
in.. , !-C t

7

; i fyin th t stuc!cnts con consecutively
i rs I I I te SC< On; ii ] Of tWO 0:ii(Ct5

1'...:1 t to ocrforn
r) C.. ts ),-.,rscns ' feces are con-

,- i f 1 r L 5C en c , cc ,
t .

7 I- F r, ct),1s..c, ;Liv: prTsente,.' in
i _! nut .i Lit c

- I ; ii,: first. c,le I require
el L';;;_. .-.)ect!, or c_rsons
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c) in et least two instructional settings;
d) in reaction to ct least two sets of consecutive ver-

bal or nen-verbal cues; at least one of which allows
self-selection by the student; and

e) with the objects or persons' faces presented at three
eye levels.

Exalple Activity: (Phase XIII, Part 1, Step D)

The physical education instructor consecutively presents a
ball and a scooter board in positions to the left and right
of Marcy and says, "Marcy, look at the equipment and show
me which one you want. Marcy watches as each is presented
and nods when the bell is presented the second time. The
ball is tossed to Marcy and she and her peers take turns
playing catch.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that stueents can consecutively
perForm discrete actinns which ineicate scanninq of two repre-
sentations; onc or both ruy be reprq5entations of ob'ects or
persons, one flry be a blan'. reprt:.sentr,tion; and selection of
ono of tho reoresentations when given two consecutive cues to
perform scanninl and selection. The representations are con-
secutively presented in c (1finedi reocated seauence twice, with-
in recch of t'fie, students and the referents are placed both with-
in and .,,ot within rach of the st..d.-nts.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that in
Part 1 objects or persons' faces are presented whereas in Part 2
representations are presented.

Instructional Procedure

The Vd0 representations are consecutively presented in a

defined sequence two times.within reach. The teacher issues
two consecutive cues; the first cue will require the students
to make a selection action toward one of the representations.
The referents are placed bosh within and not within reach in
positigns ranging within 45 to the ri4ht and left of midline
and 45 above and below eye level. The representations, in
Steps A through D, are placed at the eye level at which the
students demonstrated criterion performance in Phase XII with
the least difficulty. In addition, the representations are
presented for a specified lenjth of time and with an interval
between presentations at which the students most easily per-
form scanning and selection within the two presentations.

Step ,'..: Follow Steps .24 through E as in Part 1, using
representations in place of objects or persons.

Criterion Performance

Same as described in Part 1.
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Example ,ctivity: (Phase XIII, Part 2) Step E)

A film loop viewer is put on a table to the left of Leah,
who is seated at the table. The librarian says, "Leah,
turn the Lnob and look at each of your two friends, then
turn to the one you want to work with." Leah turns to each
frame, starts over and stops at the first frame, showing
Janet. Leah then joins Janet in a group task.

.1:\SE XIV: TP,CHINS SC!NNING OF T./0 OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR TO THE
SELECTION OF ONE CF THE 03JECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE OBJECTS
OR PERSONS !RE CCNSECUTIVELY PRESENTED AND ONE CUE IS SIVEN
TO PERFORM

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate sconning of two objects or persons prior to the selection of
one when the objects or nelsons ore consecutively presented twice in
a defined, reneated cycle and Lilo students are given one cue to per-
form scanning_and selection.

Part 1: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively,
perform discrele acti,ns which indicat, scEnni.al_and selection
of two ob'ects or ncrsons' faces when elven one cue to perform
both.scannAng end selection. Tho objects or persons' faces are
consecuLivuly pl-cscni.cd in a defined, repeat,Fd secuence Lw:ce,
within ard rlDt Hthin rt-.2ch of thn stJe,nts.

Instruction:1 Procedurc

The objects or persons' faces are consecutively presented in
a defined sequence ONO times within and not within reach.
The teacher issues one cue which requires the students to
demonstrate scanning of each object or person and to make a
selection action toward one of the objects or persons. The
objects or persons' faces, in Steps A through E, are placed
at the eye level at which the students demonstrated criterion
performance in Phase XIII, Part 1 with the least difficulty.
In addition, the objects or persons are presented for a spe-
cifLed length of time and witf an interval between presenta-
tions at which the students most easily perform scanning and
selection within the two presentations.

Step A: Follow Steps through E as in Phase XIII, Part 1.

Criterion Performence

Same as described in Phase XIII, Part 1.

Example ;ctivity: (Phase XIV, Part 1, Step A)

The aide consecutively presents Claire with her swimsuit and
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a towel. "Claire, here are your swim things. Get dressed
for swimming." Claire looks as each is presented to her
right side, then selects her swimsuit as it is next pre-
sented and gets dressed.

Part 2: Teaching or verifying that students can consecutively
perform discrete actions which in-Her...Le scenninA of two repre-
sentations; o.-Ir or "IPth reltions of o);ects or
persons, y rv renres?rt:tic2n; ard se!Pction of one
of the recrripns \Hi ;iven oro cve to Perform bo:-h scan-
ning and scictinr. Th re-)re9enions arc conseLutivr,lv pre-
sented in c defired, repeated ego-nee twice, within reach of
the students end the referents are placed both within and not
within reach of the students.

The difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is essentially that
in Part 1 obiects or persons' faces are presented, whereas in
Part 2 representations are presented.

Instructional Procedure

The representations are consecutively presented in a defined,
sequence two times within reach. The teacher issues one cue
which requires the students to demonstrate scanning of each
object and to make e selection action toward one of the repre-
sentations. The rcfcrents arc ploced both within end not
within reach in positions ranginj within 45 to the right and
left of rlidline, and /-!5u above and below eye level. The repre-
sentations, in Steps A throujh D, are placed at the eye level
at which the students demonstrated criterion performance in

Phase XIII, Part 1 with the least difficulty. In addition,
the representetions are presented for a specified length of
time and with an interval between presentations at which the
students most easily perform scanning and se:ection within the
two representations.

Step A: Follow Steps A through E as in Phase XIII, Part
1, using representations in plare of objects or persons.

Criterion Performance

Same as described ig Phase XIII, Part 1.

Example ;,ctivity: (Phase XIV, Part 2, Step )

At snack time the occupational therapist presents a book with
two pages; one showing a drink, the other a cookie; to the
right of Jamie's nidline and on the table. The therapist
turns the pages, saying, 'Jamie, choose what you want.' The
pages are turned over again and the student points to the
cookie picture.
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pHAs_E xv: IEACP1Nq SCANNING OF MORE THAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS PRIOR
TO TIT SELECTILN OF UE OF THE G3JECTS OR PERSONS WHEN THE
OBJECTS 01 PERSONS ARE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED AND ONE CUE
IS GIVEN TO PERFORM

Teaching or verifyina that students can perform discrete actions which
indicate scannin-. of more. than twe objects or persons prior to the
selection of one when the obects or persons arc consecutively pre-
sented twice in a defined repeated cycle and the students are given
one cue to perform scanninl and selection.

Repeat the instructional sequence of Phase XIV using more than
two objects, persons or representations. Proceed in an easy
to hard sequence by gradually increasing the number of objects,
persons or represcntations to three. four, five, etc. In Part
2, one of the representations should al.3ys represent "nothing''
(a blank).

PHASE XVI: TEACHING SUNNING Or TWO VJECTS CR PERSONS WHEN THE OBJECTS
OR PERSCNS 1.E COFCUTIVELY FI,FSEkTED AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN
TO PERFO1M

Teaching or verifying that students con perform discrete actions
which indicate scanning of two objects or persons prior to the se-
lection of one when the ob'ects or_persons are consecutively pre-
sented twice hi a defined, repeated cyule and Chc students are
elven one cue to 2frform scannin ard selection.

Part 1: Teaching or verifyirs that students can consecutively
perform discrete actions which indicate scanning and selection
of two objects or persons' faces when given one cue to_perform
scanning and selection. The obiects or _persons' faces are consecu-
tively pres,:nted once, in a defined sequence both within and not
within reach of the students.

Instructional Procedure

Two different objects or persons' faces are consecutively pre-
sented once in a defined sequence both within and not within
reach. The teacher issues one cue which requires the students
to demonstrate scanning of each object or person and to make
a selection action toward one of the objects or persons. The
objects or persons, in Steps A throujh D, are placed at the
eye level at which the st.udents demonstrated criterion per-
formance in Phase XV with the least difficulty. In addition,
the objects arc presented for a specified length of time and
with an interval between presentations at which the students
most easily perform scanninj and selection within the one
presentation.

Step Follow Steps . through E as in Phase XIV, Part 1.
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Criterion Performance

Same as described in Phase XIV, Part 1.

Example Activity: (Phase XVI, Part 1, Step E)

The mother and her child are waiting for the school bes to
arr;ve in the morning. The mother tells the child, "Watch
for your bus.' A car and a bus approach the house on the
same side of the street, and the child walks toward the
street when the bus stops in front of the house.

Part achip3 or verifying that students can consecutively
perform discrct- actions which indicate sccnnini of two repre-

.

sentationsi.j....1:2_ or re.pros-nLLions of o.):ects or
prsorlsenc tlry r b!o:Y. re%res:ctirn rnd selecticn of
one of .th2_sclr.7sentr_tions one cue t-) perform both
scanning and selection.The representations are consecutively
presented oncQ,_ in z- Mined scucnce within reach of the stu-
dents ane the rcferrns are pirc:!d :Doth within and not within
reach_of Lh s_udents.

The difference between Part I end Part 2 is essentially that
in Fart oh'ect.s. or Dcrsers ore presented whereas in Pert 2
rcoresentotions_ aro pros,rv-cd.

LisJ.y ucti i'rocmdure

The represer.tatinns arc consecutively presented in a defined
sequence once within reach. The teacher issues one cue which
require ,-. thc students to demonstrate scanning of each object
and to a selection action toward one of the representa-
tions. he referents are placed bott3 within and not within
reach positions ranjing within 145 to the right and left
of midlile, and 45° above and below eye level. The represen-
tations, in Ztcps L through D, ere placed at the eye level
at whic:. Lhe students dc-cnstra:ed critcrion performance in
Phase 'V h difFiculty. In addition, the objects
are pr_3.n., for a sprscificd !enjth of time and with an in-
terv c ritaticr.s at which the students most easi'y
perfor- s, A n.ld selection within the one presentation.

StPp S-,ps ) through E as in Phase XIV, Part 1,
using repres(z....1t:ons in place of objects or persons.

CrIrerion Performq

..cmc as described ishase XIV, Part 1.

Exarr,le ,%ctivity: (Phae XVI Part 2, Step A)

str !I ,Lated in front of a screen on which two slides
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are consecutively presented. One slide is of the school
swimming pool and one is of the slide on the playground.
The student is asked to select the next activity. The swim-
ming pool slide is the first to appear on the screen and the
student dces not press the button to advance the slides,
thus indicating a preference to go swimming.

PHASE XVII: TEACHING SCANNING OF MORE THAN TWO OBJECTS OR PERSONS
PRIOR TO THE SELECTION OF ONE OF THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS
WHEN THE OBJECTS OR PERSONS LRE CONSECUTIVELY PRESENTED
AND ONE CUE IS GIVEN TO PERFORM

Teaching or verifying that students can perform discrete actions
which indicate scanning of more then two oblects or persons prior
to the selection of one when the oblects or persons ere consecu-
tively presented once, and the students are given one cue to per-
form scanning and seiecti,^n.

Repeat the instructional sequence of Phase XVI using more than
two objects, persons, or representations. Proceed in an easy
to hard sequence by gradually increasing the number of objects
or persons, or representations to three, four, five, etc.
In Part 2 one of the representations should always represent
'nothing' (a blank).
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SECTION VI: SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES, TOYS, AND GAMES THAT CAN BE USED TO
TEACH TRACKING, SCANNING AND SELECTION SKILLS

The following list has bec.n formulated to provide additional activities
to those listed in the instructional sequences. Often, a particular
activitiy toy or game may be used to develop both tracking and scanning;
the teacher must adapt activity requirements to meet the needs of particular
students. It is hoped that this list serves as a catalyst to teachers
for developing additional activities and that teachers will extend the
list provided here.

A. TRACKING ACTIVITIES AND GAMES

ACTIVITY: Making Popcorn

WJERI\LS: Popcorn, oil, salt, butter (optional), electric popcorn
popper with transparent lid, fIcasuring cups, bo.l.

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
paths of the oil, the popcorn kernels, and the popcorn as
it pops.

PROCEDURE: The students may be seated at a table with a popcorn popper
in the center of the table. Pour the oil and then the pop-
corn kernels into the popper; direct the student to watch
the paths of these items as they are poured. As the popcorn
pops,have the students watch the repetitious paths of the
popping kernels.

ACTIVITY: Pouring Lieuids

MATERIALS: Liquids; milk, water, Kool-Aid, soda.
Containers; pitchers, bottles, cans, glasses, cups, bowls.

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow
the liquids as they are poured.

PROCEDURE: At appropriate times, meals or snack times, direct the
students to lw:tch as liquids are poured from one container
to another. Have the students take active participation
by letting them help pour the liquids.
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ACTIVITY: Flying a kite

MATERIALS: Kite, string

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
movements of the kite.

PROCEDURE: The students should be directed to watch the kite as it is

flown. The students should also have an opportunity to fly
the kite.

ACTIVITY: Paper airplanes

MATERIALS: Colored construction paper

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
flight of the airplane.

PROCEDURE: During an art class have students fold paper to make airplanes.
The teacher or students can toss the airplanes into flight
and the required skill is to track the plane until it comes to
rest on the floor.

ACTIVITY: Water play

!0P.TERMS: Water table or tubs, cups, perforated spoons, floating toys,
pots, food coloring, funnels.

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
objects as they are dropped into the water or the water as
it is poured into the tubs.

PROCEDURE: The teacher and students can interact with the materials in
a variety of ways; pour water into the tub, let water drain
through perforated spoons or funnels, drop food coloring into
water, float boats in the water, or pour water from one pan
to another.

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

Bathtime

Bath water, bubble bath, floating toys, towel, soap.

The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
moving objects or water.

During bathtime a family member can direct the student to
track the flow of the water as the tub is filled. Once the
student is in the bathtub, attention should be given to the
movement of floating toys or soap. The student may also be
asked to track the washcloth as it is moved along legs and
arms.
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ACTIVITY: Shoot ing marbles

MATERIALS: Marbles, containers

OBJEC

234

IVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
marbles and attend to the containers when the marbles are
hidden in the containers.

PROCEDURE: Drop the marbles vertically into the containers or shoot
marbles across a horizontal plane into the containers. Direct
students to track marbles in motion and to locate hidden
marbles. The students should be allowed to play with the
marbles.

ACTIVITY: Attending a dance

MATERIALS: People dancing

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
people as they are dancing.

PROCEDURE: Direct the student's attention to a particular dancing couple,
have the student track their movements on the dance floc...

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

Flashlight Play

F!ashlight, darkened row

The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
movement of the light.

Have the students seated and gradually darken the room by
pulling the shades andreducing the artificial lighting.
Several activities can be utilized; move the light on the wall
or cetiling, flash the light on specific objects io the room,
flash the light on the floor and when it stops have the
students step on the lit area. The students should also have
opportunities to move the flashlight for their peers to watch.
*This activity can also be adapted by using a slide projector
and slides of colorful objects or familiar people. The
projected slides should be moved in different paths on the
wall or screen.

Blowing soap bubbles

MATERIALS: Bubble solution, bubble blowers or pipes

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
random motions of the bubbles.
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PROCEDURE: The teacher should blow individual bubbles and direct the
students to follow the floating tillobles. As an additional
activity the students should be asked to attend to the loca-
tion where the bubble disappears.

ACTIVITY: Feeding ducks, birds, or fish

MATERIALS: Bread, crackers, fish food

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow
the food when thrown and the animals while they are moving.

PROCEDURE: Toss food into a duck pond and direct the students to watch
the food as it is thrown and also track the ducks as they
swim to the food. Similar procedures would be used to feed
birds on the lawn or fish in a tank.

ACTIVITY: Cooking activities

MATERIALS: Cooking ingredients, measuring spoons, bowls, measuring cups.

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which follow
the ingredients as they are mixed together.

PROCEDURE: While baking a cake, making jelio, or a similar cooking
prnjnct thn cssist in thr..! prcp.'retion. Thc
students can pour liquids and solids into the mixing bowl,
stir the batter, and pour the finished product into another
container. Direct the students to track the liquids and
solids as they are poured and track the stirring spoon.
*The activity can be adapted for art activities such as,
preparing play dough, cornstarch batter, or Silly Putty.

ACTIVITY:

MA ERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

Watering the lawn, gardens or houseplants.

Garden hose, watering can. lawn sprinkler.

The students should perform discrete actions which follow
the paths of the water.

Direct the students to track the water as it is sprayed on
the lawn or garden with a hose. The hose may be directed
at a drive-way and have the student track the water as it

streams down the driveway. Inside the house, students may
be requested to follow the ater as it is out of a
watering can.



ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:
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Painting; finger painting or brush painting

Paints, construction paper, paintbrushes

The students should perform discrete acticrs which track
the movements of the brushes, hands and paints.

During a finger painting activit, students should be acked
to track finger and hand movements in the paint and locate
paths which they created. During a brish painting act!vity,
students should track the brush cnd the paint as it is applied.
Vi,ried paths should be used; horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and circular.

Pinball machines, ping ponq games, tennis, badminton. billiards

Appropriate equipment for above games

The st'udents will perform discrete actions which follow the
balls used in the games.

The students should be seated around the game area and directed
to follow the path of the ball as others play the games. The
students should also receive opportunities to play the games
themselves.

Raking leaves, mowing lawn, vacuuming, sweeping

Rakes, lawn mower, vacuum cleaner, brooms, mops

The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
paths of the tools.

The tools should be used in a very discrete manner; make
definite diagonal or horizontal motions with the tools.
Direct the students to watch the rake as it moves across the
grass, watch the person pushing the lawn mower, watch the
vacuum as it moves across the carpet, or watch the mop as
the floor is swept.

Playground activities

Slides, teeter-totter, bikes, trampolines, swings, balls.

The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
persons using the playground equipment or the movement of the
equipment.
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PROCEDURE: Allow the students to interact with the playground equipment,
then direct the students to track the various movements:
persons moving down a slide, persons moving up and down on
a teeter-totter, moving bikes, persons jumping on a trampoline,
persons swinging, bouncing or rolling balls.

ACTIVITY:

.MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

Amusement park rides

Rides available at a carnival, fair or amusement park.

The students will perform discrete actions which track the
movements of persons on rides or the movement of thl rides
themselves.

PROCEDURE: Direct the students to the various movements of a ride, and
pinpoint a particular person or portion of the ride to track.
Such rides may be; a horse on a merry-go-round, a car of a
roller coaster, boat on a track, bumper cars, seat on a
ferris wheel and others. Of course, students should get
a chance to have a ride, too.

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

08 ECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

Making eatable jewelry.

Licorice strings, Cheerios, Life savers.

The students will perform discrete actions which track the
Cheerios and Life savers as they are strung on the licorice.

The teacher presents a necklace or bracelet made of licorice,
Cheerios and Life savers. The students are directed to watch
the teachers as another necklace is made. The students should
track the Cheerios and Life savers as they are strung on the
licorice. The students can then make their own jewelry.

Checking out of a grocery store

Groceries, check out lane

The students will perform discrete actions which follow the
grocery items as they move along the conveyor belt.

The grocery items are placed on the conveyor belt and the
students are directed to watch a particular item as it moves
along the conveyor belt.
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B. SCANNING AND SELECTION ACTIVITIES AND GAMES

MATER

Pressing

ALS: Clothing

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
items of clothing and select the needed clothing items.

PROCEDURE: The clothes are laid out on a bed, or are hanging in closets,
or in drawers. The number of clothing items and their arrange-
ment depends on the skill level of the student. The teacher
would cue the students to "Find your shirt" or 'Get dressed."

ACTIVITY: Body part identification

MATERIALS: Picture of a body, person, a doll, or individual pictures of
body parts.

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
body and select the appropriate body part.

PROCEDURE: Several procedures may be used, two of which are: 1) Direct
the students to locate a specific body part on a body or
partial body representation; "Look at the whole body. Show
me head." 2) The students can be required to locate the body
part which is appropriate for a clothing article; 'Here is a
mitten, where does it go?"

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

Eating

Eating utensils, food served family style

The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
utensils available and select the appropriate utensil or will
scan the food items and select a desired or designated food
item.

PROCEDURE: At a mealtime, milk can be poured for several of the students
and a particular student can be told, "Look for you cup." The
student must scan all utensils and select the cup, then would
receive milk. Another activity may be to ask the students,
"What do you want to eat?" The students are directed to scan
the food choices and selecta preferred item.

ACTIVITY: Recess or free playtime

JMATERIALS: Variety of toys, playmates, ongoing activities
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4

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

-239-

The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
play options and select an activity to engage in.

The students should be presented with a variety of play
activities or toys; hopscotch, bike riding, jump rope,
records, etc., and directed to, "Find something to do."
The students may also be presented with choices of play-
mates as in picking teams. "Who do you want on your team,
Shing, Barb, or Perry?"

Clean-up after an activity

Items used in a previous activity

The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
room and select items to be put away.

The students are told that it is time to clean-up after an
activity, and to find items which need to be picked up.
'Fird all the balls and put them cway' or 'Pic!: up all the
dirty dishes' may be two such situations.

Watering Houseplants

MATERIALS: P!ants, watering can, water

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
room to locate plants and scan the plants for dirt to water.

PROCEDURE: The student is given a water can and told to look around
the room and find the plants to water. When the plants are
found, the student is directed to find the dirt and water
the plant.

ACTIVITY: Preparing a food dish

MATERIALS: Ingredients for food dish

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
available ingredients and select each ingredient in proper
order.

PROCEDURE: The ingrecients are assembled in various arrays on a counter
or table. The students are directed to find individual in-
gredients in order of use; "Look at all the food, find the
flour.'
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ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:
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Cleaning

Dirty table or floor, cleaning solution, cloths, mops,
sponges.

The students will perform discrete actions which scan an
area and select an area which needs to be cleaned.

A dirty area is mopped or wiped clean and students are asked
to locate any dirt left on the surface. The students must
scan the surface ardpoirt out any dirt.

Table setting

Table, chairs, dishes, utensils

The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
eating area and locate missing utensil!, dishes or chairs.

The table can be partially set for use. The teacher directs
the students to find a place setting which is missing a chair.
The student must scan the area and select the place which
does not have a chair by it. Another strategy would be to
have students locate missing utensils in the table setting.

Putting ob'ects into containers

Blocks, buttons, small balls, pegs, egg cartons, peg boards

The students will perform and select an empty space to be filled.

The students are presented with a container with holes or a
slot. The students are given an item (block, button, peg)
and told to scan and find a hole to put it in. The task can
be made easier or harder depending on the number of items
initially placed in the containers.

Sorting or matching

TWo sets of objects or pictures

The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
arrays of objects or pictures and select a pair which are
identical.

PROCEDURE: One set of objects isplaced in front of the student; ball, toy
car, balloon and toy truck. The teacher holds up an item which
is identical to one of the four objects in the set and says,
"Find the one that is the same." The student must scan the
options and make a proper selection.
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ACTIVITY: Tic-tac-toe
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MATERIALS: Paper, ten chips; five blue, five white

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
nine squares of the playing board and select an empty square
to place the chip on.

PROCEDURE: A grid is drawn on the paper; two horizontal and tle10 vertical
lines to form nine squares'. 1 . Two players take turns

/placing three chips in a rov; vertically, horizontally, or
diagonally. The students should be directed to scan the
array and locate empty squares.

ACTIVITY: Purchasing items from a vending machine

MATERIALS: Vending machine, proper amount of money

OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scantthe
available choices and make a selection.

aPCEDURE: The students are directed to scan the available choices, select
an item, place the money in the proper slot, and pull the
knob for their selection. Vending machines offer a variety
of situations; horizontal, vertical and repeated continuous
arrays. Also the items themselves may be scanned or pictcrial
representations may be displayed for scannioy.

ACTIVITY:

MATERIALS:

OBJECTIVE:

Farmer-in-the Dell

Eight or more persons to participate

The students will perform discrete actions which scan the
persons in the circle and selects one to join the center of
the circle.

PROCEDURE: One student is in the center of a circle and plays the Farmer.
The students in the circle walk around the Farmer, who picks
another student to join him as the wife. Each new person in
the center of the circle, selects another person to join him;
a child, nurse, dog, cat, rat and cheese are all picked.
*Similar games can be used for scanning and selection; "Little
Sally Saucer."

ACTIVITY: Hopscotch

MATERIALS: Chalk, puck (stone, stick, etc.)
W.
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OBJECTIVE: The students will perform discrete actions which scan eight
squares to select the square in which the puck landed.

PROCEDURE: A diagram is drawn on the floor with the chalk as follows:

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

The student throws the puck onto the playing array. The
student must scan and select the square on which the puck
landed. The student must then junp or walk into each square
exccpt the one which contains the puck. If the student
steps on a line or into the square that contains the puck,
a turn is lost. If the student proceeds correctly over all
the squares, his name is placed on the square which contained
his puck. The student who gets his name placed in the most
squares in the winner.

C. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TOYS FOR TR,1,CKING SCANNING AND SELECTION ACTIVITIES

In addition to the activities and games delineated in the previous
sections, there are numerous commercially produced toys which can enhance
the implementation of the instructional sequences. The toys can be found
in most department stores, discount stores and toy shops. The following
list of toys not meant to be an exhaustive listing of available toys',
but -J'ould sr-rve as a sanp!inc.

PULL TOYS

The studerts can track movement of toys, both visual and auditory
components, and track moving parts of the toys.
Fisher-Price: Humpty-Dumpty, Penguin, Cow, Bouncy Racer, Jiffy Dump

Truck, Telephone, Mini-Copter, Peek-a-boo Block.
Creative Playthings: Blo:ks and Beads.

ACTIVATION TOYS WITH ONE MOW,BLE PART

The students can track the movement of the toy.
Slinky
Frisbee
Dum-Dum on a spring
Yo-yo

ACTIVATION TOYS WITH MUTIPLE MOVABLE PARTS

The students can track the movements of the toy parts and scan the
toy for levers, buttons, Knobs, or strings which activate the toy.
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Fischer-Price:
Kohner:
Creative Playthings:
Child Guidance:
Ohio Art:
Mattel:
Winnie the Pooh:

(Sears)

BOARD GAMES
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Activity Center, Play Gym
Busy Box, Surprise Box, Mr. Busy Face
Baby Activator
Big Mouth Singers
Etch-a-Sketch
See 'n Say toys
Musical Birdhouse

The students can track the spinners used to determine the number of
moves allowed to a player. The game board may be scanned to locate
a player's marker or to locate specific spots on the board. The

player's markers can be tracked as they progress on the board.
Candyland
Winnie-the-Pooh
Twister
Chutes and Ladders
Hi-Ho-Cheerio
Many additional games at varying levels.

TABLE GAMES

The students can track the movements of the playing objects; ball, puck
or electronic dot.
Air Hockey
Ponq (T.V. Tennis)
Foos Ball
Pool

OTHER TOYS

The students can track movements of objects or the person operating
the toy.
Tonka:
Fisher-Price:
Creative Playthings:
Child Guidance:
Bowmar:

Vehicles with movable parts
Bowling, Basketball, Garage
Sewing Block with Wooden Needle
Log and Tocls
Manipulative Books; How Does it Feel? and
Things I Can Do

Variety of Race Car Games: May be electric or manual (Mattel, Tower
of Power, etc.)



SECTImN 111: SUGGEST,:D STRIJEGIES FOR RECCUING STUDENT PROGRFY

There aro numerou.s ways in which the acquisition of skills Cir.: be

empirically verified. Sveral sample strategies for recordi,-;:.
student progress have been included in an attempt to assist teachers
who may use the tracking skill sequence or the scanning and sei.ect.jon
skill sequences.

SAMPLE DAFA SHEET: Data Sheet 1 is an example of a say to record an
individual student's progress through a particular step in one of'
the sequences. Data Sheet I Las been partially ,20mpleted to
exemplify possible performance on Phase 1, Part 1, Stop A of the
!racking Sequence. As can be discerned from inspect: 'n of Data
Sheet I instruction has occurred in two settins, with two
persons instructing, using two objects, but using ,-.ne consistent
verbal cue. However, the student has not yet reached criterion
performance, and additional teaching trials are aecessary.

MI.1.111\1. iTcul;P The clvnulative l;ec,,rd Sheet can be utilized
to record iG1 individual student's progress toward the attainment

criterio:; perrnrce on all steps o1' a particular part in the
sequence. Me cumulative record sheet provides one way to collate
longitudinal informatiol:, including perHrmance across persons,
settings, objects, langua2e cues, distance, eye level and speed.
A teacher may place marks in squares which can represent a student's
perfo!'mance on a particular step of a sequence. [his cumulative
rec.ord sheet Las been completed to exemplify how a student's per
formance on nase I, Part 1, Steps A, F and (1 of the Tracking
Sequence might be recorded cumulatively.
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SAMPLE DATA SHEET

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE: Tracking

PHASE I

Trial DATE: 9/3
1

STUDENT NAME Mary

PART I STEP

TEACHER Jan
OBJECT clock
CUE "Look at"
SETTING mat in classroom

Trial DATE: 9/3 TEACHER Jan
0 OBJECT balloon

CUE "Look at"
SETTING mat in classroom

Trial DATE: 9/3

Trial DATE:
4

Trial DATE:

5

Trial DATE:

6

Trial DATE:

7

Trial DATE:

8

TEACHER Steve
OBJECT bread
CUE -Look at"
SETTING lunchroom

TEACHER
OBJECT
CUE
SETTING

TEACHER
OBJECT
CUE

SETTING

TEACHER
OBJECT
CUE

SETTING

TEACHER
OBJECT
CUE

SETTING

TEACHER
OBJECT
CUE

SETTING

2 57

DISTANCE within 2 ft.
EYE LEVEL eye level
SPEED slow
STUDENT ACTION incorrect

DISTANCE within 2 et.
EYE LEVEL eye level
SPEED slow
STUDENT ACTION correct

DISTANCE within 2 ft.
EYE LEVEL eve level
SPEED slow
STUDENT ACTION correct

DISTANCE
EYE LEVEL
SPEED
STUDENT ACTTON

DISTANCE
EYE LEVEL
SPEED
STUDENT ACTION

DISTANCE
EYE LEVEL
SPEED

STUDENT ACTION

DISTANCE
EYE LEVEL
SPEED
STUDENT ACTION

DISTANCE
EYE LEVEL
SPEED
STUDENT ACTION



cuNULATIVE MORD SET

Instructinnal

Sequence Tracking

Phase 1 Prt 1

Initiation Completion

Date 913/76, Date ,,yoo...b..

STEPS

ABCDEUC

Student

Name Mary

STEPS

H JKLM ABCDEFGH1jKLM

1111111111111

Persons

Functional

Tools

IIIIIIIII

IEEE II
11111101001111

Foods

IMINIAIIE

Clothing

STEPS

ABCDEPCHIJ K I 1%

Classroom

X _X X

7anol
X

Home

X X

Community

X

.

1

Y = Criterion Performance
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Classroom

Personnel
X X X

School

Persomel
X

Family

Members N x

Peers

Community

Members X

.

,

ABCDFICHIJ
Verbal

1

X X X

111111111

III

IIJIINIII

ll

0

111

Verbal'
0

IllIllIlIflhl
NonVerball

9
NonVerbal"

Verb' k e

X III

= Criterion pr mance



CUMULATIVE RECORD SHEET (Cont.)

STEPS

A BCDEF CHIJK L11

Ec-f)

2,c)

Within

2 feet

2-5 feet

X X X

_

5-10 feet

Beyond

10 feet

STEPS

A BCDEF CHI 1 I L M

Slow
X X X

Fast

XX X

moloolool
oullogra

immumEm

STEPS

ABCDEICHIJKLM

At

Eve Level
X

,

X X

15b Above

Eve Level

4 Above

Ee Level

15' Below

Eye Level

45' Below

Eye Level

COMMENTS:
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